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There are many new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the fi rst few 
Spanish Explorers lessons.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the 
words and defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during these lessons.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  
 Using the Glossary and Vocabulary Templates, follow the directions below and 
 on the next two pages to create and glue two Vocabulary Circle Flaps securely 
 into your History notebook.      

 

 

1.  Cut out Circle Flap Organizer One 
 along all bold lines, including the
 line between each word.  Neatly 
 color each Flap on the Organizer 
 a different color. 

2.  Fold the eight flaps forward along 
 the dotted lines on the Circle Flap 
 Organizer.
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4.  Attach Circle Flap Organizer One to the
 glued spot on top of Circle Flap Pattern
 One as shown.

 There should not be any glue under
 the flaps.

5.  Cut out each of the eight Vocabulary
 Definition Pieces One along all bold lines.

word

w
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d

word

word

w
ord

word

word

w
ord

GLUE
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3.  Cut out Circle Flap Pattern One along
 the outside bold line.  Put glue only on 
 the inside of of the small circle on the 
 Pattern.
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7.  Repeat the same six steps with Circle Flap Organizer Two, 
 Circle Flap Pattern Two, and Vocabulary Definition Pieces Two 
 to make a second Vocabulary Circle Flap.

word
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word

word
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word

 word

8.  Glue one Vocabulary
 Circle Flap on the right
 side of your notebook
 and one on the left side
 of your notebook.
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6.  Glue each Vocabulary Definition Piece under its
 matching vocabulary word on the Circle Flap 
 Organizer as shown.w
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VOCABULARY
Christians
climate
conquer
mammoths
prehistoric
sculptures

BIG IDEAS
How did the first
humans arrive in
the Americas?

What types of 
artifacts did the
Olmec leave for
archaeologists to
discover?

How were the Maya
affected by the
arrival of Spanish
explorers and
colonists?

What is the main
idea of the section
about the Ice Age?

Mesoamerican
Civilizations

The fi rst humans to live in the Americas were hunters.  
Archaeologists (ar•kee•OL•uh•jists) – scientists who study past 
human life – believe these hunters came from Asia, the world’s 
largest continent.  They entered North America in small groups by 
walking across the Bering Land Bridge.
 The Bering Land Bridge was actually a strip of ice that was 
1,000 miles wide.  It connected northeast Asia to western Alaska 
thousands of years ago during the Ice Age – a period in Earth’s 
history when thick ice sheets covered large areas of land.  
 Large wild animals crossed back and forth over the Bering 
Land Bridge.  Hunters followed the animals into North America.  
When the ice melted, the frozen bridge disappeared and the water 
raised the level of the sea.  The hunters who followed the animals 
into North America had no way of getting back to Asia.  They 
continued following the wild animals throughout North and South 
America.   

ASIA

ALASKA

ARCTIC  OCEAN

BERING  SEA

PACIFIC  OCEAN

SPANISH EXPLORERS LESSON ONE
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HUNTERS AND GATHERERS
 The fi rst people arrived in North America about 12,000 years ago.  Archaeologists call 
these prehistoric people Paleo-Indians.   Paleo-Indians wandered 
across North America on foot in search of mammoths and bison.  
Along the way, they gathered nuts, berries, grains, and 
roots.   
 Paleo-Indians were so busy searching for food, 
they didn’t have time to build villages with permanent 
houses.  They lived in campsites or slept in caves.  
Hunters and gatherers had to be ready to move quickly 
to keep up with animals they were hunting.

THE END OF THE ICE AGE  
 At the end of the Ice Age, the climate of North America 
became drier and hotter.  Large wild animals moved to cooler 
climates.  The Paleo-Indians found new ways to survive.  
 They made better weapons for hunting smaller animals and gathered more berries and 
seeds.  They cleared the area of trees and began planting seeds and growing food.  Farming 
made it easier for the Paleo-Indians to settle in one place.  As populations grew, more 
advanced cultures began to develop.

THE OLMEC
 To the south of North America was an area in Mexico and Central America known as 
Mesoamerica.  The Olmec, whose Aztec name means “rubber people” developed the earliest 
known civilization in Mesoamerica.  Historians believe their name came from their ability to 

remove rubber from rubber trees.  They 
were the fi rst to play a game with balls 
made from solid rubber.  They may have 
also practiced bloodletting – taking blood 
from a vein to cure or prevent illnesses. 
 The Olmec lived in several villages 
along the Gulf of Mexico in the present-day 
Mexican states of Veracruz and Tabasco.  
They were known for their use of stone 
in buildings and sculptures.  They built 
the fi rst pyramids in the Americas and 
carved huge stone heads that were nine 
feet high and weighed almost eight tons, 
which is about the weight of eight newborn 
humpback whales.  Archaeologists have 

also discovered rock carvings, paintings, and ceramic sculptures left by the Olmec culture.
 The Olmec used the well-watered coastal areas of the Gulf of Mexico to grow crops 
of corn and beans.  The area also offered the Olmec an endless supply of plants, palm nuts, 
turtles, and clams.         
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THE MAYA
The Maya built an ancient civilization that stretched throughout Central America.  At 

one point, the Mayan civilization included several large city-states with millions people living 
in them.  The Mayan culture was 
one of the most advanced on Earth.  
 They developed a system 
of hieroglyphic (hi•ruh•GLIF•ic) 
writing that involved carving 
symbols on buildings, books, and 
artifacts – objects and tools used by 
early humans for eating, cooking, 
and hunting.  The Mayan calendar 
included 18 months, each with 20 
days, plus a set of fi ve days.
 Human sacrifi ce, warfare, 
and slavery were common in 
Mayan culture.  Like the Olmec, 
the Maya practiced blood-letting.  
Humans were sacrifi ced to the gods 
to ensure their future success with crops or in warfare.  
 The Maya grew maize – a type of corn – as well as squash, beans and chili peppers.  To 
water their crops, the Maya collected rain water and dug canals to control the fl ow of water 
through each city.  

MAYAN CITIES
The Maya created large stone temples, palaces, and bridges.   Mayan cities were 

carefully planned using a grid system, so that buildings and ceremonial areas lined up 
properly.  Flat-topped pyramids and buildings were built facing each other on a platform.  
High walls were built around some of the Mayan cities for protection from enemies.  Between 
many Mayan cities, raised roads made of crushed limestone stretched for hundreds of miles.
 In the 900s, before the arrival of Spanish explorers, the Mayan civilization began to 
collapse.  Some historians believe there weren’t enough resources to support the Mayan 
Kingdom’s large population.  Battles broke out over the shortage of food and water.   People 
left the cities and buildings began to fall apart.

SPANISH EXPLORERS 
  In 1521, Spanish explorer Francisco de Montejo (mon•TEH•ho) received permission 
from the king of Spain to conquer the Mesoamerican cultures.  Montejo wanted to fi nd large 
quantities of gold and silver.  He found some gold, but not the riches he had hoped for.  
 It took Spain 170 years and several voyages – journeys made by water – to fi nally take 
control of the Maya and set up Spanish colonies.  Many Maya died from diseases brought 
by Spanish settlers.  The remaining Maya were forced to work for the Spanish, give up their 
religious customs, and become Christians.  Those who refused were arrested and beaten.  The 
Spanish destroyed Mayan artifacts and burned most of their books.     
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
an Accordion Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next two pages to create your Big Idea Accordion Organizer.  

BIG IDEA ACCORDION ORGANIZER

1. Cut out each of the Question Strips along the bold lines. 
    

Question
STRIPS

2. Neatly color each Question Strip. 
    

A

3. Cut out each of the Accordion Organizer 
Pages along the bold lines. 
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BIG IDEA ACCORDION ORGANIZER

5.  Glue each Question Strip into its proper 
 space on each of the Accordion 
       Organizer Pages.

4.  Fold the Accordion Organizer Pages 
       along the dotted lines as shown so 
 that the lines for writing are on the 
 outside.

6.  Using the lesson, answer each of the Questions in 
       the space provided under each Question Strip.
       Use complete sentences and proper capitalization, spelling,
 punctuation, and grammar.
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BIG IDEA ACCORDION ORGANIZER

7.   The first Accordion Organizer Page has a tab A at the bottom.  
Glue tab A of that Page to the back of the second Page (with the 
blank tab at the bottom) to make an Accordion. 

BLANK 
    TAB

8. Glue the blank tab on the bottom of the second page 
 onto the next blank page of your notebook.
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VOCABULARY
appointed
estimated
mainland
navigation
seaport
strait

BIG IDEAS
Why was finding
a shorter route
to Asia important
to European
explorers?

Why did Columbus
call the new people 
he met Indians?

Describe the route
to Asia taken by
Marco Polo and
explain why 
Columbus did not
take this route. 

SPANISH EXPLORERS LESSON TWO

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

Christopher Columbus was born in Genoa, Italy.  Historians – people 
who study history – aren’t sure of the exact date of his birth, but most 
agree it was sometime between August and October of 1451.  
 As a child, Christopher helped his father Domenico weave wool 
and run the family’s cheese stand.  Little is known about Christopher’s 
education, but we do know that he spoke several languages, studied 
geography, and enjoyed reading.    

COLUMBUS’S LOVE OF THE SEA
In 1470, Domenico moved his wife and children to the seaport 

town of Savona.  Dominico bought a restaurant to sell 
food and beverages.  Christopher wasn’t 
interested in becoming a restaurant owner 
or serving food and drinks to customers.  
His love was the sea.
 By 1476, Columbus was 
working on a ship off the coast 
of Portugal (POR•chuw•gal), 
a country along the Atlantic 
Ocean on the southwestern edge 
of Europe.  The ship was attacked 
by French pirates.  Columbus and the 
rest of the crew were thrown overboard.  
Nineteen year old Christopher survived by 
swimming six miles back to shore.  
 Christopher’s brother owned a book 
and map store nearby in the Portuguese city 
of Lisbon.  Columbus traveled to Lisbon and 
began working with his brother.  
Within a few years, Columbus had 
taught himself everything he could about navigation and mapmaking.
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MARCO POLO
Columbus was especially interested in learning about Italian explorer Marco Polo.  

Almost two hundred years before Christopher Columbus was born, Marco Polo had traveled 
to Asia.  Making the journey to Asia was very important for Marco Polo and other European 
explorers.  In Asia, they could buy jewels, silk, and spices not available in Europe.  The only 
way to get these items was to buy them from Italian traders.  Italian traders purchased the 
items in Asia and sold them at very high prices to Europeans.  If explorers found a water route 
to Asia, they could buy things they wanted without paying Italian traders anything.
 Marco Polo traveled over land to Asia.  He left from Italy and sailed through the 
Mediterranean Sea before crossing the mountains and deserts of Asia, known as the Silk Road.   
Marco Polo’s journey lasted 24 years, but he made it to China.

FINDING A ROUTE TO ASIA
  Other explorers searched for an eastward water route to Asia.  They sailed around the 
tip of Africa.  Violent storms in this part of the Atlantic Ocean made this route very dangerous.  
 Christopher Columbus believed that by sailing west, he could fi nd a shorter and safer 
route to Asia.  He estimated that Asia was just 3,000 miles west of Europe.  He did not know, 
of course, that the continent of North America stood in his way.  Asia was actually 10,000 miles 
west of Europe!

MARCO POLO’S ROUTE TO ASIA
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ASKING FOR MONEY
Beginning in 1484, Christopher Columbus begged leaders of Portugal to pay for a trip 

across the Atlantic Ocean.  They refused to give him money.  A year later, Columbus traveled 
to Spain.  He asked King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella to help him.  It took six long years, but 
Queen Isabella fi nally agreed to support Columbus’s plan of sailing west toward Asia.  She 
gave him enough money for ships and supplies.

COLUMBUS’S VOYAGE TO THE NEW WORLD
On August 3, 1492, Christopher Columbus and a crew of 90 men and boys set sail on 

three small ships named the Niña, the Pinta, and the Santa Maria.  They headed westward to 
fi nd the East Indies in Asia. 
 After more than a month of sailing, Columbus and his crew sighted a group of islands, 
which are areas of land completely surrounded by water.  Columbus thought they had reached 
the East Indies in Asia.  Actually, they had only sailed to the islands just south of Florida in the 
Caribbean Sea.  Today, these islands are known as the West Indies.

INDIANS
Historians believe Christopher Columbus fi rst landed on an island in the Bahamas that 

he named San Salvador.  Columbus claimed the entire area for Spain.  He explored the islands 
looking for the riches that Marco Polo had written about.  He thought he was in the East Indies 
of Asia, so he named the new people he met Indians.  
 There were more than 40,000 Indians living in the West Indies when Columbus arrived.  
Since these people were the fi rst people living in America, we call them Native Americans or 
indigenous (in•DIJ•uh•nus) people  today.  Columbus wrote in his journal – a written record 
of events – that he thought Indians would make good enslaved workers.  They didn’t seem 
to have any religion of their own and he believed they could easily be defeated with about 50 
men.  Columbus planned to take six Indians back to Spain with him.

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS’S ROUTE TO “ASIA”
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LA NAVIDAD
In the West Indies, Columbus explored the northeast coast of present-day Cuba and 

the northern coast of Hispaniola (his•pan•ee•OH•luh), an island in the West Indies that lies 
between Cuba and Puerto Rico.  Before returning to Spain, the native people helped him build 
a fort on Hispaniola.  He left 39 of his men at the fort that he named La Navidad, which meant 
Christmas in English.  Instead of taking just six Indians with him, Columbus kidnapped – took 
people without permission – about 25 of them.  Only seven survived the journey back to Spain.
 In the spring of 1493, Christopher Columbus arrived in Spain.  Since he did not 
bring back spices or other Asian products, many doubted that he had actually been to Asia.  
Explorers still believed that the best route to Asia could be found by sailing around the tip of 
Africa.  Still, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella appointed Columbus as governor of the West 
Indies.  They agreed to pay for a second voyage.

COLUMBUS’S SECOND VOYAGE
On September 24, 1493, Columbus left Spain with 17 ships carrying supplies and more 

than 1,000 men.  On his way back to the West Indies, Columbus explored and named many 
of the islands in the Caribbean including present-day Dominica, Antigua, Saint Kitts, Saint 
Martin, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico. 
 On November 22, Christopher Columbus arrived in Hispaniola.  He found that La 
Navidad had been destroyed.  All of the men had been killed by Native Americans.  Columbus 
quickly established another settlement that he named La Isabella in honor of Queen Isabella.  
Settlers at La Isabella were promised they would fi nd gold and silver near La Isabella.  
Although it only lasted a few years, most historians agree that La Isabella was the fi rst 
permanent settlement in the New World – a term once used to describe the continents of North 
and South America.
 On April 24, 1494, Columbus left Hispaniola.  He arrived in Cuba six days later and 
explored Cuba’s southern coast and several nearby islands.  On May 5, 1494, Columbus 
reached Jamaica.  He sailed back toward Hispaniola before returning to Spain. 
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COLUMBUS’S THIRD VOYAGE
On May 30, 1498, Christopher Columbus set sail on his third voyage.  He explored and 

claimed for Spain the mainland of South America, and the islands of Trinidad, Margarita, 
Tobago, and Grenada.  
 On August 19, 1498, Columbus returned to Hispaniola and the settlement at La Isabella.  
He wrote in his journal that Hispaniola would be a perfect place to capture Indians to sell as 
enslaved workers.  At La Isabella, Columbus found many angry settlers who blamed him for 
being a bad governor.  He had some of his crew hanged for disobeying him.

RETURNING TO SPAIN
When he returned to Spain, Columbus and his two brothers were arrested.  Chains were 

placed on their arms and legs.  During their trial, settlers claimed that Governor Columbus 
and his brothers had been unfair leaders.  They were accused of using horrible and unfair 
punishments to gain power in Hispaniola. 
 After six weeks in jail, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella ordered the release of 
Columbus and his brothers.  They were given their freedom.  Columbus even convinced, or 
persuaded, King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella to pay for a fourth voyage.  He was, however, 
replaced by Francisco de Bobadilla (baw•vah•THEE•yah) as governor of the West Indies.
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COLUMBUS’S FOURTH VOYAGE  
On May 11, 1502, Christopher Columbus left Spain with four ships, his brother 

Bartolomeo (bar•tol•luh•MAY•yoh), and his 13 year old son, Fernando.  A month later, 
he arrived on the island of Martinique (mar•teh•NEEK).  He sailed on toward Hispaniola, 
hoping to fi nd shelter from a hurricane that was approaching.  Governor Bobadilla refused 
to allow Columbus’s ships to land on Hispaniola.  The governor also refused to believe 
Columbus’s warning about a hurricane.  Columbus sailed on and found shelter near another 
island.

SURVIVING THE STORM 
On July 1, 1502, the hurricane destroyed 29 Spanish ships and killed more than 500 

people, including Governor Bobadilla.  Columbus’s ships survived the storm.  He sailed fi rst 
to Jamaica and then on to Central America.  He landed in the Bay Islands off the coast of 
Honduras.  Columbus spent two months exploring the Central American coasts of Honduras, 
Nicaragua, and Costa Rica.  He sailed to Panama where he heard stories of gold and a strait to 
another ocean.  Attacks from Native Americans damaged Columbus’s ships and forced him to 
leave Panama before he could search for gold and the mysterious ocean.
 On April 16, 1503, Columbus set sail for Hispaniola.  A month later, he sighted the 
Cayman Islands.  He named them Las Tortugas because of all the sea turtles he found there.  
Another storm damaged his ships, forcing him to land in Jamaica.  Columbus and his crew 
were trapped on Jamaica for almost a year.  After being rescued, Columbus sailed back to 
Spain.

COLUMBUS’S DEATH
Three years later, at the age of 55, Christopher Columbus died.  He truly believed he 

had found some unknown region of Asia.  As other explorers made the journey across the 
Atlantic Ocean, it became clear that Columbus had not discovered a shorter route to Asia.  
Instead, he had found new lands completely unknown to Europeans. 
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Flip Book to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the next 
two pages to create your Big Idea Flip Book.  

BIG IDEA FLIP BOOK

1.  Cut out the Flip Book Outline along the bold lines. 

1

2

3

2.  Use the lesson to answer each of the Big Idea 
 Questions.
 
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
 and grammar when answering the questions.

1

2

3
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BIG IDEA FLIP BOOK

3.  Neatly color and cut out the Flip Book Pattern and Title 
 along the bold lines. 

FLIP BOOK

QUESTION 1

FLIP BOOK

QUESTION 2

FLIP BOOK

QUESTION 3

4.  Fold the Flip Book Pattern along 
 the dotted line as shown. PREVIEW

color and cut out thecolor and cut o Flip Blip BF
ng the bold lineshe bold lines.EVIE

EV
LIP BOOKOOK

QQUESTIOUES N 22

FFLIP BOOKOK

QQUESTIOU N 3
EWWWWEWEWEWEWEWEWWWEEEEEEEEEEEEE

4.4. Fold
th COPYTitleitle

COPOP
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ternn along  alo
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BIG IDEA FLIP BOOK

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

5.  Glue the Flip Book Outline under
 the folded flaps of the Flip Book
 Pattern.

6.  Glue the completed Flip Book 
 and Title onto the next blank 
 page of your notebook.

PREVIEW

REREV
REREV

Glue theGlue the FFlip Book Outlinlip Book OutFFF
the fthe olded flaps of thelded flaps of thef
P PatteratterPPP nr .
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You have just fi nished reading about Christopher Columbus’s voyages to the New World.  
During his voyages, Columbus named many of the islands in the Caribbean Sea.  

In this activity, you will label many of these islands, water resources, and other important 
landforms and on a Christopher Columbus’s Voyages Map.

DIRECTIONS: 

 Using the Christopher Columbus’s Voyages Map on the next page and the Christopher 
 Columbus lesson, correctly label these islands, water resources, and other important 
 landforms.  Spelling Counts! 
 

ISLANDS

Antigua
Bahamas
Bay Islands
Cayman Islands
Cuba
Dominica
Grenada
Hispaniola
Jamaica
Margarita
Martinique
Puerto Rico
Saint Kitts
Saint Martin
Tobago
Trinidad
Virgin Islands

WATER RESOURCES

Caribbean Sea

OTHER LANDFORMS

Central America
Panama
South America

PREVIEW
o the Newthe Ne

bbean Sea.bean Sea.  

ces, and other important and other import

Mapp on the next page and the C on the next page and the C
slands, water resources, and otslands, water resources, an

ndsnds
man Islandsman Islands

ubauba
Dominicaminica
GrenadaGrenada
HispaniolaHispaniola
Jamaicaamaic
MargaritaMar
MartiniqueMartin
Puerto Puerto 
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about Christopher Columbus to make an 
Explorer Booklet that fi ts into your History notebook and provides a lasting reference to many 
important facts about Christopher Columbus.

PART I
DIRECTIONS: 

 1. Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook. 

2. Use the fi rst two pages of the Christopher Columbus lesson to complete 
  the Columbus Journal Page.  Use proper capitalization, spelling, and 
  punctuation.  Color the picture of Christopher Columbus.  

 3. Cut out the Journal Page along the bold lines and glue it onto the left side
  of your History notebook. 

  

Part II
Using the Journal Page on the left page of your notebook, complete the Explorer Booklet Outline 
by answering each of the seven questions about Christopher Columbus on the lines provided.  
Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar. 

PREVIEW
mbumbu

g reference eferen

face-to-face pages in your Hisface-to-face pages in your

es of the Christopher Columbes of the Christopher Columb
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PART III
Follow the directions below and on the next page to assemble and glue your Explorer Booklet 
onto the blank page on the right side of your notebook, right across from your Journal Page. 

1.  Cut out the Booklet Outline along  
      the dark solid lines.  Then cut out   
      the rectangle with the questions.

 Color the picture on the Outline.

2.  Fold along the dotted line 
       so the flap covers the 
       answers to the questions.

PREVIEW
your r ExplorerExplo

om yourom your Journal PJourn

EV
REV

1. CCut out tut out t
 the dathe da
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3.  Glue the rectangle with the questions
       on top of the folded flap as shown above.

4.  Glue the completed Booklet onto 
       the right side of your notebook
 across from your Journal Page.  
     

PREVIEW
VIEVIEVIEIEWIEW

lue the reclue the rectangle with the qtangle with 
on top of the fon top of the folded flap aolded flap fff VIE
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VOCABULARY
biographies
expeditions
malaria
scholar

BIG IDEAS
What type of 
navigation system
did Vespucci use
during his travels?

Where was Amerigo
Vespucci born and
for which two
countries did he
explore?

What is named in
honor of Amerigo
Vespucci?

Amerigo Vespucci (veh•SPOO•chee) was born on March 9, 1454, 
to a wealthy family in Florence, Italy.  As a child, he was educated 
by his uncle who taught him math, science, and Latin.  Amerigo’s 
hobbies were collecting books and copying maps.  He dreamed of 
traveling so he could see what Earth 
really looked like.  
 As an adult, Amerigo 
became a businessman.  He 
hoped to make enough money 
so he could explore.  In 1491, 
Amerigo moved to Spain.  He 
became the director of a company 
that supplied explorers with 
everything they needed for their 
long voyages.  
 When Christopher 
Columbus returned from his fi rst 
journey to the New World, it was 
probably Amerigo’s company that 
supplied him with food and tools for his 
second and third voyages.

VOYAGES TO THE NEW WORLD
 Historians can’t completely agree 
on how many voyages Amerigo Vespucci made to the New World.  
Some think he made his fi rst voyage for Spain in 1497.  Others 
believe he did not sail toward the New World until 1499.  
 Historians do agree that during one or both of these 
expeditions, Spain sent Vespucci to fi nd a shorter route to Asia.  
Finding a quick route to Asia would give Spain control of Asia’s 
jewels, silk, and spices.  
   

AMERIGO VESPUCCI

SPANISH EXPLORERS LESSON THREE
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VESPUCCI’S NAVIGATION SKILLS 
Amerigo Vespucci sailed from Cadiz, Spain.  He reached the mouth of the Amazon 

River and touched the mainland of Brazil in South America.  Some believe he entered the Gulf 
of Mexico in the present-day United States.  Using the position of the planets and the stars, 
Vespucci was able to fi gure out how far west he had traveled.

SAILING FOR PORTUGAL (POR•CHUW•GAL)
In the early 1500s, Vespucci made voyages that were paid for by Portugal.  Each time, 

he sailed from the city of Lisbon and followed the South American coast.  During one of these 
expeditions, he sailed within 400 miles of the southern tip of South America.  
 Vespucci wrote letters to his friends in Europe describing his travels.  He did not fi nd 
a shorter route to Asia.  He was, however, the fi rst explorer to discover that North and South 
America were actually separate from Asia.  Remember, Christopher Columbus thought he 
had sailed to Asia when his ships landed in the West Indies off the southeast coast of North 
America.

HONORING AMERIGO VESPUCCI
In 1508, Spain named Amerigo Vespucci as Pilot Major.  This was a very high honor.  It 

meant that Vespucci was the most skilled navigator in the entire world.  He would not live 
long enough to enjoy this honor.  Four years later, Amerigo Vespucci died of malaria.
 A year before Vespucci’s death, German scholar Martin Waldseemuller read about 
Vespucci’s discoveries.  In honor of Amerigo Vespucci, Waldseemuller printed a wood block 
map with the name “America” spread across the southern continent of the New World.  More 
than 1,000 copies of Waldseemuller’s map were sold throughout Europe. 
 A few years later, Waldseemuller changed his mind about the name America.  It was 
too late.  The word America had stuck.  In 1538, a map of the world was created.  It honored 
Amerigo Vespucci by naming the northern and southern continents of the New World, North 
America and South America.

VOYAGES FOR SPAIN

VOYAGES FOR PORTUGAL

NORTH
AMERICA
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AMERICA
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Flap Book to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the next 
page to create your Big Idea Flap Book.  

BIG IDEA FLAP BOOK

1.  Cut out the four Flap Book Patterns and one Cover Flap along bold lines.
 Neatly color each Flap Book Pattern and Cover Flap.  

4.  Arrange four Flap Book Patterns, one in front of the other.  
 Put the Cover Flap at the very back.  Open up the Cover
       Flap so it can cover all four Flaps.

2.  Fold along the dotted lines of each Pattern 
 so the words are on the outside.

3.  One of the Flap Patterns is blank.  Write your own 
 question about the lesson on this Flap.
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BIG IDEA FLAP BOOK

6.  Glue the left side down over the staple,
       and fold over the Cover Flap.

7.  Lift the Flap of each Question.  Write the 
 answer to each Question under the Flap.

 For the question you wrote yourself, use the
 lesson, the Internet, an encyclopedia, or other
 books in the library to answer this question.

 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
 and grammar when answering the questions.
  

5.  Staple all of the Flaps together on the left side.  

Question

Answer

Question

8.  Glue the completed Flap Book
       onto the next blank page of your
 notebook.
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about Amerigo Vespucci to make a Pocket 
Time Line that tucks securely into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below to create 
the fi rst part of your Pocket Time Line.    

1.  Cut out the five Pocket Time Line 
 Patterns along the outside bold lines.  

QUESTION

2.  Read the information and question on each Pocket Time Line Pattern.
 Use the lines provided to answer each question.
 
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar in your answers. 

3.  Fold each Time Line Event Pattern so the words are on
 the outside and the blank sides are on the inside.

 Glue the blank sides together.
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PART II 
Using your fi nished Time Line Events, Envelope Template, and Time Line Title, follow the 
directions below and on the next two pages to assemble and glue your Pocket Time Line onto 
the next blank page of your History notebook.

1.  Cut out the Envelope Template and Title along
 the outside bold lines.  Neatly color the picture 
 on the front of the Envelope.

2.  Fold the Envelope Template along  
       all dotted lines so that the tabs 
       are in the back.
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4.   Gather your completed Pocket Time Line Cards.  Organize 
 the Pocket Time Line Cards in order with the earliest date 
 in the front and the most recent date at the back.

3. Glue the tabs to the back of the Envelope
       Template so that the top is open.
      

TA
BTA

B

TA
B

PREVIEW
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6.  Glue the completed Pocket Time Line Envelope onto the next 
 blank page of your notebook.

7.  Glue the Title above the Envelope. 

5.  Squeeze the sides of the Envelope.  One at a 
 time, slide in each of the five Pocket Time Line 
 Cards, starting with the earliest date and ending 
 with the most recent date. 
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There are many new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the next 
several Spanish Explorers lessons.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store 
the words and defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during these lessons.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  
 Using the Glossary and Vocabulary Templates, follow the directions below and 
 on the next two pages to create and glue two Vocabulary Foldables securely into 
 your History notebook.      

1.  Cut each Vocabulary Template along all bold  
       lines and fold along the dotted line.  
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2.  Glue one Vocabulary Template onto the blank
       notebook page on the left and one on the blank
       page on the right.

3.  Cut out all of the Vocabulary Words along the bold 
       lines and glue each word on top of a folded strip  
       on the Vocabulary Templates.
    

voyage government

bison North America

sound government

expedition South America

treasurer

governor Native Americans

antislavery

granite abolitionist

lieutenant
governor

West Indies

    overnm
ent
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West Indies
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he blankblank
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4.  Cut out all of the Vocabulary Definitions along the bold lines.
       

    overnm
ent

g

     antislavery

     W
est Indies

buyers and sellers who do so 
for profit

to act or perform again

the northernmost end of the 
Earth

loyalty to one’s government

a large group of animals
traveling together

travel through water in a boat 
that looks like a canoe

treating some people better
or worse than others 
without a good reason

groups of fruit or nut trees

a group of territories or peoples
under one ruler

a careful check

a term once used to describe
the continents of North America
and South America

a deep hole

large treeless areas of land

groups of people who are chosen
to listen to all the facts during
a court case before making a
judgment for guilt or innocence

carefully planned activities
which improve the mind,
tastes, and manners

spices made from the dried
buds of an evergreen tree

a journey for the purpose of
exploring

unable to be separated

a period in American history when
machines took the place of jobs once 
done by hand and factories were built to 
produce large quanities of products

five large lakes located in North America
at the border between Canada and the
United States whose names are Erie,
Michigan, Huron, Superior, and Ontario

5. Using the Glossary, glue the correct Vocabulary Definition 
       under its matching Vocabulary Word on the Vocabulary Templates.  

against slavery
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VOCABULARY
defeated
dominions 
treason
worshipped

BIG IDEAS
Explain how Native
Americans and  
Balboa differed in
their views about
pigs. 

Why is Santa María
important in history
and how did Spaniards 
gain control of this 
area?

What was more
important to Balboa
than discovering
the South Sea?  
Explain whether or
not you agree. 

How were the types
of punishments in
1519 different from
punishments given 
today?

Vasco Núñez de Balboa was born in Spain.  It’s not clear exactly 
when he was born, but most historians agree it was probably in 
1475.  His parents were not wealthy, so young Vasco worked in 
the household of a rich family who lived on the Atlantic Coast of 
southwest Spain.  As sailors returned from their voyages, Vasco 
heard the stories of land and riches across the Atlantic Ocean.

VOYAGE TO SOUTH AMERICA
 In 1501, Balboa joined a Spanish expedition to South 
America.  The 
expedition explored 
the northern coast of 
present-day Colombia.  
The group was not 
able to settle in 
Colombia because they 
didn’t have enough 
men, food, or supplies.  
Instead, they sailed 
through the Caribbean 
Sea to the island of Hispaniola (his•pan•ee•OH•luh).  
 Balboa used the money he earned from the South American 
expedition to purchase land and pigs.  Unfortunately, Native 
Americans on the island of Hispaniola worshipped pigs.  They 
would not buy or eat animals that they worshipped.  
 Unable to successfully farm or raise pigs, Balboa soon found 
himself poor and unable to pay back money he had borrowed.  
He wanted to leave Hispaniola and join an expedition that was 
planning to build the colony of San Sebastián in South America.  
The people to whom he owed money would not allow him to leave.
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SAN SEBASTIÁN
In 1510, Balboa left Hispaniola by hiding on a ship that was taking supplies to San 

Sebastián.  The captain discovered Balboa hiding in a barrel.  He threatened to throw him off 
the ship.  Balboa’s life was saved because he convinced the captain that his knowledge of the 
area they were going to could be useful.  When they reached San Sebastián, they found that 
colonists had left the settlement because of Native American attacks.

SANTA MARÍA
Balboa suggested that they move the colony west to Darién (DAIR•ree•an).  According 

to Balboa, rich soil and friendlier Native Americans could be found in this area of South 
America.  When they arrived at the spot that Balboa had told them about, they found 
500 angry Native American warriors ready to fi ght.  After a diffi cult battle, the Spaniards 
successfully defeated the Native Americans.  They entered the Native American village and 
discovered a treasure of golden ornaments.  The Spaniards named their new settlement Santa 
María.  Santa María was the fi rst permanent settlement on the mainland of South America.  

GOVERNOR BALBOA
As a reward for his leadership, Vasco Balboa was chosen as governor of Santa María.  

As governor, Balboa had complete power.  From his settlement in Santa María, Governor 
Balboa sailed west along Panama’s coastline, defeating some Native Americans and making 
friends with others.  He explored rivers, mountains, and swamps, searching for gold and 
enslaving Native Americans.  He claimed huge areas of new land for Spain.  Balboa wrote to 
the king of Spain asking for more men, weapons, and supplies for building ships. 
 Balboa planted corn and received fresh supplies from Hispaniola and Spain.  He got his 
men ready for exploring.  He collected a large amount of gold from the ornaments worn by 
Native American women.  Some of this gold was given to him; most of it he took by force.  
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THE ISTHMUS OF PANAMA  
In 1513, Governor Balboa heard stories about an area to the south where people were 

so rich they ate and drank from dishes made of solid gold.  Balboa was warned that he would 
need at least 1,000 men to defeat Native Americans living along the coast of what they called 
“the other sea.”

On September 1, 1513, Balboa led an expedition of about 200 Spaniards, a few Native 
American guides and a pack of dogs across the Isthmus of Panama – the narrow strip of 
land that lies between the Caribbean Sea and the Pacifi c Ocean.  The group included famous 
explorer Francisco Pizarro (puh•ZAR•roh), whom you will learn about soon.  Using a small 
ship and ten Native American canoes, the group sailed along the coast until they met up with a 
tribe of Native Americans that Balboa had become friends with.  They left the Native American 
village with more than 1,000 men ready for battle.  Balboa led his army through 45 miles of 
Panama’s jungle.

DISCOVERING THE SOUTH SEA  
Thirty days later, the expedition reached the sea that Balboa had been told about.  

Balboa walked into the ocean, dipped his sword in the water, and claimed the water and all of 
the surrounding land for Spain.  He named the new sea Mar del Sur, which means South Sea in 
English.  Today, we know this body of water as the Pacifi c Ocean.
 The most important reason for Balboa’s journey was to fi nd gold.  His large army of 
Spaniards and Native American warriors easily defeated the native people living along the 
South Sea.  As promised, Balboa found riches of gold and pearls.  He then learned that more 
treasure could be found on a group of islands guarded by a powerful and feared tribe of 
Native Americans.  Balboa and a small group of warriors paddled canoes to reach the islands.  
After a bloody battle, Balboa and his army defeated Native Americans on the islands. They 
took as much gold and pearls as they could carry in their canoes.  Before leaving, Balboa 
named the largest island Isla Rica, which means Rich Island. 
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VASCO NÚÑEZ DE BALBOA

PEDRO ARIAS
On January 19, 1514, Balboa returned to Santa María a very wealthy man.  More 

importantly, he had discovered the South Sea and claimed new land for Spain.  As required by 
Spanish law, Balboa sent one fi fth of his treasure 
to King Ferdinand in Spain.  
 Since Balboa had been gone for 
so long, King Ferdinand chose a new 
governor for Santa María.  His name was 
Pedro Arias.  In July 1514, Pedro Arias arrived 
in Santa María with men, women, and supplies.  
 Balboa was angry that he had been replaced 
as governor.  He wanted more than anything to 
return to the South Sea and continue searching 
for pearls and gold.  Unfortunately, Balboa was 
no longer in power.  It was the governor’s job to 
decide which explorers led expeditions.  
 Balboa secretly planned his next 
expedition.  Governor Arias found out about 
Balboa’s plans and had him arrested.  Just 
as Governor Arias was planning to lock 
Balboa in a wooden cage, King Ferdinand 
received news of Balboa’s discoveries and 
one fi fth of the treasure that Balboa had 
sent.  The king saved Balboa’s life.  
 King Ferdinand told Governor Arias 
that Balboa was to be shown honor for all of 
his accomplishments.  Governor Arias obeyed 
the king.  He even arranged for Balboa to 
marry one of his daughters.

BALBOA’S DEATH
In 1517, Governor Arias permitted Balboa to return to the South Sea.  On his way back 

to Santa María, Balboa was arrested by Francisco Pizarro, the same soldier who had been with 
him when he discovered the South Sea.  Pizarro had been sent by Governor Arias.  Balboa was 
accused of trying to take control of the South Sea for himself.  Balboa disagreed with all of the 
charges and demanded to be taken to Spain where he could speak with King Ferdinand and 
receive a fair trial.  Governor Arias refused.  He ordered the trial to take place immediately. 
 On January 15, 1519, Vasco Balboa and four of his friends were found guilty of treason.  
They were sentenced to death.  As Balboa was led to the chopping block to have his head
removed, he screamed, “Lies, lies!  Never have such crimes held a place in my heart.  I have 
always loyally served the King, with no thought in my mind but to increase his dominions.”  
After Balboa and his four friends were beheaded, their heads were put on public display for 
several days.   
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Four-Fold Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next page to create your Big Idea Four-Fold Organizer.  

BIG IDEA FOUR-FOLD ORGANIZER

1.  Cut out the Four-Fold Pattern, Title, and Cards with 
 the questions on them along the bold lines.

3.  Fold the Four-Fold Pattern along the dotted 
 lines so that the lines for writing are on the inside.

2.  Neatly color the Title and each Question.PREVIEW
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BIG IDEA FOUR-FOLD ORGANIZER

4.  Glue the four Questions on the front side of
       each folded flap on the Four-Fold Pattern.

6.  Glue the completed Four-Fold Organizer onto the next blank page of your 
       notebook.  Glue the Title above the Organizer.

5.  Fold back each flap.  Use the information from
 the lesson to answer to each Question.
      
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
 and grammar.
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Grid Math is a fun way to learn an important skill.  Grids are used to fi nd places on 
maps, to track weather patterns, and in space exploration. 

FOR EXAMPLE:  If you want to locate a place where C meets 3 (C,3), you would go over 
  to C and up to 3.  On a map or an atlas, (C,3)  might be the place where 
  you would fi nd the name of your city. 
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In this activity, you will use a grid system to put together a puzzle that should remind you 
of Spanish conquistador (con•KEE•stah•dor) Vasco Nuñez de Balboa.  You will need the 48 
puzzle pieces on the next two pages and the blank grid.

DIRECTIONS:
 
 1. Cut out the puzzle pieces one at a time (cut around the thick black line of  
  the square).  Glue that piece in its proper place on the empty grid before  
  cutting out the next piece.  

  Make sure that you do not turn the puzzle piece upside down or 
  on its side before gluing it; the way it looks before you cut it out is 
  the way it should be glued onto the grid.  You might want to 
  lightly mark the back of each piece before cutting it out so you 
  know which end is the top and which end is the bottom.  
  
 2. Follow the example.  If the puzzle piece is labeled (D,1), glue that   
  piece in the space where D meets 1 on the grid by going over to D and up to 1. 
  (D,1) has been done for you as an example.
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VOCABULARY
legend
Muslims

BIG IDEAS
As governor of 
Puerto Rico, what 
were two effects of 
Ponce de León’s 
leadership on 
Native Americans?

What was important
about the Fountain
of Youth?

How did Juan Ponce 
de León die?

Juan Ponce (PON•say) de León was born in Spain.  Historians 
believe he was probably born in 1460.  As a child growing up in a 
poor family, Juan earned money delivering messages and packages.  
During the early 1490s, Ponce de León served in the Spanish Army 
and fought to drive Muslims out of Spain.

VOYAGE TO THE NEW WORLD
 In 1493, Juan Ponce de León sailed with Christopher 
Columbus during the famous explorer’s 
second voyage to the New World.  
 He did not return to Spain 
with Columbus.  He stayed in 
Hispaniola (his•pan•ee•OH•luh) 
and led the defeat of the island’s 
Native Americans.  
 For his bravery, the Spanish 
government honored Ponce de León. 
He was appointed governor of a 
province – part of a country that 
has a government of its own – on 
the island.  Ponce de León was also 
given permission to explore Puerto 
Rico, where he had heard gold could 
be found.

GOVERNOR OF PUERTO RICO
 In 1509, Ponce de León claimed 
Puerto Rico for Spain and built the island’s 
fi rst settlement.  Once again, the Spanish 
government rewarded Ponce de León by 
appointing him governor of Puerto Rico.  
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TREATMENT OF NATIVE AMERICANS 
Native Americans in Puerto Rico were treated very badly by Governor Ponce de León.  

They were forced to dig for gold that would make the governor rich.  He also made Native 
Americans build forts to protect Spain’s claim on Puerto Rico.  While Ponce de León became a 
wealthy man, many Native Americans died from his poor treatment and diseases brought by 
the island’s new European settlers.
  
THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH
 In 1512, the Spanish government gave Ponce de León permission to explore the lands 
north of Cuba.  Any land that Ponce de León discovered would be under his control for life.  
According to legend, Caribbean natives told Ponce de León about springs on the island of 
Bimini in the Bahamas that promised all who drank from them would live forever.  Ponce de 
León was interested in fi nding this “Fountain of Youth.”

DISCOVERING FLORIDA
 In 1513, Juan Ponce de León sailed from Puerto Rico with three ships and about 200 
men.  Instead of fi nding the island of Bimini, they reached the east coast of present-day Florida 
in St. Augustine.  Ponce de León claimed all of Florida for Spain and named the area “Pascua 
de Florida” which means “land of fl owers.”
 Ponce de León and his crew left Florida and sailed toward Cuba.  Again he tried 
unsuccessfully to fi nd the island of Bimini and the mysterious “Fountain of Youth.”  He 
returned to Puerto Rico and then sailed back to Spain.  In 1514, he was named Captain General 
by King Ferdinand II.  
 Juan Ponce de León made other voyages to the New World to search for gold and the 
“Fountain of Youth.”  In 1521, he sailed back to Florida where he planned to start a colony.  The 
new settlement was under constant attack by Native Americans.  Fighting broke out and Ponce 
de León was wounded by a Native American arrow.  He returned to Cuba, where he died from 
his injury.  Juan Ponce de León was buried in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Three-Flap Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next two pages to create your Big Idea Three-Flap Organizer.  

BIG IDEA THREE-FLAP ORGANIZER

1.  Cut out the Three-Flap Organizer Pattern, Labels, and Title
along the dark solid lines.

2.  Neatly color the Labels and Title. 
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BIG IDEA THREE-FLAP ORGANIZER

3.  Fold the Three-Flap Organizer Pattern along all the 
 dotted lines so that the Questions are on the inside.

4.  Glue the Title on the bottom flap
       of the Three-Flap Organizer Pattern.

5.  Glue the Labels in their proper places on the outside
       of the Three-Flap Organizer Pattern. 
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BIG IDEA THREE-FLAP ORGANIZER

6.  Unfold each of the flaps and read the Question.  
      Use the lines provided to answer each of the 

Questions.

Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
and grammar when answering the questions.

7.  Glue the completed Three-Flap Organizer onto the next
 blank page of your notebook.
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VOCABULARY
channel
military
scurvy

BIG IDEAS
Why did Ferdinand
Magellan leave his
home in Portugal to
become a Spanish
citizen?

What was the 
importance of the
Strait of Magellan?

Besides the Strait of
Magellan, what else
was Magellan’s
voyage famous for? 

SPANISH EXPLORERS LESSON SIX

FERDINAND MAGELLAN

Ferdinand Magellan was born in the spring of 1480, in northern 
Portugal (POR•chuw•gal).  At the age of 10, both of Ferdinand’s 
parents died.  To continue young 
Ferdinand’s education, he was 
appointed as the queen’s 
messenger in the royal court.  
 It was there that 
he learned important 
information about 
navigating ships.

FIRST VOYAGE
 In 1505, Ferdinand 
Magellan sailed to India 
on a military expedition.  He 
knew immediately that he 
wanted to navigate the sea.  
 Magellan had heard 
about Christopher Columbus’s 
voyages.  He wanted more than 
anything to become the famous 
explorer who fi nally found a 
shorter route to Asia with all of its spices, silk, and jewels.

MOVING TO SPAIN
 King Manuel I of Portugal refused to give Magellan ships 
or supplies for a voyage to the Spice Islands – a group of islands 
in southeast Asia.  The Portuguese still felt the best route to Asia 
was around the tip of Africa.  Unhappy with the king’s decision, 
Magellan left his home in Portugal and moved to Spain.  He 
married a Spanish woman and became a Spanish citizen.
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SAILING FOR SPAIN 
Magellan presented his plan to the king of Spain.  He told King Charles V that he knew 

of a secret strait through the southern continent of the New World.  He believed he could sail 
right through this strait to the Spice Islands.  If he could not fi nd the strait, Magellan promised 
he would sail back and follow the usual route around the tip of Africa.  Either way, Magellan 
promised King Charles V that he would bring back spices and valuable treasure for Spain.

King Charles V supported Magellan’s plan.  He gave Magellan permission to search for 
a shorter route to Asia.  On August 15, 1519, Magellan set sail with fi ve ships and more than 
260 men.  They took items to trade with Native Americans and enough food to last for two 
years.  Magellan kept his plans very secret.  He didn’t even tell the captains of his fi ve ships 
where they were going. 

THE STRAIT OF MAGELLAN
On December 15, 1519, Magellan’s ships landed on the coast of present-day Brazil.  

They met friendly Native Americans who traded with them for fruit and fresh meat.  They 
continued sailing south, looking 
for the secret strait that would 
connect the Atlantic and Pacifi c 
oceans.  They found several bays 
and rivers, but no straits.
 After another ten months of 
sailing, Magellan’s ships found the 
strait they had been searching for.  
 It took almost a month for 
his ships to sail through the 373 
mile long passage that Magellan 
named All Saints Channel.  He 
chose this name because his ships 
sailed through the passage on 
November 1, or All Saints Day.  
Today we call this passage the 
Strait of Magellan.

THE SOUTH SEA
On November 28, 1520, 

Magellan’s ships made it through the Strait of Magellan and sailed into a body of water 
Magellan had never seen before.  He had no idea, of course, that this was the South Sea 
discovered by Spanish conquistador (con•KEE•stah•dor) Vasco Núñez de Balboa.  Balboa had 
discovered and named the South Sea in 1513.
 Magellan started sailing on his newly discovered ocean.  He named it the Pacifi c 
because he found the water to be very peaceful.  For the next three months, Magellan’s ships 
sailed without fi nding any land.  Without fresh drinking water or food, his crew was forced to 
eat rats.  Many members of his crew died.  Others suffered from scurvy. 
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FERDINAND MAGELLAN’S DEATH
On March 16, 1521, Magellan landed in the Philippines – a group of islands in the 

Pacifi c Ocean that are southeast of China.  He found many friendly natives on the islands he 
visited.  On the morning of April 17, 1521, Magellan sailed to the island of Mactan with 60 of 
his men.  They were attacked by a tribe of 1,500 natives.  Magellan was stabbed several times 
and died during the battle.
 Magellan’s men sailed on to the Spice Islands in the East Indies.  They bought as many 
spices as they could hold in their two remaining ships.  They also collected gold, pearls the size 
of hens’ eggs, eyeglasses, cinnamon, and cloves – spices made from the dried fl ower buds of an 
evergreen tree.  As they left the Spice Islands, one of their ships began to sink and had to be left 
behind.

VOYAGE AROUND THE WORLD  
On September 6, 1522, only one of Magellan’s original fi ve ships and less than 20 men 

made it safely back to Spain.  The voyage took almost three years.  Although he had only 
planned to sail to the Spice Islands in Asia, Ferdinand Magellan’s expedition was the fi rst to 
sail completely around the world.  It was also the fi rst to navigate the present-day Strait of 
Magellan connecting the Atlantic and Pacifi c oceans.
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1.  Cut out the Cube Pattern along the 
       bold line.  Neatly color the
 picture on the Title Square. 

2.  Fold the Cube Pattern along the dotted lines 
      so that the questions are on the outside. 

3.  Cut out the five History Cube Squares.  Use the lines to neatly write the 
 answer to one question on each Square.  On one of the two Blank Squares, 
 write one interesting fact that you learned from the Internet.  On the other 
 Blank Square, write one interesting fact that you learned from an encyclopedia 
 or another book in the library.  

 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar when writing on 
 each Square.  

In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Cube Foldable to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the 
next page to create your Big Idea Cube Foldable.  

BIG IDEA CUBE FOLDABLE
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BIG IDEA CUBE FOLDABLE

4.  Glue each correct answer on the underside of its 
       matching question on the Cube Pattern.  Glue 
       one of the remaining two squares to the middle. 
       Glue the other remaining square on the underside 
       of the Title Square.

5.  Glue the completed Cube Foldable onto 
       the next blank page of your notebook.

6.  Test out your Cube Foldable by folding the pages in to make a square.  
 (The Title Square should be on top.)  Read the first question and flip the 
 Square back to reveal the answer glued underneath.
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1   Study the example below so that you can correctly color the Globe Pattern.  
   
  •The gray areas on the example are continents.  Choose a color and shade in all of the 
 continents. 
 •The white areas on the example are oceans.  Color the oceans and all of the round dots 
  sticking out of the Globe blue.   
 •Don’t forget to color Magellan’s ship!  

2   Cut out the Globe Pattern along the bold black lines.  
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3   Glue Tab A to the opposite side of the 
Globe.  (Make sure you tuck Tab A under 

 so you can’t see it after it’s glued.) 
        

4   Starting on the top of the Globe, glue the circles on top 
 of one another.  Turn the Globe over and glue all of 
 those circles on top of one another.    

5    Set the Globe aside so the glue can dry.    
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6 Color the Globe Stand Pattern.  
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7 Cut out the Globe Stand Pattern along the bold black lines.  
        

8 Fold the Globe Stand inward along the solid black lines.  Fold Tab B down.  Fold down 
 each of the three triangles on the bottom of the Globe Stand. 
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9   Fold the Globe Stand so that the largest triangle covers the entire bottom of the Stand.
 Glue Tab B under so you can’t see it after it’s glued. 
        

10 Glue down the large triangle on the bottom of the Globe Stand. 
        

11 Place the Globe in the Globe Stand.  (Make sure Magellan’s ship is right side up!) 
        PREVIEW
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VOCABULARY
fertilized
emperor
empire
import
ransom

BIG IDEAS
How were Hernando
Cortés’s plans for his
future different from
what his parents had
planned for their 
son’s future?

What is the main idea
of the section about
the Aztec Empire?

Why wasn’t Cortés
paid the ransom he
was promised for 
the safe return of
the Aztec emperor?

Even though King
Charles V rewarded
Hernando Cortés, 
what had Cortés 
done to prove that
he couldn’t be
completely trusted?

Hernando Cortés was born in Spain.  Historians aren’t sure the 
exact date of his birth, but most agree it was in 1485.  At the age of 
fourteen, Hernando’s parents sent him to school at one of Spain’s 
best universities.  They hoped he would study Latin and become a 
lawyer.  
 After only two years, Hernando returned home.  Sixteen 
year old Hernando wasn’t interested in studying anymore.  He 
had heard about Christopher Columbus’s discoveries.  Hernando 
dreamed of sailing to the West Indies to search for gold and 
conquer new land. 

CONQUERING CUBA
 In 1503, eighteen year old Hernando Cortés arrived in Santo 
Domingo, the capital – central place of government – of Hispaniola 
(his•pan•ee•OH•luh).  As a new citizen, he was given a piece of 
land for building a home and planting crops.  In 1506, Cortés joined 
the Spanish military and helped take control of Cuba for Spain.  For 
his bravery, he was rewarded with a large piece of land and many 
enslaved workers.
 In 1519, Hernando Cortés was sent from Cuba to the Gulf of 
Mexico.  He was told to explore the area known as Mexico, trade 
with natives found there, enslave them, and bring them back to 
Cuba.  He took horses, a few weapons, and 600 soldiers for his 
journey.
 When his ship landed in Mexico, Hernando Cortés 
disobeyed the instructions of Cuba’s leaders.  He didn’t plan to 
explore, trade, or take enslaved natives back to Cuba.  Instead, he 
claimed the land for Spain.  He wanted to take control of Mexico 
and set up an empire for himself.  The Aztec Empire stood in 
Hernando Cortés’s way.

SPANISH EXPLORERS LESSON SEVEN
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THE AZTEC EMPIRE
The Aztec people lived along the Gulf of Mexico.  The Aztecs were fearless warriors 

who had created a huge empire that included many cities and towns.  They built this empire 
by defeating other groups 
of people.  The Aztecs took 
control of their land and made 
them pay yearly taxes.  
 Warfare was considered 
a religious duty by the Aztecs.  
Prisoners taken during war 
were sacrifi ced, or killed as a 
spiritual offering to the gods.  
 The Aztecs designed 
their own calendar, built 
large temples for religious 
gatherings, and created 
beautiful sculptures shaped out 
of clay, marble, or metal.

AZTEC FARMERS
The Aztecs practiced 

slash-and-burn farming.  They 
chopped down trees and 
burned a section of the forest, then planted crops in the clearing.  
 The ashes from the burned trees fertilized the soil.  Aztec farmers also dug ditches to 
water their crops.  They turned lakes into farmland by scooping up mud from the lake bottoms 
to form islands.  They planted seeds in the islands and regularly added mud to water the 
crops.  

DEFEATING THE AZTECS
Hernando Cortés was able to easily fi nd people who had been defeated by the Aztecs 

and were being forced to pay yearly taxes to them.  It took three months for Cortés and his 
small army of volunteers to travel 300 miles to the capital of the Aztec Empire.
 Hernando Cortés was greeted warmly by the Aztec emperor.  He was given expensive 
gifts and even welcomed into the emperor’s home.  The emperor had no idea what Hernando 
Cortés had planned.  Cortés immediately took the emperor prisoner and demanded the Aztecs 
pay a ransom of gold and jewels for his safe return.  The Aztecs began gathering treasures to 
pay the ransom.  Cortés’s plan fell apart after the emperor was accidentally struck in the head 
with a rock and died.
 After the death of their emperor, the Aztecs attacked Cortés and his army.  Cortés left 
the city for a short time but returned and formed a circle around the entire city.  The Aztecs 
were unable to get food or water.  Thousands starved to death or died from disease.  After the 
defeat, Hernando Cortés and his army destroyed the Aztec buildings and built Mexico City 
right on top of the ruins.
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HERNANDO CORTÉS

GOVERNOR CORTÉS
King Charles V appointed Hernando Cortés as governor of New Spain – Spanish 

colonies that were once in parts of North, Central, and South America.  Since the king didn’t 
completely trust Hernando Cortés, four royal leaders were also appointed to help Cortés.  

Governor Cortés started more cities in New 
Spain.  He appointed men to explore and 

conquer new land for Spain.  Governor 
Cortés wanted Native Americans to give 

up their usual religious ceremonies and 
accept Christianity.  Cortés was one of the 
fi rst Spaniards to grow sugar cane in Spain.  

He was also the fi rst to import enslaved 
blacks from Africa into New Spain.
 Governor Cortés was a very 
wealthy and powerful man.  
He used his power to lead an 
expedition to Honduras where he 
took control and had the governor 

arrested.      
 The leaders in Spain became very 

worried about how powerful Governor 
Cortés had become.  Several men were 

sent from Spain to remove Governor Cortés 
from power.  In 1528, Hernando Cortés was 

forced to leave New Spain.

FINAL EXPLORATIONS AND DEATH
  Hernando Cortés returned to Spain.  
King Charles V rewarded him for growing Spain’s 

empire in New Spain.  Cortés was given permission 
to return to New Spain and continue conquering new land.  The king also gave Cortés land in 
one of the wealthiest areas of New Spain.  He was not, however, permitted to return to power 
as governor of New Spain.
 In 1530, Hernando Cortés returned to New Spain.  He focused his time and energy on 
building his palace.  In 1536, he explored the northwestern and Pacifi c coasts of Mexico and 
discovered present-day Baja, or Lower California.  He returned to Spain in 1541, and joined 
a military expedition to the Barbary Coast – the coast of the Mediterranean Sea where pirates 
went for protection.  During the voyage, he almost drowned in a storm.
 After his last voyage, Hernando Cortés found himself deeply in debt.  He had borrowed 
and spent most of his own money to pay for his expeditions.  In 1547, Cortés planned to 
return to his palace in New Spain.  He never made it back to his home.  On December 2, 1547, 
Hernando Cortés died in Spain of pleurisy (PLEW•ruh•see) – pain in the lungs that causes 
chills, fever, and coughing.  
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
the fi rst part of Booklets that you will glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions 
below and on the next page to create the fi rst part of your Big Idea Booklets.  

BIG IDEA BOOKLETS

1.  Cut the Booklet Template along the outside bold line. 

2.  Cut out each Booklet Question 
 along the outside bold line. 
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BIG IDEA BOOKLETS

4.  Open each Question Booklet.  Using the
information from the lesson, write the
answer to each Question on the blank 
space inside of each Booklet.

Use proper capitalization, punctuation,
spelling, and grammar in your answers.  

5.  Glue each folded Question Booklet on top 
 of a square on the Booklet Template.

 You will have four blank squares. These will 
 be used in the next lesson.
      

6.  Glue the Booklet Template onto 
 the next blank page of your 
 notebook.
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Cause and effect is a relationship between two events.  In a cause and effect relationship, the 
actions from one event have an effect on the next event. 

For example, if you miss breakfast, you will not be able to concentrate in school.  The action of 
missing breakfast caused you to lose concentration.  

In this activity, you will analyze effect statements of major events during the life and 
explorations of Hernando Cortés and pair them with their cause statements.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  
 Follow the directions below and on the next two pages to assemble and glue 
 two Cause and Effect Organizers securely into your History notebook.

1.  Cut out two Cause and Effect Patterns, six Labels, two Titles, and 
      six Cause Statements along the dark solid lines.

2.  Color the Labels and the Title. 
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3.  Fold each Cause and Effect Pattern along 
       all the dotted lines so that the words are on 
       the inside.

4.  Glue one Title on the bottom flap
       of each Cause and Effect Pattern.

5.  Glue the Labels in their proper places on the outside
       of the Cause and Effect Patterns. PREVIEWCause and Effect PCause and Effect Patternattern alon alon

otted lines so that the wordotted lines so that the w
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6.  Unfold each of the flaps and read the Effect 
Statement.  Find and glue the Cause Statement 
that resulted in that effect.  Glue the Cause 
Statement into its proper place on the Pattern.  

      Do this with each of the remaining flaps until 
all of the Effect Statements have been properly 
paired with their Cause Statements. 

7.  Glue one completed Cause and Effect Organizer 
 onto the left side and one onto the right side of 
 your notebook.
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VOCABULARY
anchor
culture

BIG IDEAS
Describe two ways
that life in the Inca
Empire was different
from life today.

Describe two ways
that life in the Inca
Empire was similar 
to life today.

List two specific
reasons that might
make it difficult to 
trust Francisco 
Pizarro.

Francisco Pizarro (puh•ZAR•roh) was born in Spain.  Some 
historians believe he may have been born in 1471.  Others place his 
birthday in 1475 or 1478.  They do agree that his second cousin was 
famous Spanish conquistador (con•KEE•stah•dor) Hernando Cortés.

VOYAGE TO THE NEW WORLD
 On February 13, 1503, Francisco 
Pizarro made his fi rst voyage to 
the New World.  He sailed to 
Hispaniola (his•pan•ee•OH•luh) 
with 2,500 other colonists on a group 
of 30 ships.  It was the largest fl eet that 
had ever sailed to the New World.
 In 1513, Pizarro joined Vasco 
Nuñez de Balboa’s expedition to the 
South Sea.  It was Francisco Pizarro 
who arrested Balboa for trying to 
take control of the South Sea for himself.  
 Balboa was found guilty of treason and 
beheaded for his crime.  Pizarro was rewarded for 
his loyalty and appointed mayor of Panama City.

TRAVELING TO PERU 
 Several years later, Pizarro heard 
stories about a city fi lled with gold in 
present-day Peru.  He knew about Hernando 
Cortés’s defeat of the Aztec Empire.  
 Pizarro became interested in traveling to Peru.  He wanted 
to conquer people in Peru the way his cousin Hernando Cortés had 
conquered the Aztecs.  To do this, he would have to defeat the Inca 
Empire.
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THE INCA EMPIRE
The Inca ruled one of the largest and richest empires in the world.  The empire stretched 

for more than 2,500 miles along the western coast of South America.  They gained this huge 
territory by using their strong and powerful army of warriors to conquer Native American 
tribes in parts of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, 
Argentina, Chile, and Colombia.  There 
were at least fi ve million people living in the 
Inca Empire before the arrival of Spanish 
conquistadors.
 The Inca Empire was connected by 
more than 10,000 miles of paved roads.  
Messages were carried by runners from one 
place to another in the huge empire.  Most of 
the Incan cities were built on the steep slopes 
of the Andes Mountains.  Stone steps led to 
the top of the cities where stone houses and 
religious temples were built. 
 The blocks of stones weighed several 
tons each.  The stones fi t together so tightly 
not even a piece of paper could pass between 
them.  Archaeologists (ar•kee•OL•uh•jists) 
who have studied Incan culture are still 
amazed they were able to carry such heavy 
stones up so many steps.
  There were different levels, or classes, 
in the Inca Empire.  The emperor, high priest, and army commander were at the top level.  
Family members of the emperor, including women related to the emperor, were on the next 
level.  Temple priests, people who designed buildings, and regional army commanders were 
on the third level.  The two lowest classes were made up of builders, soldiers, and farmers.  
Farmers were required to pay taxes in the form of gold to the higher classes.  Incan wealth was 
displayed on the gold-covered walls of the emperor’s palace.

INCAN FARMERS
The main crops of the Inca were corn, cotton, and potatoes.  Incan farmers divided their 

fi elds into three groups.  Crops from one fi eld went to the local people.  Crops of the other two 
fi elds supported rulers and the empire’s religious community.  Like the Aztec culture you have 
read about, religion was very important to the Inca.  No decision, no matter how small, was 
made without fi rst praying to the gods.  Human sacrifi ce was an important part of the Incan 
religion.  Most people considered it an honor to be chosen for sacrifi ce.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
Punishment for crimes in the Inca Empire was very harsh.  If someone lied, stole, or 

murdered someone, he was thrown off a cliff, had his hands cut off, his eyes cut out, or hung 
up to starve to death.  There were no prisons built in the Inca Empire because most crimes 
were punished by death. 
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PIZARRO’S FIRST EXPEDITION 
On September 13, 1524, Francisco Pizarro left from Panama with about 80 men and 

40 horses.  They sailed down the Pacifi c Coast, but reached no farther than Colombia.  Bad 
weather, food shortages, and problems with Native Americans forced Pizarro to turn back to 
Panama.

PIZARRO’S SECOND EXPEDITION
Two years later, Pizarro was ready to try again.  In August 1526, he left Panama with 

two ships and 160 men.  Pizarro’s ship made it as far as the San Juan River in Colombia.  They 
stayed to explore the swampy area.
 The other ship, navigated by Bartolomé Ruiz (roo•EZ), continued sailing south.  After 
crossing the equator – the imaginary line that runs from east to west through the center of 
Earth – Ruiz captured a group of natives from the Inca Empire who were carrying loads of 
clothing, ceramic objects, gold, silver, and jewels on rafts.  Ruiz sailed back to the San Juan 
River with his captives to tell a tired and hungry Pizarro the good news.  At the San Juan River, 
Pizarro and Ruiz were joined by Diego de Almagro (al•MAY•grow), 80 more men, and fresh 
supplies from Panama. 
 The group tried to sail back to the place where Ruiz had captured the Incas.  Strong 
winds and dangerous ocean waves knocked them off course.  They reached the coast of 
Ecuador where they found a very large group of Native Americans who were under Incan 
rule.  Afraid for their safety, Pizarro and his group decided not to enter the land.
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THE THIRTEEN OF THE FAME
Pizarro found a safe place near the coast on Gallo Island.  He sent Diego de Almagro 

back to Panama for more men and supplies.  The governor of Panama refused to send men 
or supplies to Pizarro.  In fact, he ordered Pizarro to return to Panama immediately.  Pizarro 
refused to return to Panama.  Only 13 men decided to stay with him.  They became known in 
history as the Thirteen of the Fame.  The rest of his army, including Ruiz and Almagro, took 
the ships and returned to the safety of Panama.
 Pizarro and his 13 men built a small boat and sailed nine miles north to Gorgona Island 
where they remained for seven months.  They were once again joined by Diego de Almagro 
who had convinced the governor of Panama to give him a ship and supplies to rescue Pizarro 
and his 13 men.  Almagro promised Panama’s governor that as soon as Pizarro and his men 
were rescued, they would give up the expedition.  Of course, this was a lie.

REACHING THE INCA EMPIRE
In April 1528, Pizarro and his very small army reached the Tumbes (TOOM•bes) Region 

of the Inca Empire.  The Inca warmly greeted Pizarro and his men.  They were given food, 
water, and a place to stay.  
The natives had no idea 
what Pizarro and his men 
had planned.
 Pizarro was 
permitted to freely explore 
the Inca Empire.  He saw 
huge areas of land and 
more gold and silver 
than he could have ever 
imagined.  He decided to 
return to Panama with this 
information so he could 
gather more men and 
supplies.  He left two of his 
men so they could learn the 
customs and language of the 
Inca.
 Again, the governor 
of Panama refused to give 
Pizarro ships and men 
for another expedition to Peru.  Pizarro sailed all the way to Spain and asked the king for 
permission.  Francisco Pizarro’s wish was granted.  He was appointed governor of the new 
land he was about to conquer.  The king gave Pizarro complete control of the next expedition 
to Peru.
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PIZARRO’S THIRD EXPEDITION
 On December 27, 1530, Pizarro left for his fi nal voyage to Peru.  He had three ships, 180 
men, and 27 horses.  Pizarro planned to anchor his ships in the Tumbes Region as he had done 
during his second expedition.  Fearing that Native Americans in Tumbes had been warned 
about Pizarro’s plans, they landed instead on the island of Puná (POO•nuh).  A battle broke 
out, leaving three of Pizarro’s men and 400 Native Americans dead.  After the battle, Pizarro’s 
men entered the island and stole as much gold, silver, and jewels as they could carry. 
 Pizarro and his men continued on land toward Peru.  In July 1532, Pizarro established 
Peru’s fi rst Spanish settlement in a place he named San Miguel (mih•GEL).  
 Pizarro easily found Native Americans who had been angered by the Inca.  They spent 
the next two months walking south toward Cajamarca (cah•ha•MAR•cah), Peru.  Pizarro 
planned to meet with the 
emperor.  When they reached 
Cajamarca, the emperor 
refused to meet with Pizarro 
and his small army of 
less than 200 men.  The 
emperor was not worried.  
He had 80,000 soldiers ready 
to defend the Inca Empire.

DEFEATING THE INCA
On November 16, 

1532, the Battle of Cajamarca 
was a surprise attack that 
lasted less than 30 minutes.  
The Inca were not prepared 
for Pizarro’s army and its 
advanced weapons.  During 
the attack, the emperor’s 12 
guards were killed and the 
Incan emperor was captured.  
 Pizarro demanded 
a ransom of gold and silver for the emperor’s safe return.  Even after fi lling two rooms with 
silver and one room with gold, Pizarro had the emperor killed.
 A year later, Pizarro and his forces entered the Incan capital of Cuzco (COOZ•coh) in 
southeastern Peru.  Taking control of Cuzco was the fi nal step in completely defeating the Inca 
Empire.  Pizarro claimed all of Peru for Spain and established the capital in the present-day 
city of Lima (LEE•muh).  Pizarro took control as governor of Peru.
 On June 26, 1541, Governor Pizarro was attacked in his palace by a group of 20 armed 
men.  While trying to pull out his sword, Pizarro was stabbed in the throat.  He was buried 
beneath the fl oor of the church in Lima, Peru.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
the second part of Booklets that you will glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions 
below and on the next page to create the second part of your Big Idea Booklets.  

BIG IDEA BOOKLETS

1.  Cut out each Booklet Question along the outside bold line. 
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3.  Fold each Booklet along the dotted line 
 so the Questions are on the outside. 
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 own Question about the lesson on the
 outside of this Booklet.
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BIG IDEA BOOKLETS

6.  Glue each folded Question Booklet on the 
 remaining squares on the Booklet 
 Template already glued in your notebook.

4.  Open each Question Booklet.  Using the
 information from the lesson, write the
 answer to each Question on the blank 
 space inside of each Booklet. 

5.  For the Question you wrote yourself, 
 use the lesson, the internet, or books 
 in the library to answer the Question.

 Use proper capitalization, punctuation,
 spelling, and grammar in your answers.  
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A Venn Diagram is a great tool to use when you want to create a graphic that shows how topics are 
different, yet alike at the same time.  

In this activity, you will create a Venn Diagram comparing and contrasting the Inca and Aztec 
empires.

PART I
DIRECTIONS:  Use the Francisco Pizarro lesson to list two facts specifi c to the Inca 
   Empire on the Venn Diagram Outline.  Then, use the Internet, encyclopedias, 
   and books from the library to list two more facts specifi c to the Inca Empire 
   on the Venn Diagram Outline. 

   Use the Hernando Cortés lesson to list two facts specifi c to the Aztec 
   Empire on the Venn Diagram Outline.  Then, use the Internet, encyclopedias, 
   and books from the library to list two more facts about the Aztec Empire on
   the Venn Diagram Outline.
 
   Finally, list two facts from the lessons that the Inca and Aztec empires had in 
   common.  Then, use the Internet, encyclopedias, and books from the library
   to list two more facts that the Inca and Aztec empires had in common on the
   Venn Diagram Outline. 

   Be careful to use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar. 
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PART II
Using your completed Venn Diagram Outline and the Venn Diagram Pattern, follow the 
directions below and on the next page to assemble and glue your Venn Diagram onto the next 
blank page of your History notebook. 

1.  Cut out along all bold lines of the Venn Diagram Pattern and the 
       Venn Diagram Outline. 

2.  Fold the Venn Diagram Pattern 
       along the dotted line.
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3.  Glue the Venn Diagram Outline under the
       folded flaps of the Venn Diagram Pattern. 
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4.  Glue the completed Venn Diagram Organizer onto the 
 next blank page of your notebook.
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VOCABULARY
adobe
missionary
monument
species

BIG IDEAS
Describe at least
two things that 
doomed Cabeza de
Vaca’s 1527 voyage
to the New World.

What happened to
Cabeza de Vaca
after he arrived in
Texas?

What was the
difference between
Cabeza de Vaca’s 
view of Native
Americans and the
way other explorers
you have read about
viewed them? 

What is the main
idea of the section
about the Seven 
Cities of Gold?

CABEZA DE VACA

Alvar Núñez Cabeza (cah•VAY•thah) de Vaca (thay•VAH•cah) 
was born in Spain.  His exact birthday isn’t known, but most 
historians agree that he was born in the late 1400s.  Very little is 
known about his early childhood.  As a young man, Alvar joined the 
military.

EXPEDITION TO THE NEW WORLD
 In 1527, Cabeza de Vaca left Spain with an expedition to build 
colonies in North America.  During 
the voyage, a hurricane off the coast 
of Cuba destroyed the entire fl eet 
of Spanish ships.  New ships were 
sent from Spain.  In March 1528, 
the group of 300 Spaniards 
landed in present-day 
Florida near Tampa Bay.  
The expedition’s leader, 
Pánfi lo de Narváez (nah•VAR•ez) 
claimed the area for Spain.
 The expedition was in trouble from 
the very beginning.  Supply ships carrying the 
group’s supplies never arrived.  At fi rst, Native 
Americans of the Apalachee (ap•uh•LAY•chee) 
tribe welcomed the travelers into their 
village.  A battle broke out after the Spaniards 
kidnapped the tribe’s leader.  Within a short 
time, the explorers found themselves 
suffering from strange illnesses and no place 
to stay.  Hungry, they were forced to kill and eat their own horses.  
By the end of 1528, they had given up.  They set sail for Cuba on 
rafts they made from trees and horse hides.
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ARRIVAL IN TEXAS
Once again, a hurricane knocked them off course.  A few months later, Cabeza de Vaca, 

along with an enslaved African named Esteban, and two other Spaniards, arrived half dead on 
the Texas coast near the present-day city of Galveston.  The Karankawa (cair•an•COW•wah) 
tribe took the four men captive and enslaved them.  
 In his journal, Cabeza de Vaca wrote that men of the Karankawa tribe were tall and 
handsome, but women did all of the hard work.  He observed that they took very good care of 
their children.  If a child died, the tribe expressed deep sadness for an entire year. 

ESCAPE FROM SLAVERY
During his years of enslavement, Cabeza de Vaca learned how to heal the sick.  Native 

Americans believed he was a medicine man.  He performed minor surgery and cured diseases 
with what Native Americans thought was magic.  The Karankawa allowed Cabeza de Vaca to 
visit other tribes so he could perform his healing ceremonies.  It was during one of these trips 
that Cabeza de Vaca and his men escaped.

JOURNEY ACROSS THE SOUTHWEST
 For the next several years, Cabeza de Vaca and the three other men wandered through 
the American Southwest on foot.  Their exact route is unclear, but historians believe they 
traveled for 2,000 miles across Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.  Walking all day and eating 
just one small meal in the evening, they came in contact with several Native American tribes 
that gave the travelers shells, beads, arrowheads, and turquoise – a bluish green stone that 
turns bright blue when polished.  Cabeza de Vaca wrote about their adobe homes and farms of 
Native American corn and beans.  
 Cabeza de Vaca and his friends followed the Gulf of Mexico and the Rio Grande River 
through New Mexico and into present-day Arizona.  In January 1536, they headed south into 
Mexico.  They were hopelessly lost.  Amazingly, they were found by Spanish slave traders who 
took them to San Miguel in New Spain.  After living among Native Americans for so many 
years, Cabeza de Vaca and his men still wore Native American clothing and chose to sleep on 
the ground instead of in beds.
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THE SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD  
In June 1536, Cabeza de Vaca’s group left San Miguel and headed south to Mexico City 

in New Spain.  They had been gone for more than eight years.  The friends told wild stories 
about their adventures.  They convinced Spanish rulers and other Spanish explorers that there 
were cities of gold located in present-day New Mexico.  Native Americans had told Cabeza de 
Vaca that even the streets in these cities were paved with gold.
 Cabeza de Vaca’s stories of golden cities sent Spanish explorers north in search of 
treasure.  You will soon learn about famous men like Hernando de Soto (dih•SOH•toh), 
Father Marcos de Niza, and Francisco Coronado.  These explorers risked everything to search 
for what the Spanish began calling the Seven Cities of Gold.

GOVERNOR CABEZA DE VACA
In 1538, Cabeza de Vaca sailed home to Spain.  He hoped to return to Florida and the 

Southwest as commander of an expedition, but that honor went to Hernando de Soto.  Instead, 
Cabeza de Vaca was appointed governor of a large area of land that is now Paraguay and 
Argentina.  
 Before taking over as governor, 
Cabeza de Vaca wrote a best selling 
book about his adventures.  In 
his book, he wrote about the poor 
leadership of Pánfi lo de Narváez.  He 
blamed Narváez for the deaths of 300 
men who made the voyage from Cuba 
to Florida.  
 Cabeza de Vaca also wrote 
about Native Americans he met.  He 
was the fi rst explorer to see them as 
handsome, strong, and intelligent.  
He wanted to stop Spanish traders 
from entering Native American 
villages and capturing them to sell 
into a life of slavery.  
 Cabeza de Vaca believed 
that the Spanish should help Native 
Americans rebuild their villages and 
teach them about Christianity.
 From Argentina, Governor 
Cabeza de Vaca led his soldiers 1,000 miles on foot through jungles and over mountains 
to rescue Native Americans in Asunción (ah•SOON•see•yawn), the capital of Paraguay.  
His gentle treatment of Native Americans angered his soldiers.  Governor Cabeza de Vaca 
wouldn’t let them steal from the villages or take Native Americans captive.          
 In Asunción, Cabeza de Vaca became ill with fever.  He required his soldiers to carry 
him back to Paraguay on a bed.  After arriving in Paraguay, he was removed from offi ce and 
sent back to Spain in chains.  He was found innocent – not guilty – of any crimes and lived out 
the rest of his life in Spain.  
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Four-Door Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next page to create your Big Idea Four-Door Organizer.  

BIG IDEA FOUR-DOOR ORGANIZER

1.  Cut out the Four-Door Template along all bold lines 
       and fold along the dotted line.  

Four-Door
TEMPLATE

2.   Neatly color and cut out each of the four Questions along 
 the bold lines.
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BIG IDEA FOUR-DOOR ORGANIZER

4.    Using the lesson, open each of the
 doors on the Four-Door Organizer
 and write the answer to the Question 
 on the lines provided.

 Use proper capitalization, punctuation, 
 spelling, and grammar in your answers.  

5.  Glue the completed Four-Door Organizer 
 onto the next blank page of your notebook.

3. Glue each of the four Questions on top of a 
 folded strip on the Four-Door Template.
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Geography is the study of Earth.  It includes the Earth’s land, water, weather, animal life, and 
plant life.  Geographers are people who study geography.  Cabeza de Vaca’s journey through 
the Southwest helped him to learn about the land and resources of the area.  You can think of 
yourself as a geographer because you will be learning about important places along Cabeza de 
Vaca’s journey in present-day Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. 

Location is important to the study of geography.  It is almost impossible to fi gure out your 
location or fi nd your way around if you do not know the four main, or cardinal directions.  
North, south, east, and west are the cardinal directions.  On a map these directions are labeled 
N, S, E, and W.  

Between the four main directions are the intermediate directions.  Northeast, or NE, is the 
direction between north and east.  Southeast, or SE, is the direction between south and east.  
Southwest, or SW, is the direction between south and west.  Northwest, or NW, is the direction 
between north and west.  

A reference point is also important for fi nding your location.  A reference point is simply a 
starting point.  It’s diffi cult, for example, to travel south if you don’t have a starting point.

EXAMPLE: Carlsbad Caverns National Park is the most popular tourist attraction in this 
  state.  The huge system of limestone caves contains 30 miles of rooms and 
  hallways that were formed millions of years ago.  More than 300,000 
  Mexican free-tailed bats call the caverns home.  Carlsbad Caverns National Park 
  is located south of Capulin Mountain National Monument.  

This example gives you some very important information.  It tells you that your reference point, 
or starting point, will be Capulin Mountain National Monument.  Locate Capulin Mountain 
National Monument on your Cabeza de Vaca Map.  Put your fi nger on Capulin Mountain 
National Monument and slide it south.  You should see a picture of Carlsbad Caverns National 
Park already placed there for you.
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Sometimes directions contain more than one reference point.  Look at the example below:

EXAMPLE: Alibates (al•ih•BAH•teez) Flint Quarries is the only National Monument in this 
 state.  For thousands of years, people came to the red cliffs of the quarries in search 
 of fl int.  The rainbow-colored stones found at the Alibates Flint Quarries were used 
 to make fi re, tools, and weapons such as arrowheads.  The Native Americans could 
 make almost any kind of tool or weapon with fl int.  Flint is so hard, it can even 
 scratch metal.  Alibates Flint Quarries is located southeast of Capulin National 
 Monument and northwest of Fair Park. 

This example contains two reference points and two sets of directions.  They have been underlined 
for you.  Look at your Cabeza de Vaca Map.  Put your fi nger on Capulin National Monument and 
slide it southeast.  Since there are many points of interest located southeast, a second reference 
point has been added to help you fi nd your location.  

The second reference point is Fair Park.  Place your fi nger on Fair Park and slide it northwest.  By 
using both of these reference points, you should be able to easily locate Alibates Flint Quarries.

DIRECTIONS: In this activity you will use reference points, cardinal directions, and   
 intermediate directions to plot important points of interest on a map of 
 present-day Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas, the same states that Cabeza de 
 Vaca traveled through on his journey across the Southwest.  Many of these 
 points of interest preserve history.  Protecting pieces of our past helps 
 historians learn more about the people who lived before us, including Cabeza 
 de Vaca.

 1 Use your coloring pencils to color each of the points of interest on the 
  bottom of the last page. 
 2 Use your scissors to carefully cut out each point of interest.   
 3 Label the cardinal and intermediate directions on the compass rose drawn for   
  you on the blank Cabeza de Vaca Map.
 4 Use the written directions and your compass rose to correctly locate the points of 
  interest on your Map.  
 5 To get you started, the reference points and directions have been underlined for   
  you in the fi rst fi ve descriptions.  You may want to underline the reference points   
  and directions in the rest of the activity.
 6 Glue the symbols in their proper places on your Map. (Glue the symbols    
  right over the dots.) 
 7 When you are fi nished placing all of the points of interest, correctly label the 
  states of Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas on your Map.

 8 Use coloring pencils to add color to the rest of your Map.
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There are several new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the 
remaining Spanish Explorers lessons.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and 
store the words and defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during these lessons.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  
 Using the Glossary and Vocabulary Templates, follow the directions below and 
 on the next page to create and glue two Vocabulary Flowers securely into 
 your History notebook.

VOCABULARY FLOWERS
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1.  Cut out the two Vocabulary Flower 
 Patterns along the outside bold lines.
    

2.  Neatly color the twelve Definition
Pieces.

   

definition definition definition

definition definition definition

definition definition definition

definition definition definition

3.  Fold each of the six flaps on the Vocabulary Flower
 Patterns forward along the dotted lines.
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VOCABULARY FLOWERS
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definition
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definition

4.  Glue each of the Definition Pieces onto the
 back flap of its matching Vocabulary Word.
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word

word

word

word

word
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wordw
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5.  Glue one Vocabulary Flower Pattern onto the right side
 of your notebook and the other Pattern right across 
 from it onto the left side of your notebook.
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VOCABULARY
brutality
engineers
panhandle

BIG IDEAS
What might other
explorers think 
about de Soto’s 
nickname “Child of 
the Sun?”

What might Native
Americans think 
about de Soto’s 
nickname “Child of 
the Sun?” 

Where was de Soto
buried and why do
you think his men
kept his death a 
secret?

After all of de Soto’s 
discoveries, why 
might his expedition 
still be considered a 
failure?

Hernando de Soto (dih•SOH•toh) was born in Spain.  The exact date 
of his birth is unknown, but many historians believe it was 1500.  As a 
young man growing up, Hernando heard wild stories from explorers 
who had reached the New World to fi nd fame and fortune.  This was 
the kind of life that Hernando wanted for himself.

TRAVELING TO THE NEW WORLD
Hernando de Soto was only 14 or 15 years old when he traveled 

to the New World for the fi rst time.  In 1515, he was with famous 
conquistador (con•KEE•stah•dor) Vasco Núñez de Balboa when 
he raided a Native American village in Panama.  His brutality and 
surprise attacks on Native American villages before the sun came up 
earned Hernando de Soto the nickname “Child of the Sun.”
 In 1530, Hernando de Soto 
led his fi rst expedition in the 
New World.  He sailed up the 
coast of the Yucatán Peninsula – 
the piece of land that separates 
the Caribbean Sea from the 
Gulf of Mexico – searching for 
a shorter water route to Asia.  
Unfortunately for Hernando 
de Soto and hundreds of other 
explorers, a shorter route to 
Asia did not exist.

ARRIVING IN PERU
In 1532, Hernando de Soto arrived at the Inca Empire in Peru.  

De Soto sailed his own ships and brought an army of men with him.  
Upon arrival in Peru, Francisco Pizarro (puh•ZAR•roh) immediately 
made Hernando de Soto one of his captains.  
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HERNANDO DE SOTO

CONQUERING THE INCA EMPIRE
During the famous Battle of Cajamarca (cah•ha•MAR•cah), Hernando de Soto was 

in charge of three groups of soldiers who attacked the Inca Empire on horseback.  They killed 
thousands and took the emperor captive.  After the battle, Hernando de Soto and his men took 
as much gold and silver as they could carry.  
 The Inca gathered two rooms of silver and 
one room of gold to pay for the safe return of 
their emperor.  Pizarro and de Soto took the 
treasure but murdered the emperor anyway.  
De Soto and his army followed Pizarro to 
the Incan capital of Cuzco (COOZ•coh).  They 
entered Cuzco and completely defeated the 
Inca Empire.  

GOVERNOR DE SOTO
Hernando de Soto returned to Spain 

a very wealthy man.  He had met his goal 
of fame and fortune.  De Soto could have 
lived the rest of his life as one of Spain’s 
richest men.  Instead, he asked the king of Spain for 
permission to explore the South Sea.  Remember, 
the South Sea, known today as the Pacifi c 
Ocean, was discovered by Spanish explorer 
Vasco Núñez Balboa in 1513.  
 The king of Spain had bigger plans for 
Hernando de Soto.  Cabeza (cah•VAY•thah) 
de Vaca (thay•VAH•cah) had just returned 
to Mexico City with news about the Seven Cities of 
Gold in the New World.  The king appointed de Soto as 
governor of Cuba.  
 As governor, Hernando de Soto was expected to search for the golden cities and build 
permanent colonies in North America for Spain.  He was given four years to complete the 
project.

ARRIVING IN FLORIDA  
Hernando de Soto selected 620 young and eager Spanish and Portuguese volunteers.  

Soon after arriving in Cuba, they sailed west toward North America in nine ships with 
weapons, equipment, and more than 500 horses, mules, and pigs.  De Soto planned to create 
colonies in North America, explore the continent for the Seven Cities of Gold, and search for a 
water route to Asia.
 In May 1539, Hernando de Soto and his nine ships landed at Charlotte Harbor in 
present-day Florida.  Priests, craftsmen, engineers, farmers, and merchants traveled with 
Hernando de Soto.  The people he brought with him came from Cuba, Europe, and Africa.  
This was the fi rst time that many of these people had ever traveled away from their homes.
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JOURNEY THROUGH THE SOUTHEAST
A month after arriving in Florida, Hernando de Soto and his men traveled north on 

horseback.  They explored Florida’s west coast.  Archaeologists (ar•kee•OL•uh•jists) have 
found proof that de Soto spent his fi rst winter in Florida’s panhandle, near the present-day 
city of Tallahassee.
 In the spring of 1540, de Soto led an expedition through the present-day Southeast 
region of the United States.  The group traveled through the states of Georgia, South Carolina, 
North Carolina, Tennessee, and Alabama.  They planned to head south toward the Gulf of 
Mexico and meet a ship with supplies, but they were attacked by a Native American tribe.  De 
Soto was forced to escape north toward the Tennessee River. 
 De Soto claimed all of the land in the Southeast region for Spain.  Along the way, his 
troops searched for gold and battled Native American warriors who didn’t want de Soto and 
his men crossing through their territory.  As he did in Peru, de Soto captured Native American 
chiefs and held them for ransom.  If the ransom wasn’t paid, de Soto and his men entered their 
villages, stole food, and kidnapped Native American women.

LAKE MICHIGAN
De Soto’s journey through the Southeast was dangerous.  The battles didn’t always 

go well for de Soto and his men.  By the spring of 1541, they had traveled through Kentucky, 
Indiana, and Illinois.  They discovered Lake Michigan, one of the fi ve present-day Great 
Lakes located in North America at the border between Canada and the United States.  The 
group found no golden cities or water route to Asia.  De Soto’s army was wounded, sick, and 
surrounded by enemies.  In addition, they had lost most of their weapons and horses.
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DISCOVERING THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
In May, de Soto’s troops headed south through Illinois.  On May 8, 1541, they reached 

the Mississippi River.  Instead of celebrating the discovery of such an important waterway, de 
Soto was angry that he and his 400 men had to cross the wide river with its fast-moving water.  
The fact that the river was constantly guarded by Native Americans made crossing even more 
diffi cult.  De Soto and his men spent more than a month building rafts.  After safely crossing 
the Mississippi River, they continued traveling through present-day Missouri, Arkansas, 
Texas, and Louisiana.  After claiming all of the land for Spain, they spent the winter along the 
Arkansas River.

SICKNESS AND DEATH
In the spring of 1542, Hernando de Soto became very ill with a fever.  He died from his 

illness on May 21, 1542.  To keep his death a secret, de Soto’s men wrapped his body in a cloth 
and dumped it into the Mississippi River.  His army escaped south to the safety of Mexico City 
in New Spain.  De Soto’s expedition had not produced any gold or a shorter route to Asia.  
Native Americans made it too dangerous to build colonies.  Without permanent settlements 
or colonists to defend Spain’s land, explorers from other countries could claim the land for 
themselves. 
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Pinwheel to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the next 
page to create your Big Idea Pinwheel.  

BIG IDEA PINWHEEL

1.  Cut out the Pinwheel Pattern 
 along the bold outside lines. 

2.  Neatly color each of the Question Squares.
 Fold back each Question Square on the 
 Pattern and glue as shown. PREVIEW

of the lesf the l
low and on thelow and on 
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BIG IDEA PINWHEEL

3.  Use the lesson to anwer each of 
 the questions on the lines provided.

 Use proper capitalization, spelling,
 punctuation, and grammar in your 
 answers.

4.  Finish folding the Big Idea Pinwheel along the dotted lines 
 before gluing it onto the next blank page of your notebook.
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about Hernando de Soto to make an 
Interactive Time Line that tucks securely into your History notebook.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  Using 
 the Hernando de Soto lesson and Time Line Patterns, follow the directions 
 below and on the next two pages to create two Interactive Time Lines.     

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

1.  Cut out the eight Time 
 Line Event Patterns along 
 the outside bold lines.

 Neatly color each picture.
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2.  Use the lesson to write one fact on the lines of each Time Line 
       Event.  Use correct capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and
 grammar.
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Glue and
attach to

timeline

4.  Again, fold each Time Line Event Pattern 
      in half using the dotted line.  
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timeline Glue and
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timeline

3.  Fold each Time Line Event Pattern in 
 half using the center dotted line.  
 Glue together.  
     

Glue and

attach to

timeline

5.  Cut out the two Time Line Templates, eight 
 Time Line Dates, and two Time Line Titles.
     

6.  Glue the four earliest Time Line Date 
pieces on the first Time Line Template 
from the earliest date to the most recent 
date.
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_____________
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8.  Glue each Time Line Event 
 under its correct date on 
 the Time Line Templates. 
  

9.   Glue one Title and completed Time Line onto the left side of your notebook.  
 Glue the other Title and completed Time Line onto the right side of your notebook.
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7.  Glue the other four Time Line Date pieces
       on the second Time Line Template from  
       the earliest date to the most recent date.
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VOCABULARY
pueblo
rebellion

BIG IDEAS
What did Father
Marcos de Niza
think when Esteban
didn’t return?  What
really happened?

What did Coronado
find when he arrived
at the Seven Cities
of Gold?

What is the difference
between the way
Coronado felt about
his accomplishments
and the way historians
feel about what he
accomplished?

Francisco Vázquez de Coronado was born in Spain in 1510.  He 
was born into a wealthy Spanish family and was well educated.  In 
1535, Coronado traveled to the New World.  Within three years of 
his arrival in Mexico City, Coronado had married the daughter of 
a colonial offi cial, stopped a rebellion of enslaved people, and was 
appointed governor of an important province in New Spain.
 Governor Coronado had heard about Cabeza de Vaca’s 
journey across the American Southwest and the Seven Cities of 
Gold.  More than anything, he wanted to discover the golden cities 
and become rich and famous.

FATHER MARCOS DE NIZA
 Governor Coronado was an important man in New Spain.  
He couldn’t simply leave and go exploring based on stories that 
might or might not be true.  In 1539, Father Marcos de Niza was 
sent to investigate – carefully check out – Cabeza de Vaca’s story 
about the Seven Cities of Gold. 
 Father Marcos de Niza led a group that was guided by 
Esteban, the same enslaved African who had traveled with Cabeza 
de Vaca.  Esteban traveled ahead of the group.  He promised that if 
he found gold, he would send back a messenger carrying a wooden 
cross.  If the cross was big, it meant that Esteban had discovered a 
large amount of gold. 

SPANISH EXPLORERS LESSON ELEVEN

  • Marcos de Niza was born in 1500.  Some 
  historians believe he was born in France;
  others think his birthplace was Italy.
 • In 1531, after becoming a priest, Marcos de 
  Niza traveled to Santo Domingo.  He served
  as a missionary in Central America and Peru
  before settling in Mexico City.
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THE DEATH OF ESTEBAN 
Esteban was gone for a long period of time.  Finally, a messenger returned to the group 

carrying a wooden cross that was six feet tall.  Knowing this meant a large amount of gold 
had been found, Marcos de Niza and his group of explorers rushed to catch up with Esteban.  
They soon discovered that the people who lived in the golden cities had killed Esteban.  Father 
Marcos de Niza planted the cross in the hill above the Seven Cities of Gold and claimed the 
area for Spain.  He rushed back to Mexico City to tell of his discoveries.

JOURNEY TO THE SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD
Governor Coronado had the proof he needed.  In 1540, he gathered an army of more 

than 1,000 people.  The group included Spanish soldiers, 
enslaved Native Americans, and missionaries.  They 
brought along horses and herds of sheep, pigs, 
and cattle.  
 Father Marcos de Niza guided the 
group north from New Spain through the 
mountain ranges of present-day Arizona 
and New Mexico in search of the Seven 
Cities of Gold.

THE ZUÑI TRIBE
Upon arrival, Coronado found 

Native Americans of the Zuñi tribe 
living in a town.  Coronado thought the 
Zuñi people were guarding the town’s 
golden treasures.  Governor Coronado 
commanded his army to attack.  
 The Zuñi people fought to defend 
their village.  Coronado almost lost his 
life during the bloody battle.  In the end, 
Coronado and his men defeated the Zuñi 
people and took over the town.
 Francisco Coronado expected to fi nd 
treasures of gold inside the Zuñi village.  He found 
no such thing.  The Seven Cities of Gold turned out 
to be a trick.  Still, Coronado was certain that gold could be found in the Southwest.  He set up 
camp in northern New Mexico and sent small groups of men in search of gold. 
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CORONADO’S OTHER EXPEDITIONS 
 Gold seekers led by Lopez de Cárdenas (CAR•the•nahs) were sent west all the way to 
the Colorado River on the border between California and Arizona.  They were disappointed 
that they could not get into the Colorado River because it was at the bottom of a very deep 
canyon.  Cárdenas and his group didn’t realize it at the time, but they were the fi rst explorers 
to see the Grand Canyon in Arizona.  
 Hernando de Alverado was sent south and followed the Rio Grande River through 
New Mexico.  Alverado saw great herds of buffalo.  Coronado himself led an expedition 
east through the present-day states of Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas.  These explorers found 
thousands of Native Americans, but no gold.
 In 1542, Francisco Coronado returned to Mexico City in New Spain.  He felt like a 
complete failure because he had not found any gold.  Historians consider him a success 
because he explored and made the fi rst maps of the Southwest.  He also claimed a large area of 
land for Spain.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
four Pocket Foldable Cards.  Follow the directions below and on the next page to create your Big 
Idea Pocket Foldable Cards.  

BIG IDEA POCKET FOLDABLE CARDS

1.  Cut out the four Pocket Foldable Cards 
 along the outside bold lines.

2.  Neatly color the picture on 
 each Pocket Foldable Card.

3.  One of the Pocket Foldable Cards
 is blank.  Write your own question
 about the lesson on this card.
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BIG IDEA POCKET FOLDABLE CARDS

5.  Fold each Pocket Foldable Card
 in half using the center dotted line.

6.  Glue the blank sides together so
 the words are on the outside.

7.  Store your four Pocket Foldable Cards in a safe place.
 You will need to use them again later.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

4.  Using the lesson, answer the Big Idea Question on 
each Pocket Foldable Card.

For the question you wrote yourself, use the
Internet, an encyclopedia, or other books in 
the library to answer this question.

Use proper capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and 
grammar in your answers.  
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Using a map is a skill that must be learned and practiced.  You live in a house or an apartment 
that has an exact address.  The number on your house, your apartment number, your street 
name, and your zip code are all part of your address.  No other house or apartment in 
the world has the same exact address as your house or apartment.  If the post offi ce, fi re 
department, or your friends need to fi nd you, they use your address.
 Just like your house or apartment, every place on Earth has an exact location or address 
that can be written in numbers.  Instead of street names and apartment numbers, these places 
on Earth use lines of latitude and longitude.

LINES OF LATITUDE
 Lines of latitude, or parallels, are lines drawn on a map to show how far north or south 
a place is from the equator.  The equator is the 
invisible line that runs from east to west 
through the center of the Earth.  Latitude 
lines also run from east to west.  Those 
latitude lines that appear above the 
equator are known as north latitude lines.  
Those latitude lines that appear below the 
equator are known as south latitude lines.  
 Each line of north and south 
latitude is measured in degrees.  The equator 
is 0º.  The lines above the equator are 1ºN (north) 
to 90ºN (north).  The lines below the equator are 
1ºS (south) to 90ºS (south).

LINES OF LONGITUDE
 Lines of longitude, or meridians, are lines drawn on a map to show how far east or west 
a place is from the prime meridian.  The prime meridian is an invisible line that runs from north to 

south through the center of the Earth.
 Longitude lines also run from north 

to south.  Those longitude lines that appear 
on the right side of the prime meridian 
are known as east longitude lines.  Those 
longitude lines that appear on the left side 

of the prime meridian are known as west 
longitude lines.  

  Like the lines of latitude, each line 
of east and west longitude is also measured in 

degrees.  The prime meridian is 0º.  The lines to the 
right of the prime meridian are 1ºE (east) to 180ºE (east).  The lines to the left of the prime 
meridian are 1ºW (west) to 180ºW (west).

 •Lines of latitude and longitude come together on a map to form a grid.  This makes it   
  easy to fi nd any place in the world if you know the latitude and longitude address.
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FOR EXAMPLE:  

 To fi nd a place on the map below that has the address 40ºN, 100ºW, follow these steps:

1 Find the place where the equator and the prime meridian cross.  Put your fi nger on that 
 spot.  Remember, those lines on a map are always 0º. 
2 The fi rst part of the address is 40ºN.  Since you are looking for a place that is north, you 
 would look at the latitude lines that are above the equator.  Slide your fi nger up (or north) 
 to the line labeled 40º.  
3 The other part of the address is 100ºW.  Since you are looking for a place that is west, you   
 would look at the longitude lines that are left of the prime meridian.  Slide your fi nger left 
 (or west) to the line labeled 100º.  
4 On an actual map of the world, you would be in the middle of the United States!
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In this activity, you will use lines of latitude and longitude to fi nd an exact location and plot 
points of interest on a Francisco Coronado Map.  These are the states that Coronado and his men 
traveled through in search of the Seven Cities of Gold.  Many of these present-day points of 
interest preserve history.  Remember, protecting pieces of our past helps historians learn more 
about the people who lived before us.  

EXAMPLE: Oklahoma City is the largest city and capital of Oklahoma.  There are more than 
  5,000 oil wells within 60 miles of this city.  Oklahoma City is located at 
  35ºN, 97ºW.

Follow these steps to fi nd Oklahoma City on your Map.

1 Before you begin, notice that all of the latitude lines on your Francisco Coronado Map are 
 labeled N (north).  All of the longitude lines are labeled W (west).  This is because Arizona, 
 Kansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas all lie above the equator, or north, and left of the 

prime meridian, or west.  

 • You don’t actually see the equator or prime meridian on the Francisco Coronado Map 
  because the Map has been made bigger so you can easily work with it.  Look at a globe 
  in your classroom to see if these states actually lie north of the equator and west of the 
  prime meridian.

2 Find the latitude line labeled 35ºN.  Since every latitude line on the Francisco Coronado Map is 
 2º apart, 35ºN will be found between 34ºN and 36ºN.  Put your fi nger in this space.

3 Slide your fi nger along 35ºN until you come to the longitude line labeled 97ºW.  Since 
 every longitude line on the Francisco Coronado Map is 2º apart, 97ºW will be found between 
 96ºW and 98ºW. 

4 This is the exact address for Oklahoma City.  You should see a star representing the capital 
 city already placed for you on the Map.
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VOCABULARY
crossbows
exported

BIG IDEAS
Explain the difference
between the way
Juan Cabrillo was
awarded for his
military service and
the way military
service is rewarded
today.

Explain how both
Cabrillo and Spain
were dependent on 
enslaved labor and
why this dependency
might have been
risky.

How was Cabrillo’s
expedition both a
failure and a success?

Juan Rodríguez Cabrillo (cah•BREE•yo) was born in the late 1400s.  
Historians aren’t sure of his exact date of birth or whether he was 
born in Portugal (POR•chuw•gal) or Spain.  Most agree that he had 
poor parents.  From an early age, Juan worked for a ship builder in 
Spain.

CONQUERING THE AZTEC EMPIRE
 As a young man, Juan left his home in Spain and sailed to 
Cuba.  In 1519, he sailed to Mexico and 
helped Hernando Cortés conquer the Aztec 
Empire.  Cabrillo was in command of a 
group of soldiers who fought the Aztecs 
with crossbows.
 As a reward for his military 
service, the king of Spain gave 
Cabrillo huge areas of land that 
could be used for mining and 
farming.  He was also permitted 
to capture Native Americans 
and enslave them to help with his 
projects.

GUATEMALA
 By the 1530s, Juan Cabrillo 
had become a leading citizen of 
Santiago, Guatemala’s largest 
town.  
 Using a port on 
Guatemala’s Pacifi c coast, 
Cabrillo established a trade business that imported and exported 
goods between Guatemala, Spain, and other parts of the New World.  
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WEALTHY CONQUISTADOR 
The ships for Cabrillo’s business were built in Guatemala by enslaved Native 

Americans.  Cabrillo’s well-built ships were used by Spain to explore the Pacifi c Ocean.  
Cabrillo’s trade business and his gold mining skills made him one of the richest conquistadors 
in Mexico. 
    
EXPLORING THE PACIFIC OCEAN

In 1540, Juan Cabrillo was asked to lead an expedition to explore the Pacifi c Ocean.  
Cabrillo hoped to fi nd the famous Seven Cities of Gold and a water route connecting the 
Atlantic and Pacifi c oceans.  
 On June 24, 1542, the 
Cabrillo expedition sailed 
from a port in present-day 
Acapulco.  He took three 
ships with a crew and 
enough supplies for two 
years.

CALIFORNIA
After sailing for more 

than 100 days, Cabrillo’s 
ships entered what he 
described as a “closed and 
very good harbor.”  A harbor 
is a sheltered area of water 
deep enough to provide a place for ships to anchor.  
 Cabrillo claimed the harbor for Spain and named it San Miguel.  Today, this harbor is 
known as San Diego Bay.  Cabrillo’s crew spent the next three months exploring the coast of 
present-day California.  They visited Santa Catalina Island and Monterey Bay.  Some historians 
believe Cabrillo may have sailed as far north as Oregon.

CABRILLO’S DEATH AND LEGACY
Bad weather forced Cabrillo and his crew to return to San Miguel and spend the winter.  

During this time, Cabrillo stumbled on a jagged rock.  It’s not clear whether Cabrillo simply 
fell or got into a fi ght with Native Americans.  The fall broke his leg and Cabrillo developed 
gangrene – death of a body part due to lack of blood supply.  On January 3, 1543, Juan Cabrillo 
died from his injury.  In the spring, his crew tried again to sail north.  Wind and strong ocean 
currents forced them to return to Mexico.
 Juan Cabrillo’s expedition failed to fi nd the Seven Cities of Gold or a water route 
connecting the Pacifi c and Atlantic oceans.  Of course, you know that except for the Strait of 
Magellan, the Atlantic and Pacifi c oceans are separated by land.  The Seven Cities of Gold were 
actually villages of Zuñi people.  No gold was ever found.   
 Cabrillo’s expedition did give Spain its fi rst look at the west coast of North America.  
He also claimed land for Spain and is remembered as the fi rst European to explore the coast of 
California.  Many streets and buildings in California are named after Juan Cabrillo.  
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
four Pocket Foldable Cards.  Follow the directions below and on the next page to create your Big 
Idea Pocket Foldable Cards.  

BIG IDEA POCKET FOLDABLE CARDS

1.  Cut out the four Pocket Foldable Cards 
 along the outside bold lines.

2.  Neatly color the picture on 
 each Pocket Foldable Card.

3.  One of the Pocket Foldable Cards
 is blank.  Write your own question
 about the lesson on this card.
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BIG IDEA POCKET FOLDABLE CARDS

5.  Fold each Pocket Foldable Card
 in half using the center dotted line.

6.  Glue the blank sides together so
 the words are on the outside.

7.  Store your four Pocket Foldable Cards in a safe place.
 You will need to use them again later.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

4.  Using the lesson, answer the Big Idea Question on 
each Pocket Foldable Card.

For the question you wrote yourself, use the
Internet, an encyclopedia, or other books in 
the library to answer this question.

Use proper capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and 
grammar in your answers.  
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VOCABULARY
allies
blacksmithing
drought
independence
revolted

BIG IDEAS
What caused Spain
to build missions
in New Spain?

Give details about
one positive and 
one negative effect 
of mission life.

Why did the land
that Hernando de
Soto claimed end
up in France’s
control?

By 1545, Spain had claimed huge areas of land in North and South 
America.  During his third voyage to the New World, Christopher 
Columbus claimed the mainland of South America for Spain.  This 
led to South America’s fi rst permanent settlements, Balboa’s claim 
on the Pacifi c Ocean, and Ferdinand Magellan’s discovery of the 
Strait of Magellan and a waterway that connected the Atlantic and 
Pacifi c oceans. 

SPANISH MISSIONS  
 Spain knew that the only way to take complete control of 
its new empire was to build permanent settlements.  Settlers were 
needed to protect Spain’s territory against other countries that 
might want to take it from them.  Thousands of Native Americans 
lived in Spain’s newly claimed land.  The Spanish government 
decided to use Native Americans to protect New Spain.   
 In 1565, Catholic priests 
built the fi rst successful mission 
in St. Augustine, Florida.  Other 
priests were sent to establish 
mission villages among Native 
Americans in the present-day 
states of Arizona, California, 
Colorado, New Mexico, and 
Texas.  Priests were told to teach 
Native Americans about the 
Catholic religion and prepare them for Spanish control.
 Spain’s rulers wanted Native Americans in New Spain to 
give up their native customs and become allies with Spain.  The 
Spanish government hoped that Native Americans would help fi ght 
if Spain ever went to war with another country.  
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BUILDING MISSION VILLAGES
Building missions and training an army of Native Americans would give Spain a fi rm 

hold on its huge territory.  Convincing Native Americans to come to the missions was not easy.  
Spanish priests gave them gifts of glass beads, clothing, blankets, and food.  Priests gained the 
trust of some Native Americans who agreed to move inside of the mission villages.  
 Native Americans who were not willing to come to the missions 
were kidnapped by Spanish soldiers.  Soldiers treated the Native 
Americans badly, often beating them.   

MISSION LIFE
More than 150 Spanish missions were established in 

North America.  Men were taught to raise farm animals and 
grow crops of corn, beans, squash, and cotton.  Other skills 
included turning animal hides into leather, brick making, 
blacksmithing, and building.  Women learned to cook, sew, spin 
wool, and weave.  
 Native Americans were expected to attend church services 
several times each day.  They were not permitted to practice 
their native customs, speak their native languages, or celebrate 
their religious ceremonies.  Those who broke the rules or tried to 
escape were severely punished before being forced to return.  

SUCCESS AND FAILURE 
Some of the Spanish missions were successful.  In Arizona, 

for example, many Native Americans were eager to learn how to 
grow crops in Arizona’s hot, dry desert.  In Texas, some hungry 
Native Americans were willing to trade hard work for plenty of 
food and protection from enemy tribes.
  The constant work caused many Native American 
women to die while giving birth.  Spanish priests unknowingly 
brought diseases with them that killed thousands of Native 
Americans.  Native Americans were used to gathering fruits 
and nuts and eating plenty of fi sh.  The mission diet of red 
meat and corn made Native Americans sick at fi rst.   
 In Colorado, California, and New Mexico, many 
of the missions were not successful.  Colorado’s Native 
Americans were hunters who traveled in search of buffalo and deer.  Building missions among 
Native Americans who were always moving was diffi cult.  In California, Native American 
groups who lived along the Pacifi c Coast were hunters and gatherers who enjoyed plenty of 
food, wealth, and open spaces.  They were not willing to help Spain with its plan.  
 In the 1650s, a drought struck New Mexico.  Crops died and hundreds of Native 
Americans starved to death.  The Pueblo people blamed Spanish missionaries because they 
were not permitted to perform their rainmaking ceremonies.  The Pueblo revolted and burned 
down the mission villages.  Spanish priests and more than 1,000 Spanish colonists were killed. 
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ENGLAND AND FRANCE
While Spain built missions in the Southwest, English settlers built colonies in the East.  

By the 1680s, England had established 12 of its 13 original colonies along the Atlantic Coast.
 In 1682, French explorer Robert La Salle, whom you will learn about in the next unit, 
sailed down the Mississippi River and claimed all of the land around the river for France.  In 
honor of King Louis XIV, La Salle named the entire region Louisiana.  Louisiana was a huge 
area of New France – French colonies in North America from 1534 to 1763 – that stretched east 
to west from the Appalachian (ap•uh•LAY•shun) Mountains to the Rocky Mountains.  From 
north to south, Louisiana stretched from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.
 Some of the land in Louisiana had been claimed for Spain by Hernando de Soto.  
Unfortunately, Spain had not built any permanent settlements in this area and France easily 
claimed Louisiana for itself.

THE END OF NEW SPAIN 
In the early 1800s, the Spanish Empire began having problems.  Mexican citizens 

who lived in New Spain wanted freedom from the Spanish government.  They were tired 
of being told what to do by a government in Spain that was thousands of miles away.  One 
by one, Spain’s colonies fought for independence.  In 1821, Mexico declared its complete 
independence from Spain.  The Mexican government took control of New Spain and all of its 
missions.
 Spanish control over North and South America and Native Americans had ended.  Land 
and people that had been taken by Spanish conquistadors now belonged to Mexico.  Spain 
had been in control for more than 300 years.  Less than 25 years later, the United States would 
declare war on Mexico and take control of most of Mexico’s land for itself.  
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
four Pocket Foldable Cards.  Follow the directions below and on the next page to create your Big 
Idea Pocket Foldable Cards.  

BIG IDEA POCKET FOLDABLE CARDS

1.  Cut out the four Pocket Foldable Cards 
 along the outside bold lines.

2.  Neatly color the picture on 
 each Pocket Foldable Card.

3.  One of the Pocket Foldable Cards
 is blank.  Write your own question
 about the lesson on this card.
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BIG IDEA POCKET FOLDABLE CARDS

5.  Fold each Pocket Foldable Card
 in half using the center dotted line.

6.  Glue the blank sides together so
 the words are on the outside.

7.  Store your four Pocket Foldable Cards in a safe place.
 You will need to use them again later.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

4.  Using the lesson, answer the Big Idea Question on 
each Pocket Foldable Card.

For the question you wrote yourself, use the
Internet, an encyclopedia, or other books in 
the library to answer this question.

Use proper capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and 
grammar in your answers.  
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BIG IDEA POCKET FOLDABLE

Choose the next blank page in your History notebook.  Gather the Pocket Foldable Cards with 
the answers for each lesson’s Big Idea Questions.  You should have 12 fi nished Cards. 

Follow the directions below and on the next two pages to create a Pocket Foldable for storing 
your Big Idea Pocket Foldable Cards in your History notebook. 

1. Cut out the Pocket Foldable Pattern 
 along the outside bold lines.

 Neatly color the Foldable Pattern.
      

2. Fold the bottom section up along the dotted lines as shown to make a pocket.
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BIG IDEA POCKET FOLDABLE

3. Flip the Foldable over.  Fold the tabs along the dotted lines and glue the tabs 
         to the back of the Foldable to hold the pocket in place.

4. After you have glued the tabs to the back,
         turn your Pocket Foldable back around.

5. Cut out and neatly color the two Pocket Labels.
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6. Glue the two Pocket Labels onto the front
        of the Pocket Foldable as shown.
   

7. Place half of your Pocket Foldable Cards 
 in one pocket and half in the other pocket 
 for safe keeping. 
   

8. Glue the Pocket Foldable onto the next blank page 
 of your notebook.
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VOCABULARY SIX-FLAPS

There are several new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of New World 
Explorers.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words and defi nitions 
that you will need to be familiar with during these lessons.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next three pages in your History notebook.  Using the Glossary 
 and Vocabulary Templates, follow the directions below and on the next page to 
 create and glue three Vocabulary Six-Flaps securely into your History 
 notebook.

wordword
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1. Neatly color and cut out each 
 Six-Flap Vocabulary Pattern along 
 the outside bold lines.      

w
ord

2.  Lay each Pattern face-down.  Fold each 
 of the six Flaps forward along the dotted 
 lines so that the Vocabulary Words are showing.      
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VOCABULARY SIX-FLAPS

4.  Using the Glossary, glue each Definition Piece 
 onto the back of its matching Vocabulary Word 
 on each of the Patterns as shown.

definition

5.  Glue one completed Six-Flap Vocabulary Organizer onto the blank
 page on the left side of your notebook.  Glue the other Organizer
 directly across from it on the right side of your notebook.  Glue the
 third Six-Flap Vocabulary Organizer onto the next blank page of
 your notebook.

3.  Cut out the Definition Pieces 
 along the outside bold lines.
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VOCABULARY
glaciers
longhouses
Viking

BIG IDEAS
Give two specific
ways that your life
as a child would be 
different if you grew 
up in a Viking family.

Why did Erik the 
Red leave Iceland 
and what did he 
discover while he 
was gone?

What did two
archaeologists
discover about Leif
Erikson that could
change the way we
think about the
discovery of the
Americas?

NEW WORLD EXPLORERS LESSON ONE

LEIF ERIKSON

Leif Erikson was born in Iceland.  Historians are not sure exactly when 
he was born, but most agree that it was around 970.  Leif was the son of 
famous Viking explorer Erik the Red.  The Vikings were the best ship 
builders in Europe.  They used their ships to explore the rough waters 
of the Northern Atlantic Ocean. 

LEIF’S EARLY YEARS 
 Like other Viking children, Leif did 
not spend his early years with his family.  
At eight years old, Leif was sent to 
Norway – a European country in 
Scandinavia – where he learned to 
read, write, solve problems, and speak 
foreign languages.  He was also taught 
to farm and use weapons.  During his 
free time, Leif watched ships come into 
the harbor.  
 At the age of 12, Leif was 
considered a man.  He moved back 
to his family’s farm.  In the four years 
since he had been away, the farm 
had grown to include several houses, 
animals, and enslaved workers.

DISCOVERING GREENLAND
 In 982, Erik the Red was accused 
of murder and forced to leave Iceland 
for three years.  He sailed west with 
his wife, four children, and a few enslaved people.  The family spent 
the next three years exploring an island that Erik the Red named 
Greenland.  
 In 985, Erik the Red returned to Iceland.  He told about his 
adventures and convinced a large group of people to return to 
Greenland with him.  
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RETURNING TO GREENLAND 
In the spring of 985, Erik loaded 25 ships with supplies, settlers, and farm animals.  The 

voyage was a disaster.  The waves were too strong for the ships.  Many were forced to turn 
back.  Others disappeared and were never seen again.  Only 350 colonists and 14 ships actually 
made it to Greenland.  
 The survivors founded, 
or started, two colonies on the 
southwest coast of Greenland.  
The land in this area of 
Greenland was perfect for 
farming.  When the weather was 
warm, groups of men traveled to 
Disko Bay to hunt for seals and 
beached whales. 

THE NEW WORLD
In 1003, Leif Erikson 

bought his fi rst boat.  He hired 
a crew of 35 men and set out on 
a voyage.  They sailed west of 
Greenland and discovered land 
covered with fl at, shiny rocks 
and glaciers (GLAY•shers).  Leif 
named the area Helluland, which 
means “land of the fl at stones.”  
Historians believe that Helluland 
is Baffi n Island, the largest island in present-day Canada.   
 Continuing south, Leif and his crew discovered a fl at piece of land covered with trees 
and white sandy beaches.  Leif named this area Markland, which means “land covered with 
wood.”  Historians agree that Markland is present-day Labrador on the east coast of Canada.  
 Southeast of Markland, Leif Erikson came upon an island covered with grassy meadows 
and grape vines.  He named the island Vinland which means “wine land.”  
 There was plenty of salmon in Vinland’s rivers and the climate was mild.  They built a 
small settlement and stayed in Vinland during the winter.  A year later, Leif’s father Erik died.  
Leif returned to Greenland and took control of his family’s farm.

PROOF OF ERIKSON’S DISCOVERIES  
  In 1960, archaeologists (ar•kee•OL•uh•jists) Helge Ingstad and his wife Ann Stine 
Ingstad traveled to the northern tip of Newfoundland – a large island in east Canada – where 
they believed Vinland was located.  The Ingstads found the remains of Viking longhouses that 
were 72 feet long and 50 feet wide.  The archaeologists also uncovered artifacts that included 
tools for weaving, carving wood, bending iron, and building boats.  If the archaeologists’ 
discoveries are true, Leif Erikson discovered the Americas almost 500 years before famous 
explorer Christopher Columbus.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Fact Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the 
next two pages to create your Big Idea Fact Organizer.  

BIG IDEA FACT ORGANIZER

1. Cut out the Fact Organizer Template
 along the bold lines.  Neatly color the 
 picture in the center of the Template.

2. Fold the Fact Organizer Template
 along the dotted lines so that the
 lines for writing are on the inside.
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BIG IDEA FACT ORGANIZER

3. Neatly color and cut out the Title 
 and Front Flap Questions along the 
 bold lines.

5. Unfold each Flap of the Fact Organizer.
 
 Use the lesson to answer the Question
 on the Flap.

 To answer the Question you wrote 
 yourself, use the lesson, the Internet, 
 an encyclopedia, or books from the
 library. 
 

 Use proper capitalization, punctuation, 
 spelling, and grammar when answering
 the Questions.

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Your
Question

4. One of the Front Flap Questions is blank. 
 Write your own question about the
 lesson on this Flap.

Your
Question
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BIG IDEA FACT ORGANIZER

 

6. Glue each of the four Front Flap 
 Questions onto the blank flaps 
 of the Fact Organizer as shown.

 Be careful to glue the Question on
 the same Flap as its answer.

7. Glue the Fact Organizer
  and Title onto the next 
 blank page of your notebook.
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The Vikings were once the best ship builders in Europe.  Their ships were sturdy enough to 
sail the rough waters of the Northern Atlantic Ocean.

In this activity, you will follow the written directions on the next several pages to make a 
miniature Viking Ship like the one Leif Erikson used to discover the New World.

1  Color the Inside Ship Pattern brown.  
        

Inside Ship Pattern
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2   Use your scissors to carefully cut out the Inside Ship Pattern.  As shown below, fold up all 
tabs on ship’s bottom.  Glue tabs to the outer side of the ship where the paper is blank.   

3  Fold the tabs over and glue the ship’s sides together as shown.  Again, notice that you are 
 gluing the tabs to the outer sides of the ship where the paper is blank.   
        PREVIEW
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4 Color the Outside Ship Pattern.  The circles are the Viking’s shields and should be colored 
blue, red, orange, yellow, and green.   

Outside Ship Pattern

5   Use your scissors to cut out the Outside 
 Ship Pattern.  

 Glue the Dragon Heads of the Outside Ship 
 Pattern together fi rst.  Only glue to the 
 line marked by the arrow.  

 Then glue the Outside Ship Pattern 
 together as shown.  
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6  Color the Mast and the Top Beam brown.  Color the Sail with red and white stripes.   
        

Sail

Top 
Beam

Mast

7   Use your scissors to cut out the Sail.  

 Fold the Sail in half and glue the two
  sides together as shown.        
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8  Use your scissors to cut out the Mast.  Fold on the lines as shown.  
        

F
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9  Glue the tab under.  Let the glue dry before moving on to Step 10.  
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10 Fold triangle tabs down on both the top and the bottom of the Mast. 
        

11   Fold and glue the squares to top and bottom of Mast. 
        

12 Glue the Sail to the Mast.  (To make it look
 real, bend the Sail so it looks like its    
 blowing in the wind.) 
        PREVIEW
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13 Glue bottom square on Mast to square on the bottom of the Viking Ship.
        

14 Set your fi nished Viking Ship aside to dry.         PREVIEW
Ship.
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VOCABULARY
astronomy
profits

BIG IDEAS
Describe the route
that Portuguese 
explorers traveled 
to Asia and explain 
why this route was
so dangerous.

Why was Cabot’s
first voyage a 
complete failure?

What was the difference
between where John
Cabot thought he 
had sailed during his 
second voyage and 
where historians
believe he landed?

JOHN CABOT

John Cabot was born in Genoa, Italy.  Historians aren’t sure exactly 
when John Cabot was born, but most agree that it was around 1455.  
He was the son of an Italian merchant.  When 
John was 11 years old, his family moved to 
the Italian city of Venice.  
 Like his father and many other 
Italians, John became a merchant.  He 
traded valuable Asian spices, silks, 
stones, and metals throughout 
the ports of the eastern 
Mediterranean Ocean.  These 
items were bought from traders 
in Asia and sold for very high 
profi ts in Europe.
 During his travels, John 
became an expert mariner – a sailor 
who controls the direction of a ship.  In 
1490, John Cabot moved to Spain.  Like other 
explorers and navigators you will read about, 
Cabot wanted to become famous exploring the 
Atlantic Ocean and fi nding a safe water route to 
Asia and its riches.

FINDING A ROUTE TO ASIA 
 Finding a water route to Asia was very 
important to leaders in England, 
France, Portugal (POR•chuw•gal), 
and Spain.  In Asia, they could buy jewels, silk, and spices not 
available in Europe.  Italian traders had complete control over trade 
with Asia.  Italian traders purchased items in Asia and sold them 
at very high prices to Europeans.  If England, France, Portugal, and 
Spain found a safe water route to Asia, they could take control of 
the Asian trade and buy things they wanted without paying Italian 
traders anything. 
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OTHER ROUTES TO ASIA 
Portuguese explorers searched for an eastward route to Asia.  They started in Europe 

and sailed around the tip of Africa.  Violent storms in this part of the Atlantic Ocean made this 
route very dangerous.  
 In 1492, Spanish explorer Christopher Columbus sailed west to search for a safer route 
to Asia.  Instead of sailing to Asia, Columbus landed off the coast of North America in the West 
Indies.  He convinced leaders in Spain that he had actually been to Asia.   
   Portugal and Spain believed they had found the best water route to Asia.  John Cabot 
was certain he could fi nd a quicker and safer route to Asia.  Neither country was interested in 
supporting a voyage by John Cabot.
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• The Italian word Caboto means “coastal seaman” in English.  Caboto was a common name 
 given to sailors and navigators.
• Mapmaking was an important skill taught in Italy.  Growing up in Venice gave John an 
 excellent education in making maps, navigation, astronomy, and mathematics.
• In 1474, John Cabot married a girl named Mattea.  The Cabots had three sons.  His son 
 Sebastian grew up to be a mapmaker and navigator just like his father.
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JOHN CABOT’S FIRST VOYAGE  
In 1495, John Cabot traveled to England.  He told King Henry VII of his plan to reach 

Asia by sailing west across the Northern Atlantic Ocean.  A group of English merchants agreed 
to support Cabot’s plan.  King Henry VII gave Cabot and his sons permission to sail to all parts 
“of the eastern, western, and northern sea to discover and investigate.”  Of course, all new 
land that Cabot might discover would be claimed by England.
 In 1496, John Cabot sailed from England with one ship.  The expedition was a complete 
failure.  He sailed as far as Iceland, but his ship ran into bad weather.  There were constant 
confl icts between Cabot and his crew.  To make matters worse, the group ran out of food.  
Cabot was forced to sail back to England.

CABOT’S SECOND VOYAGE
A year later, Cabot was ready to try again.  In May 1497, Cabot left England with one 

ship and 18 crew members.  They sailed west to Dursey Head, Ireland.  From Ireland they 
continued west until they landed on the coast of Newfoundland.  Some historians believe the 
ship may have actually landed in Nova Scotia, Labrador, or even Maine in the present-day 
United States.  John Cabot thought he had reached Asia.  He went ashore, claimed land for 
England, and spent some time exploring.  In July, Cabot and his crew sailed home to England.
 John Cabot received a hero’s welcome in England.  Everyone thought he had 
successfully found the route to Asia.  He was rewarded with money and given permission to 
take another voyage.  
 One year later, in 1498, Cabot left England again.  This time he took fi ve ships.  
Unfortunately, there were no great discoveries.  Only one of John Cabot’s ships made it back 
to England.  The other four ships, their crew members, and John Cabot were never heard from 
again.  

JOHN CABOT’S FIRST VOYAGE
 
JOHN CABOT’S SECOND VOYAGE
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Cube Foldable to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the 
next two pages to create your Big Idea Cube Foldable.  

BIG IDEA CUBE FOLDABLE

1.  Cut out the Cube Pattern along the 
       bold line.  Neatly color the
 picture on the Title Square. 

2.  Fold the Cube Pattern along the dotted lines 
       so that the questions are on the outside. 

3.  Cut out the five History Cube Squares.  Use the lines to neatly write the 
 answer to one question on each Square.  On one of the two Blank Squares, 
 write one interesting fact that you learned from the Internet.  On the other 
 Blank Square, write one interesting fact that you learned from an encyclopedia 
 or another book in the library.  

 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar when writing on 
 each Square.  
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BIG IDEA CUBE FOLDABLE

4.  Glue each correct answer on the underside of its 
       matching question on the Cube Pattern.  Glue 
       one of the remaining two squares to the middle. 
       Glue the other remaining square on the underside 
       of the Title Square.

5.  Glue the completed Cube Foldable onto 
       the next blank page of your notebook.

6.  Test out your Cube Foldable by folding the pages in to make a square.  
 (The Title Square should be on top.)  Read the first question and flip the 
 Square back to reveal the answer glued underneath.
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VOCABULARY
cannibals
sound

BIG IDEAS
Where was Giovanni
da Verrazano born
and which country
did he sail for?

What mistake did
Verrazano make that
could have forever
changed history?

What are the three
different beliefs 
about the way in
which Verrazano
died?

Giovanni da Verrazano (vair•rot•SAH•no) was born in his family’s 
Italian castle in about 1485.  Not much is known about Verrazano’s 
early life, but growing up in a wealthy Italian family meant that young 
Giovanni received an excellent education. 

VERRAZANO THE PIRATE
 In 1507, Giovanni da Verrazano moved to France.  Like others 
you have read about, 
Verrazano wanted to 
navigate the seas and fi nd a 
shorter route to Asia.  
 Verrazano’s fi rst 
voyages were across the 
Mediterranean Sea to the 
Middle East.  He spent 
many years as a pirate, 
raiding Spanish and 
Portuguese ships.  
 He took nearly 
two million dollars worth 
of gold and jewels that Spanish 
conquistadors (con•KEE•stah•dorz) 
had stolen from Mexico. 

SAILING FOR FRANCE
 King Francis I of France 
chose Verrazano to search for 
a western route that would 
hopefully take him through 
North America to the Pacifi c 
Ocean and on to Asia.  
 Verrazano was given two 
ships for his voyage.  He set sail in 
January of 1524.
 

GIOVANNI DA VERRAZANO
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NEW WORLD DISCOVERIES
On March 1, 1524, Verrazano reached Cape Fear in present-day North Carolina.  He 

continued sailing north to explore the coastline.  Verrazano believed he had found the 
Pacifi c Ocean.  He had actually discovered Pamlico Sound in present-day North Carolina.  
Verrazano’s mistake led mapmakers to draw maps that showed North America divided in two 
pieces, connected by a narrow strip of land.  It took more than a century – 100 years – to correct 
Verrazano’s error.

VERRAZANO’S BRIDGE
Verrazano continued north, discovering the New York Harbor, Block Island, and 

Narragansett (nar•ra•GAN•set) Bay.  He claimed the entire area for France.  He didn’t sail 
close enough to the coastline to discover the Chesapeake and Delaware bays or the Hudson 
River.  Before returning to France, Verrazano sailed to Maine and Newfoundland.  Based on 
Verrazano’s journals, historians believe he anchored his ship at the exact spot in New York 
where the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge stands today.

VERRAZANO’S OTHER VOYAGES
Giovanni da Verrazano made two or three more voyages to the New World.  In 1527, he 

explored Brazil.  He was the fi rst to cut logwood, an important tree whose leaves and bark are 
still used today for medical purposes.  
 In 1528, Verrazano explored Florida, the Bahamas, and islands in the Caribbean.  While 
in the Caribbean, he anchored his ship away from shore and rowed a smaller boat to trade 
with natives.  It is not clear what happened next.  Some believe he was killed and eaten by 
cannibals of the tribe.  Others think he died in 1528, during his third voyage to the New 
World.  Another source believes he was captured by Spanish conquistadors and hanged as a 
pirate.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to 
make a Journal Page and become an expert about a few of history’s most famous New World 
Explorers.  Later, you will use the Journal Page to make an Expert’s Journal that tucks neatly into 
you History notebook.

BIG IDEA EXPERT’S JOURNAL PAGE

DIRECTIONS:

1 Using the Giovanni da Verrazano lesson, answer each of the Big Idea Questions 
  on the Journal Page.  

2 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar when answering the 
  questions.

3 Neatly color the picture on the Journal Page.   

4 Keep your Journal Page in a safe place.  After a few more lessons, you will receive 
  instructions about how to fi nish your Expert’s Journal. 
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VOCABULARY
peninsula

BIG IDEAS
During Cartier’s first
voyage, where did
he think he had
sailed and where 
did his ship actually
land?

How did Native
Americans treat
Jacques Cartier in
1535, when he made
his second voyage 
to the Iroquois 
village?

What were the risks
and benefits of 
Jacques Cartier’s
dependence on 
Native Americans
for help?

Jacques Cartier (car•tee•YAY) was born in France near the end of 1491.  
Very little is known about Jacques Cartier’s childhood.  Historians 
believe he may have discovered his love for adventure when he sailed 
with other French explorers to Newfoundland or Brazil.

CARTIER’S FIRST VOYAGE
 In 1534, Cartier was given permission from the king of France 
to fi nd a western route to Asia.  In the words of King Francis I, Cartier 
was “to discover certain islands and lands where it is said that a great 
quantity of gold and other precious things are to be found.”   
 On May 10, 1534, Jacques Cartier sailed from France.  He 
followed Verrazano’s route and explored parts of Newfoundland.  
Cartier sailed further and entered the Gulf of St. Lawrence.  He sailed to 
Breton and Prince Edward islands and traded with Native Americans 
he met in Chaleur (shu•LUR) Bay.  Cartier planted a cross in the Gaspé 
Peninsula and named the entire area New France.  He kidnapped two 
boys from an Iroquois (EAR•uh•kwoy) village who were fi shing in 
the bay and took them back to France with him.  Before leaving New 
France, he explored Anticosti Island.  Cartier was certain he had been to 
Asia.  He had actually sailed to present-day Canada.
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CARTIER’S SECOND VOYAGE
On May 19, 1535, Jacques Cartier left France with three ships, 110 men, and the two 

Native American boys that he had taken during his fi rst voyage.  Reaching the St. Lawrence 
River, he found the Iroquois village.  The boys were returned to their father, Chief Donnacona.    
 Cartier left his two largest ships in the harbor near the Iroquois village of Stadacona.  
He took his smallest ship and a few crew members up the river to a larger Iroquois village 
in present-day Montreal (mon•tree•ALL).  More than 1,000 Iroquois came to greet Jacques 
Cartier and his crew.  Today, the Jacques Cartier Bridge stands at that same spot in Montreal.

WINTER IN CANADA
Cartier and his crew returned to Stadacona where they stayed for the winter.  They 

built a fort, collected fi rewood, and used salt to keep their fi sh and meat fresh.  Jacques kept 
a journal about the 
Native Americans.
 Cartier wrote 
that even during the 
coldest months of 
the winter when the 
ice on the St. Charles 
River was more than 
six feet thick, Native 
Americans only wore 
leggings and pieces 
of cloth around their 
hips.
 During the 
winter at the Iroquois 
village, scurvy broke 
out.  The disease took 
the lives of about 50 
Native Americans and 
25 of Cartier’s men.  More lives would have been lost if the Iroquois hadn’t cured them with a 
mixture made from bark and needles of the white cedar tree.

SAGUENAY (SAG•UH•NAY) KINGDOM
Chief Donnacona told Jacques Cartier about a village farther north full of gold, jewels, 

and other treasures.  Cartier decided to take Chief Donnacona back to France with him so he 
could tell the king of France about this golden village known as Saguenay Kingdom.
 On July 15, 1536, Jacques Cartier returned to France.  Although he had not found the 
western route to Asia, he had claimed a large area of land for France.  He also discovered 
the entrance to the St. Lawrence River and established friendly relationships with Native 
Americans.  The St. Lawrence River and Native Americans would be very valuable for future 
expeditions and settlements in North America.  
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FRANCE’S FIRST NEW WORLD SETTLEMENT
On May 23, 1541, Jacques Cartier left on his third voyage to the New World.  This 

expedition had nothing to do with fi nding 
a passage to Asia.  Cartier was given fi ve 
ships to fi nd Saguenay Kingdom.  He was 
also responsible for establishing a permanent 
settlement along the St. Lawrence River.
 Three months later, Cartier arrived at the 
Iroquois village of Stadacona.  There weren’t as many 
Iroquois living in the village.  In addition, the Native 
Americans weren’t very happy to see him.  Fearful 
for the safety of his settlers, Cartier sailed a few miles 
up the St. Lawrence River and built a French colony 
in present-day Québec (kwuh•BEK) – the largest 
province in Canada.  The settlement was named 
Charlesbourg-Royal.
 The 400 colonists at Charlesbourg-Royal 
built a village with homes and a fort for protection.  
They planted cabbage, turnips, lettuce, and 
built a shelter for the cattle they brought with 
them.  Men of the colony began collecting what 
they thought were diamonds and gold.  Two 
ships sailed back to France loaded with these 
treasures.  They turned out to be worthless 
rocks.

CARTIER RETURNS TO FRANCE
On September 7, 1541, Jacques Cartier 

left the colony to search for Saguenay Kingdom.  
He reached present-day Montreal before storms forced 
him back.  When he returned to his colony, he found 
that the Iroquois had killed 35 colonists.  In addition, 
scurvy broke out, taking even more lives.  Instead of leaving again to search for Saguenay 
Kingdom, Cartier returned to France.
 In 1543, Charlesbourg-Royal was abandoned.  Disease, harsh weather, and unfriendly 
Native Americans forced colonists to leave France’s fi rst settlement in the New World.   It 
would be 65 years before another famous French explorer, Samuel Champlain (sham•PLANE), 
would build a permanent settlement in New France.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to 
make a Journal Page and become an expert about a few of history’s most famous New World 
Explorers.  Later, you will use the Journal Page to make an Expert’s Journal that tucks neatly into 
you History notebook.

DIRECTIONS:

1 Using the Jacques Cartier lesson, answer each of the Big Idea Questions 
  on the Journal Page.  

2 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar when answering the 
  questions.

3 Neatly color the picture on the Journal Page.   

4 Keep your Journal Page in a safe place.  After a few more lessons, you will receive 
  instructions about how to fi nish your Expert’s Journal. 
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about Jacques Cartier to make an Interactive 
Time Line that tucks securely into your History notebook.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  Using 
 the Jacques Cartier lesson and the Time Line Patterns, follow the directions 
 below and on the next two pages to create two Interactive Time Lines.     

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

1.  Cut out the eight Time 
 Line Event Patterns along 
 the outside bold lines.

 Neatly color each picture.
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2.  Use the lesson to write one fact on the lines of each Time Line 
       Event.  Use correct capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and
 grammar.
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Glue and
attach to

timeline

4.  Again, fold each Time Line Event Pattern 
      in half using the dotted line.  
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Glue and
attach to

timeline

Glue and
attach to
timeline Glue and

attach to
timeline

3.  Fold each Time Line Event Pattern in 
 half using the center dotted line.  
 Glue together.  
     

Glue and

attach to

timeline

5.  Cut out the two Time Line Templates, eight 
 Time Line Dates, and two Time Line Titles.
     

6.  Glue the four earliest Time Line Date 
pieces on the first Time Line Template 
from the earliest date to the most recent 
date.
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8.  Glue each Time Line Event 
 under its correct date on 
 the Time Line Templates. 
  

9.   Glue one Title and completed Time Line onto the left side of your notebook.  
 Glue the other Title and completed Time Line onto the right side of your notebook.
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7.  Glue the other four Time Line Date pieces
       on the second Time Line Template from  
       the earliest date to the most recent date.
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VOCABULARY
aviary
bluffs
buttes
elevations
immigrants
privateer
revenge

BIG IDEAS
How did Francis
Drake contribute
to the trade of 
enslaved Africans?

Now that you’ve
read about Sir
Francis Drake, 
explain whether or
not you think it was
a good idea for 
Spanish pirates to 
attack him and 
steal his ship.

What was Sir Francis
Drake the first
Englishman to do?

Sir Francis Drake was born in England.  Most historians agree that the 
year of his birth was probably 1540.  Francis was the oldest of 12 sons.  
His father was a farmer who later became a preacher.  At the young 
age of 13, Francis went to sea on a cargo ship – a type of ship that 
carries supplies.  He taught himself navigation skills.  By the time he 
was 20, Francis was the master of the ship.

VOYAGES TO THE NEW WORLD 
In the early 1560s, Francis Drake made his fi rst voyages to the 

New World with his cousin John Hawkins.  
They sailed to West Africa, kidnapped 
people, and sold them to Spanish 
farmers in the West Indies.  
 During one of their voyages, 
Drake and his cousin were attacked 
by a Spanish ship in the Gulf of 
Mexico.  
 Spanish pirates took their ship 
and all of their enslaved Africans, but 
let Drake and his cousin escape with their 
lives.  From that day forward, Drake hated 
the Spanish and promised to get revenge.

DRAKE THE PRIVATEER
In 1572, Queen Elizabeth 

gave Drake permission to work as 
a privateer, attacking Spanish ships 
and ports.  Drake left England and 
sailed toward the New World with 
two ships and more than 70 sailors.  
 Drake successfully attacked 
a Spanish ship carrying tons of gold from Mexico.  He sailed back 
to England and presented Queen Elizabeth with the treasure.  For 
his bravery, Queen Elizabeth appointed Drake as commander of an 
expedition to sail around the world.
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DRAKE’S TRIP AROUND THE WORLD
On December 15, 1577, Francis Drake left England with fi ve ships.  Three of the ships 

were fi lled with more than 160 sailors.  Two of the ships held all of the supplies for the voyage.  
Sailing through the Atlantic Ocean toward South America destroyed two of Drake’s ships and 
claimed the lives of many of his sailors.   
 Drake sailed his three remaining ships through the Strait of Magellan, crossing from 
the Atlantic to the Pacifi c Ocean.  Violent storms destroyed one of Drake’s ships and caused 
another to return to England.  A few weeks later, Drake’s only remaining ship, the Golden 
Hinde, made it to the west coast of South America.  
 The crew sailed along the coast of South America towards Chile.  Drake spotted Spanish 
ships carrying gold.  He attacked the ships, taking all of their gold and supplies.  A few months 
later, off the coast of Panama, Drake used the Golden Hinde’s cannons to blow up another 
Spanish ship.  He found 80 pounds of gold, 26 tons of silver, and an unbelievable amount of 
pearls, jewels, and precious stones on the ship.

CLAIMING CALIFORNIA
Francis Drake sailed on to present-day California and anchored his ship just outside of 

present-day San Francisco.  Drake claimed the entire region for England.  He spent the next 
year sailing toward home, making several stops along the way.  
 On September 26, 1580, the Golden Hinde sailed into England with Drake, 59 surviving 
crew members, valuable spices, and tons of Spanish treasure on board.  He was the fi rst 
Englishman to sail around the world.  Leaders in Spain demanded that Queen Elizabeth have 
Drake beheaded.  Instead, she honored Francis Drake by making him a knight – an honor 
given to a man who has done something special for England.  From that day forward, he was 
known as Sir Francis Drake.  Once again, Queen Elizabeth put Sir Francis Drake in command 
of a fl eet of English ships that continued to attack Spanish ships and steal their gold.
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DEFEATING THE SPANISH
In 1585, Spain declared war on England.  Sir Francis Drake led an attack on the Spanish 

port of Cadiz.  He also stopped Spanish warships from entering the English Channel – an arm 
of the Atlantic Ocean that forms a waterway between France and Britain.  In 1589, Sir Francis 
Drake was sent to destroy more Spanish ships and take control of a cluster of islands off the 
coast of Portugal (POR•chuw•gal) known as the Azores.  He destroyed a few ships, but lost 
12,000 English lives and 20 of his own ships at the same time.
 Sir Francis Drake’s fi nal years were spent doing what he loved best, fi nding and 
destroying Spanish ships.  He died suddenly at the age of 56, while anchored off the coast of 
Panama.  Sir Francis Drake was buried at sea in a lead coffi n.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to 
make a Journal Page and become an expert about a few of history’s most famous New World 
Explorers.  Later, you will use the Journal Page to make an Expert’s Journal that tucks neatly into 
you History notebook.

DIRECTIONS:

1 Using the Sir Francis Drake lesson, answer each of the Big Idea Questions 
  on the Journal Page.  

2 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar when answering the 
  questions.

3 Neatly color the picture on the Journal Page.   

4 Keep your Journal Page in a safe place.  After this lesson, you will receive 
  instructions about how to fi nish your Expert’s Journal. 
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BIG IDEA EXPERT’S JOURNAL

By now, you have answered all of the Big Idea Questions from the Giovanni da Verrazano, 
Jacques Cartier, and Sir Francis Drake lessons.  You have become an expert on a few of 
history’s New World Explorers.  

In this activity, you will use the Journal Pages you have created from each lesson to complete an 
Expert’s Journal to glue into your History notebook for safe keeping.  

Gather your three Journal Pages.  Follow the directions below and on the next two pages to 
complete your Big Idea Expert’s Journal.

1. Cut out each of the Journal Pages along the 
 bold lines.  Cut out the rectangle with the 
 Big Idea Questions on it.

2.  Fold each Journal Page along the dotted 
       line so the flap covers the bottom right 
 side of the Journal Page.
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BIG IDEA EXPERT’S JOURNAL

4.  Fold each Journal Page in half as shown.
     

5.   Organize the Journal Pages, standing them side by side and gluing them
        together to form a book.
     

3.  Glue the rectangle with the Big Idea
 Questions on it on top of the folded 
 flap as shown.
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BIG IDEA EXPERT’S JOURNAL

7.  The last page of your Expert’s Journal should be blank.  Use it to glue the 
        completed Expert’s Journal onto the next blank page of your notebook.

6.   Cut out and neatly color one Expert’s 
 Journal Cover.  Glue the Cover to the 
 blank space on the front of the Expert’s
 Journal.
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Geography is the study of Earth.  It includes Earth’s land, water, weather, animal life, and 
plant life.  Geographers are people who study geography.  Sir Francis Drake was a famous 
geographer who sailed around the world and claimed a large part of California for England.  
You can think of yourself as a geographer because you will be learning about important places 
in present-day California. 

Location is important to the study of geography.  It is almost impossible to fi gure out your 
location or fi nd your way around if you do not know the four main, or cardinal directions.  
North, south, east, and west are the cardinal directions.  On a map these directions are labeled 
N, S, E, and W.  

Between the four main directions are the intermediate directions.  Northeast, or NE, is the 
direction between north and east.  Southeast, or SE, is the direction between south and east.  
Southwest, or SW, is the direction between south and west.  Northwest, or NW, is the direction 
between north and west.  

A reference point is also important for fi nding your location.  A reference point is simply a 
starting point.  It’s diffi cult, for example, to travel southwest if you don’t have a starting point.

EXAMPLE: Channel Islands National Park provides underwater diving and protects 
  habitats of many sea creatures.  This includes the world’s largest animal, the 
  blue whale.  Channel Islands National Park is located southwest of 
  Sequoia (suh•KOY•yuh) National Park.  

This example gives you some very important information.  It tells you that your reference 
point, or starting point, will be Sequoia National Park.  Locate Sequoia National Park on your 
California Map.  Put your fi nger on Sequoia National Park and slide it southwest.  You should 
see a picture of Channel Islands National Park already placed there for you.
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Sometimes directions contain more than one reference point.  Look at the example below:

EXAMPLE: Angel Island played a very important part in the history of the United States.  It 
 was once a Civil War camp, a gateway for soldiers returning from World War II, 
 and a missile base.  Today, a museum tells the story of Asian immigrants who came 
 to the island.  Angel Island State Park offers camping, biking, hiking and boating.  
 Angel island state park is located northwest of Yosemite National Park 
 and south of Lassen Volcanic National Park.  

This example contains two reference points and two sets of directions.  They have been underlined 
for you.  Look at your California Map.  Put your fi nger on Yosemite National Park and slide it 
northwest.  Since there are many points of interest located northwest, a second reference point has 
been added to help you fi nd your location.  

The second reference point is Lassen Volcanic National Park.  Place your fi nger on Lassen Volcanic 
National Park and slide it south.  By using both of these reference points, you should be able to 
easily locate Angel Island State Park.

DIRECTIONS: In this activity, you will use reference points, cardinal directions, and intermediate 
 directions to plot important points of interest on a California Map.  Many of 
 these points of interest preserve history.  This helps historians learn more 
 about the people who lived before us.   

 1 Use your coloring pencils to color each of California’s points of interest on the 
  bottom of the last page.

2 Use your scissors to carefully cut out each point of interest.   
3 Label the cardinal and intermediate directions on the compass rose drawn for   

  you on the blank California Map.
4 Use the written directions and your compass rose to correctly locate the points of 

  interest on your California Map.  
5 To get you started, the reference points and directions have been underlined for   

  you in the fi rst fi ve descriptions.  You may want to underline the reference points   
  and directions in the rest of the activity.

6 Glue the symbols in their proper places on your Map. (Glue the symbols    
  right over the dots.)

7 Use coloring pencils to add color to the rest of your California Map.
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VOCABULARY
smallpox
stroke
treaties

BIG IDEAS
How did most of the
people in Champlain’s
settlement in Québec
die?

Research if needed to
explain whether or
not people die from
these same diseases
today.

Why was establishing
friendly relationships
with Native Americans
important to English
and French colonists?

What was different
between the way 
Champlain viewed
the Iroquois and how
the Iroquois felt about
themselves?

Samuel de Champlain was born in France around the year 1567.  
As the son and nephew of ship captains, young Samuel received an 
education in navigation and mapmaking.

SAILING TO THE NEW WORLD  
 In 1603, Champlain sailed to New France as a geographer on a 
fur trading expedition.  He used information from this expedition to 
make excellent maps of the area.
 In 1604, Champlain made a second trip to New France.  
Again, he was traveling with a fur trader who had been given 
complete control of the fur trade in New France.  During this voyage, 
Champlain helped establish a settlement in the Bay of Fundy.  
 After a harsh winter on the island, the settlement was moved 
south to Port Royal.  Champlain spent the next three years exploring 
the Atlantic Coast from the Bay of Fundy down to Cape Cod.  In 
1607, he returned to France.  A year later, Samuel de Champlain 
returned to New France as commander of one of three ships. 
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FUR TRAPPER

QUÉBEC (KWUH•BEK) 
 On July 3, 1608, Champlain sailed into the Gulf of St. Lawrence.  He sailed around 
Chaleur (shu•LUR) Bay into the St. Lawrence River.  He built 
a settlement in present-day Québec City with two-story 
buildings and a moat – a deep ditch fi lled with water – that 
was 15 feet wide.  The fi rst winter in Québec was diffi cult 
for the colonists.  Of the 28 people who arrived in 1608, only 
eight survived.  Most died of scurvy, smallpox, or the effects 
of extremely cold weather in Québec. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE FUR TRADE
Samuel de Champlain wasn’t the only explorer 

working hard to build colonies in the New World.  At the 
same time that Champlain was in Canada, English colonist 
John Smith was building the fi rst of 13 English colonies in 
America.  Building permanent settlements in the New World 
was very important to France and England.  The country that 
claimed the most land also controlled profi table beaver hunting 
and trading territories.  
 Beaver furs were worth a lot of money to French and English 
colonists.  The smooth, waterproof beaver furs were shipped back to 
France and England where they were sold for a very high profi t. 
French and English colonists would do anything to protect this 
business.
 Building strong relationships with Native Americans 
was also important to colonists.  Native Americans trapped 
the beaver and traded furs for European goods, metal 
tools, and weapons.  These were items Native Americans 
had never seen before.  Of course, all Native Americans 
wanted to trade with the colonists.  There simply wasn’t enough 
beaver for everyone to hunt and trade.  Battles often broke out.  The 
biggest and most organized tribes usually won.

NATIVE AMERICAN ALLIES
During the summer of 1609, Champlain focused on becoming allies with Native 

Americans in New France.  Tribes that spoke the Algonquian (al•GONG•kee•in) language 
lived in villages near the St. Lawrence River.  The Algonquian agreed to ally with Champlain 
if he would help them battle the powerful Iroquois (EAR•uh•kwoy) tribes who lived south of 
Québec.
 Champlain gathered a small group of French soldiers and Native Americans.  
They sailed down the Richelieu (RISH•uh•loo) River to the body of water he named 
Lake Champlain.  When they reached present-day New York, a battle broke out between 
Champlain’s small army and a group of 200 Iroquois.  Champlain fi red his gun, killing two 
Iroquois with one shot.  Afraid of guns, the Iroquois turned and ran.
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RETURNING TO FRANCE 
Champlain mistakenly believed the Iroquois could be easily defeated.  Once the 

Iroquois were out of the way, the fur trade would be completely controlled by the French and 
their Native American allies.  Champlain returned to France for more money and supplies.  In 
the summer of 1611, he traveled to present-day Montreal (mon•tree•ALL) and began clearing 
land for another French settlement.

CONTROL OF NEW FRANCE
In 1612, the king of France gave 

Samuel de Champlain full control over 
New France.  
 Champlain was given 
power to appoint leaders, 
make laws, sign treaties with 
Native Americans, declare war, 
and remove unwanted people 
from New France.  He was also 
responsible for fi nding gold and 
the easiest route to China.

FINDING A ROUTE TO CHINA
In 1613, Champlain explored the 

Ottawa River in hopes of fi nding the 
water route to China.  
 A year later, he sailed further 
up the Ottawa River and reached Lake 
Nipissing.  Following the French River, he 
reached present-day Lake Huron.

BATTLING THE IROQUOIS
In 1615, Champlain set out 

on a military expedition to defeat the Iroquois 
and strengthen France’s control on the fur trade.  
 His army paddled their canoes past Lake Ontario at its eastern tip.  They hid their 
canoes and continued their journey by land.  They followed the Oneida (oh•NIE•duh) River 
until they found themselves at an Iroquois fort in present-day New York.  
 Thinking the battle would be a quick one, Champlain’s army attacked.  Champlain 
was shot by arrows that wounded his leg and knee.  Champlain and his men were forced to 
abandon the battle and leave the area.  He realized that conquering the Iroquois would be 
more diffi cult than he once thought.
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FORT SAINT LOUIS
During the next winter, Champlain built Fort Saint Louis to protect his settlements 

in Québec.  He worked on his relationships with the Native Americans and even signed an 
important peace treaty with the Iroquois tribes.
 In 1628, English merchants raided Québec and took most of the village’s supplies.  
England took control of New France and Champlain was taken to England as a prisoner.  In 
1632, France and England signed a treaty.  Québec was returned to France and Champlain 
reclaimed his position as commander of New France.
 Champlain spent the next year rebuilding Québec and establishing two other 
settlements in the area.  Fearing the Iroquois were allying with English colonists, Champlain 
made plans to defeat the Iroquois once and for all. 
 Samuel de Champlain never got the chance to conquer the Iroquois.  In October 1635, 
he had a stroke.  Two months later, on Christmas Day, the man known as the Father of New 
France died.      
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
an Accordion Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next two pages to create your Big Idea Accordion Organizer.  

BIG IDEA ACCORDION ORGANIZER

1. Cut out each of the Question Strips along the bold lines. 
    

Question
STRIPS

2. Neatly color each Question Strip. 
    

A

3. Cut out each of the Accordion Organizer 
Pages along the bold lines. 
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BIG IDEA ACCORDION ORGANIZER

5.  Glue each Question Strip into its proper 
 space on each of the Accordion 
       Organizer Pages.

4.  Fold the Accordion Organizer Pages 
       along the dotted lines as shown so 
 that the lines for writing are on the 
 outside.

6.  Using the lesson, answer each of the Questions in 
       the space provided under each Question Strip.
       Use complete sentences and proper capitalization, spelling,
 punctuation, and grammar.
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BIG IDEA ACCORDION ORGANIZER

7.   The first Accordion Organizer Page has a tab A at the bottom.  
Glue tab A of that Page to the back of the second Page (with the 
blank tab at the bottom) to make an Accordion. 

BLANK 
    TAB

8. Glue the blank tab on the bottom of the second page 
 onto the next blank page of your notebook.
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about Samuel de Champlain to make a 
Pocket Time Line that tucks securely into your History notebook.   Follow the directions below 
to create your Pocket Time Line.  

1.  Cut out the five Pocket Time Line 
 Patterns along the outside bold lines.  

QUESTION

2.  Read the information and question on each Pocket Time Line Pattern.
 Use the lines provided to answer each question.
 
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar in your answers. 

3.  Fold each Time Line Event Pattern so the words are on
 the outside and the blank sides are on the inside.

 Glue the blank sides together.
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PART II
Choose the next blank page in your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the
next two pages to create an Envelope for storing your Pocket Time Line.

1.  Cut out the Envelope Template and Title along
 the outside bold lines.  Neatly color the picture 
 on the front of the Envelope.

2.  Fold the Envelope Template along  
       all dotted lines so that the tabs 
       are in the back.
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4.   Gather your completed Pocket Time Line Cards.  Organize 
 the Pocket Time Line Cards in order with the earliest date 
 in the front and the most recent date at the back.

3. Glue the tabs to the back of the Envelope
       Template so that the top is open.
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6.  Glue the completed Pocket Time Line Envelope onto the next 
 blank page of your notebook.

7.  Glue the Title above the Envelope. 

5.  Squeeze the sides of the Envelope.  One at a 
 time, slide in each of the five Pocket Time Line 
 Cards, starting with the earliest date and ending 
 with the most recent date. 
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There are a few new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the last two 
New World Explorers.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words 
and defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during this lesson.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next blank page in your History notebook.  Using the Glossary and 
Vocabulary Templates, follow the directions below and on the next page to 

 create one Vocabulary Accordion.      

VOCABULARY ACCORDION
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1.  Neatly color and cut out
 the Vocabulary Accordion 
 Organizer along the outside 
 bold lines.  

 

2.  Beginning with the pentagon-shaped
 flap labeled Vocabulary, fold the Accordion 
 Organizer back and forth along the dotted 
 lines as shown.

 A pentagon is a closed shape with five sides.

3.  Continue folding the
 Accordion Organizer
 along the dotted lines
 as shown to make an
 accordion.
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VOCABULARY ACCORDION

Word d

4.  Beginning with the pentagon-shaped flap
 labeled Vocabulary, glue inside of each 
 folded pentagon to the folded pentagon 
 behind it as shown.

5.  Cut out the three pentagon-shaped
 Vocabulary Definition Cards along
 the outside bold lines.

6.  Glue each Vocabulary Definition Card
 to the back of its matching vocabulary
 word on the Accordion Organizer.

7.  Glue the completed Vocabulary 
 Accordion onto the next blank 
 page of your notebook.
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VOCABULARY
industry
rival

BIG IDEAS
Why do historians
believe that Henry
Hudson was able to
read and write?

Why was Hudson
arrested and found
guilty of treason?

Why did England
allow Henry Hudson
to sail for them after
he was released 
from jail?

Based on what you
have learned, 
describe at least one
mistake that you 
think Henry Hudson
made during his
four voyages.

According to the
lesson, how did
Henry Hudson die?

Henry Hudson was born in England around the year 1570.  As a 
young man in his teens, Henry worked as a cabin boy, doing chores 
for the ship’s captain and waiting on passengers and crew members.  
He worked his way up to captain, learning how to cook, sail, navigate, 
and read weather maps.  As captain, he was responsible for keeping 
a journal, so historians believe Henry Hudson was able to read and 
write.  
 Most of what we know about Henry Hudson’s life came from 
his own journals and written records kept by his 
crew members during their four voyages with 
Henry Hudson.

HENRY HUDSON’S FIRST VOYAGE
 In 1607, Henry Hudson sailed from 
England as captain of his own ship, the Hopewell.  
He was trying to fi nd a water route to Asia 
through the North Pole – the 
northernmost end of Earth.  
Remember, fi nding a safe route 
to Asia was very important for 
Spain, France, and England.  
 In Asia, they could buy 
jewels, silk, and spices not 
available in Europe.  Hudson 
wanted to be the fi rst explorer 
to fi nd the important route to 
Asia.
 During Hudson’s fi rst 
voyage, he sailed northwest from England along 
the coast of Greenland.  He was only 700 miles from the North Pole.  
He did not fi nd the passage to Asia.  He did, however, sail farther 
north than any other explorer before him.  He also discovered seals, 
walruses, and whales on Spitzbergen Island in the Arctic Ocean.  This 
discovery would be important to English whale hunters in later years.  
In fact, Henry Hudson is often remembered as the grandfather of the 
whaling industry.
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HENRY HUDSON’S SECOND VOYAGE
In 1608, just three months after returning from his fi rst voyage, Henry Hudson was 

ready to sail again.  This time, he sailed northeast from England.  He traveled as far north as 
the Nova Zembla islands in the Arctic Ocean.  Huge pieces of ice blocked his way.  Once again, 
he was forced to return to England without any information about a waterway to Asia. 
 After two unsuccessful voyages in search of a water route to Asia, England was no 
longer interested in supporting Henry Hudson’s expeditions.  Not willing to give up, Hudson 
turned to the Dutch, England’s biggest trading rival.
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SAILING FOR THE DUTCH  
In 1609, Henry Hudson left Amsterdam – the capital of the Netherlands – on his voyage 

for the Dutch.  Instead of sailing north through the icy Arctic waters like he had done before, 
he sailed his ship, the Half Moon, west toward North America.  
 On July 12, 1609, the Half 
Moon sailed along the coast of 
Newfoundland in New France.  
 The crew continued 
sailing south, passing Nova 
Scotia.  They reached the coast 
of present-day Maine where 
they were trapped in a thick 
fog for several days.  After the 
fog lifted, Hudson and his crew 
went ashore and traded with 
Native Americans.  
 Hudson continued 
sailing south, discovering Cape 
Cod, the Delaware Bay, and 
the Chesapeake Bay.  
 Before turning north, 
the Half Moon had sailed as 
far south as Virginia, where 
English colonist John Smith 
had recently built Jamestown.  
 Hudson sailed up the 
Hudson River and claimed all 
of the land along the river for 
the Dutch.  
 The Half Moon anchored 
fi rst in Albany and then off 
the northern tip of Manhattan 
Island in present-day New 
York.  Both times, the crew 
went ashore to eat and trade 
with Native Americans.  
 Henry Hudson planned 
to spend the winter in 
Newfoundland before searching again for a water route to Asia.  His crew threatened to throw 
him overboard if he didn’t take them home.  On November 7, 1609, the Half Moon landed 
safely in England.  Historians aren’t sure why Hudson sailed to England instead of returning 
to Amsterdam.
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ARRESTED FOR TREASON
Less than a day after returning to England, Henry Hudson immediately made plans for 

a fourth voyage.  Unfortunately, he wouldn’t get the chance.  He was arrested in England and 
found guilty of treason for sailing for the Dutch.  He was held in England and never returned 
to Amsterdam.  The Dutch were disappointed that Hudson had failed to fi nd a safe water 
route to Asia, but they were excited about land discoveries that Hudson had made in the New 
World.  Dutch navigator Adriaen Block was sent to explore the new areas Hudson had claimed 
for the Dutch.  Block returned from his voyage with beaver furs and Native American captives.  
Block’s explorations led to the fi rst Dutch trading post in 1614, and New York’s fi rst permanent 
settlement in 1624.

HUDSON’S FOURTH VOYAGE
In 1610, Henry Hudson was released from jail.  Though he had been found guilty of 

treason, England still wanted to fi nd a 
water route to Asia.  Since Henry Hudson 
was the explorer with the most experience, 
he was permitted to make a fourth voyage.  
This time, he sailed for England. 
 Shortly after dawn on April 17, 1610, 
the ship Discovery set sail from England.  
Discovery was loaded with crew and only 
eight months worth of supplies.  Henry 
Hudson had diffi culty with his crew from 
the beginning.  There were constant fi ghts 
between crew members and threats made 
against their captain, Henry Hudson.
 A month later the crew reached 
Iceland.  Bad weather and heavy fog 
forced them to stay in a safe harbor for 
another month.  By June, Hudson and his 
crew sighted Greenland.  They tried to 
land several times, but thick ice blocked 
the way.  Strong winds and rough waters 
pushed the Discovery south and made 
many of the men sick.  They sailed around 
the southeastern tip of Greenland and 
into a narrow area of water that was later 
named Hudson Strait.  
 As the Discovery sailed into the Hudson Bay, Captain Hudson mistakenly thought he 
had fi nally reached the Pacifi c Ocean.  Ice formed on the water, forcing Hudson’s crew to 
spend the winter in the southern end of the Hudson Bay.  The crew suffered from cold, hunger, 
and disease.  They were so angry with Hudson that they put him, his son, and a few of his 
crew members into a tiny boat and sailed away without them.  The remaining crew members 
sailed the Discovery back to England.  Henry Hudson was never seen again.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
an Five-Tab Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next two pages to create your Big Idea Five-Tab Organizer.  

BIG IDEA FIVE-TAB ORGANIZER

1.  Cut out all three Tab Patterns, Title, and Tab Labels along the dark solid lines. 

3.  Fold all three Tab Patterns 
       inward along the dotted lines. 

2. Neatly color the Title and each Tab Label. 
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BIG IDEA FIVE-TAB ORGANIZER

6.  Glue along the dotted lines of
       the folded Inside Tab Pattern that 
 you just placed.  

7.  Place the folded edge of the remaining Inside
       Tab Pattern on top of the glued dotted line.  

4.  Starting with the Outside Tab Pattern, 
       glue along the dotted lines.  

5.  With the folded Outside Tab Pattern on the
       bottom, place the folded edge of an Inside
       Tab Pattern on top of the glued dotted line
       as shown.
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BIG IDEA FIVE-TAB ORGANIZER

8.  Glue the Title on the front of the assembled 
 Booklet.  Glue the Tab Labels on each Tab.

10. Glue the completed Tab Booklet onto 
 the next blank page of your notebook.

9.  Use the space under each Tab to answer 
 each question.  Use proper capitalization, 
 punctuation, spelling, and grammar.
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Henry Hudson completed three voyages for England and one voyage for the Dutch.  In all, he sailed 
more than 20,000 miles or 32,000 kilometers.  Kilometers are equal to a little more than half a mile.    
 A map helps us track Henry Hudson’s voyages by giving us a small view of a big place.  It 
would be impossible to show 20,000 miles or 32,000 kilometers on a map that sits on your desk or fi ts 
on this piece of paper.  Map makers use scale rulers to measure the long distances from place to place.  

The scale ruler below can be used to measure the miles traveled by Henry Hudson.  Then, with some 
quick multiplication, we can fi nd out how many kilometers he traveled.  

Each line on the scale ruler represents 30 miles traveled by Henry Hudson.  Every ten lines on the ruler 
represents 300 miles.  The 300-mile lines on the ruler have been clearly labeled.  Laying the ruler along 
Henry Hudson’s route drawn on a map will show you the distance that he sailed without ever leaving 
your classroom!

MEASURING USING A SCALE RULER:

The route is 990 miles long!  How many kilometers is this?  Every mile is equal to 1.61 kilometers.  So, 
multiply 990 X 1.61 to fi nd out how many kilometers were traveled.

300 600 900 1200

• To measure the route using the scale
 ruler, place the ruler on the route as 
 shown above.
• Make sure you line up the end of     
 the ruler with the end of the route.
• Since we are measuring in miles,     
 and each small line equals 30 miles, 
 this part of the voyage measures 540 
 miles.

300

600

900

1200

THEN

• Turn the ruler so you can 
 measure the next part of the 
 route.  Again, place the ruler as 
 shown above.
• This part of the voyage measures 
 450 miles.
• Add both measurements to fi nd the 
 entire length of the voyage.
• 540 miles + 450 miles equals 990 miles.

   990x   1.61

   990
+ 59400     99000
  1 ,593.90 ki lometers
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In this activity, you will record information about New World explorer Robert La Salle on two 
KWLH Charts.  

PART I
Use the KWLH Charts on the next two pages to gather the following information.  

1 In the What I Know column of the charts, list six facts that you already 
  know about Robert La Salle.  

2 In the What I Want to Know column of the charts, list six questions that 
  you still have about Robert La Salle. 

3 STOP!  You will fi ll in the rest of the KWLH charts after the lesson.

ROBERT LA SALLE KWLH CHARTS
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VOCABULARY
vows

BIG IDEAS
What was Robert La
Salle’s original plan
when he moved to
New France, and how
did speaking with
the Iroquois change
these plans? 

What did Joliet and
Marquette find and
why did they turn
back?

On their way to build
a French colony at
the mouth of the
Mississippi River,
what happened to
each of La Salle’s
four ships?

Describe what the
conditions were like
at Fort Saint Louis
and how La Salle
died.

Robert La Salle was born in France on November 22, 1643.  As a child, 
Robert attended a school run by priests.  His favorite subjects were 
science and nature.  
 In 1660, at the age of 17, Robert took his 
vows and became a priest.  A few years later, 
he changed his mind and asked to be 
released from his vows.

ARRIVAL IN NEW FRANCE
 In 1667, Robert La Salle traveled 
to New France.  He planned to become a 
farmer.  La Salle was given a large strip of 
land along the banks of the St. Lawrence 
River in Montreal (mon•tree•ALL).
 La Salle’s land was in a very 
dangerous area.  It was known for 
unfriendly Native Americans and 
harsh weather.  

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
 Robert La Salle immediately 
started building a village and learning the 
Iroquois (EAR•uh•kwoy) language so he 
could communicate with native people in 
New France.  
 The Iroquois told La Salle about 
a great river that led to the sea.  La Salle 
was sure this was the water route to Asia.  
Finding the water route would make La Salle famous 
and give France complete control of the trade with Asia.

ROBERT LA SALLE
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LA SALLE’S FIRST EXPEDITION 
 La Salle sold all of his land in New France and began making plans for his expedition.  
In 1669, he left Québec (kwuh•BEK) with fi ve canoes and 12 men.  He spent the next few years 
exploring.  He traveled up the St. Lawrence River to Lake Ontario, going as far as Louisville in 
the Ohio River Valley.  By the end of his journey, La Salle believed the Mississippi River fl owed 
south to the Gulf of Mexico.
 La Salle spent the following year building a fur trading post on Lake Ontario.  When 
the trading post was fi nished, he named it Fort Frontenac.  This was in honor of Louis 
Frontenac, the governor of New France.  In 1674, La Salle traveled to France.  King Louis 
XIV gave La Salle control over the fur trade at Fort Frontenac and honored him with a title of 
nobility – an honor given to a person who has done great things for his country.  Over the next 
fi ve years, La Salle built Fort Niagara and other trading posts in the area and became a very 
wealthy fur trader.
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• Robert La Salle’s full name was Rene-Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle.  Cavelier 
 is a French word that means knight in English.  
• La Salle chose to travel to New France because his brother, Jean, was a priest in New France.
• La Salle was so eager to fi nd a water route to China that he spoke of nothing else.  
 To make fun of him, his land in Montreal was nicknamed Le Chin.  The name was later 
 changed to Lachine.
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LOUIS JOLIET (JOE•LEE•ET) AND JACQUES MARQUETTE (MAR•KET)  
Louis Joliet was a fur trader in New France looking for adventure.  Father Marquette 

had been sent to New France to establish missions among Native 
Americans.  The pair met while working with Native Americans 
in the Great Lakes region.  They had been told about the same 
river in the south that La Salle had searched for.  
 Like Robert La Salle, Joliet and Marquette hoped to 
become famous by fi nding the river that connected the Pacifi c 
Ocean with the water route to Asia.

THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER  
In 1673, France sent Louis Joliet to 

search for this mysterious river.  Joliet chose 
Father Marquette to be the missionary for 
the expedition.
 Five others, including Native American 
guides, joined them on their journey.  They 
followed Lake Michigan to Green Bay and 
canoed up the Fox River.  The group 
followed the Wisconsin River to the 
Mississippi River.  They paddled down 
the Mississippi River and explored for 
hundreds of miles.
  Joliet and Marquette soon 
realized the Mississippi River only 
ran south, not east and west like they 
had hoped.  Instead of connecting 
the Atlantic and Pacifi c oceans, the pair 
decided that the river fl owed into the Gulf 
of Mexico.  They journeyed as far as the Arkansas River, but they were warned if they went 
farther they would meet unfriendly Native Americans and Spanish traders.  Afraid for their 
safety, the group turned back toward Lake Michigan.  Although they did not fi nd the water 
route to Asia, they did fi nd the Mississippi River and an area full of fi sh and beaver furs.

LA SALLE’S SECOND EXPEDITION
After hearing about Joliet and Marquette’s expedition, La Salle became interested in 

making a journey of his own.  King Louis XIV gave La Salle permission to leave New France, 
claim land, build forts, and explore the area between Florida and Mexico.  In 1679, La Salle set 
sail from New France on his ship, Le Griffon.  La Salle and his crew sailed up Lake Erie to Lake 
Huron and then to Green Bay, Wisconsin.  They continued exploring Lake Michigan by canoe, 
stopping for a short time to build Fort Miami. 

LOUIS JOLIET AND FATHER JACQUES MARQUETTE
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THE FATHER OF WATERS
By 1680, La Salle’s party had traveled down the Illinois River and reached Illinois.  

Native Americans in the area told La Salle and his men horror stories about the Mississippi 
River.  To Native Americans, it was known as the “Father of Waters.”  Those who dared to 
enter the river with its dangerous swirling water and poisonous monsters never returned.  
Afraid for their lives, many of La Salle’s men refused to continue with him to the Mississippi 
River.  Saddened by their lack of courage, La Salle built Fort Heartbreak.
 In January 1682, La Salle and his remaining crew of 41 men sailed south down the 
Illinois River and entered the “Father of Waters.”  By February, they had reached present-day 
Memphis, Tennessee.  Again, the area was claimed for France and Fort Prud’homme was built.

LOUISIANA
On April 6, 1682, La Salle and his men reached the Gulf of Mexico.  A cross was planted 

in the ground and the land was claimed for France.  In honor of King Louis XIV, La Salle 
named the entire region Louisiana.  Louisiana was a huge area of New France that extended 
east to west from the Appalachian (ap•uh•LAY•shun) Mountains to the Rocky Mountains.  
From north to south, Louisiana stretched from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.
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BUILDING A FRENCH COLONY
 King Louis XIV gave La Salle permission to establish a French colony at the mouth of 
the Mississippi River.  
In 1683, La Salle sailed 
to France to pick up 
supplies and settlers 
for his colony.  
 The following 
year, La Salle set sail 
for the Gulf of Mexico 
with four ships and 
300 colonists.  The 
group included both 
men and women.  
 La Salle and his 
colonists weren’t sure 
exactly where they 
were going.  They just 
knew they needed to 
sail across the Atlantic 
Ocean, through 
the Caribbean Sea, 
and into the Gulf of 
Mexico.  
 Colonists 
never reached the 
Mississippi River.  One ship was captured by pirates in the West Indies.  Another sank to the 
bottom of the ocean.  The third ship got stuck in the mud off the coast of Texas.

FORT SAINT LOUIS
 Poorly made maps and stormy weather caused the remaining ship to sail off course and 
completely miss the opening to the Mississippi River.  It landed west of the Mississippi River 
near the present-day state of Texas.  The colonists settled in Texas and built Fort Saint Louis 
right on the edge of Spanish territory.

ROBERT LA SALLE’S DEATH
 Fort Saint Louis was under constant attack by Native Americans.  Sickness, shortage 
of supplies, and lack of clean drinking water caused the death of many of Fort Saint Louis’s 
colonists.  By 1687, there were only 36 colonists left at Fort Saint Louis.  Fearing that the entire 
colony would be lost, La Salle and several men started walking to fi nd the Mississippi River.  
They planned to follow the river to New France and bring back more supplies.  The group 
got lost and could not fi nd the Mississippi River.  Angry with their leader, Robert La Salle was 
murdered by his own men.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
an Four-Fold Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next page to create your Big Idea Four-Fold Organizer.  

BIG IDEA FOUR-FOLD ORGANIZER

1.  Cut out the Four-Fold Pattern, Title, and Cards with 
 the questions on them along the bold lines.

3.  Fold the Four-Fold Pattern along the dotted 
 lines so that the lines for writing are on the inside.

2.  Neatly color the Title and each Question.PREVIEW
g of the lessof the le
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BIG IDEA FOUR-FOLD ORGANIZER

4.  Glue the four Questions on the front side of
       each folded flap on the Four-Fold Pattern.

6.  Glue the completed Four-Fold Organizer onto the next blank page of your 
       notebook.  Glue the Title above the Organizer.

5.  Fold back each flap.  Use the information from
 the lesson to answer to each Question.
      
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
 and grammar.
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PART II
DIRECTIONS:

1 Take out your unfi nished Robert La Salle KWLH Charts.   

2 Use the lesson, books, encyclopedias, the Internet, and other sources to research and 
  answer the six questions you asked about Robert La Salle.  You must fi nd one 
  answer using the Internet and one answer using a book or encyclopedia.  Write your 
  answers in the “What I Learned” column of the KWLH Charts. 

3 List the lesson page numbers, book titles, encyclopedias, and website addresses that 
  you used to fi nd your information in the “How I Found Out” column of the KWLH 
  Charts.

4 Put a P next to the primary sources and an S next to the secondary sources that you 
  used to fi nd your information.  

 Name ___________________________________  
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There are several new vocabulary words to learn before beginning your study of the Thirteen 
Original Colonies.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words and 
defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during these lessons.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next three blank pages in your History notebook.  Using the 
Glossary and Vocabulary Templates, follow the directions below and on the next 

 page to create three Six-Petal Vocabulary Organizers.      

SIX-PETAL VOCABULARY ORGANIZERS

1. Neatly color and cut out each 
 Six-Petal Vocabulary Pattern along 
 the outside bold lines.      

2.  Lay each Pattern face-down.  Fold each 
of the six Petals forward along the dotted 
lines so that the Vocabulary Words are showing.      
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SIX-PETAL VOCABULARY ORGANIZERS

4.  Using the Glossary, glue each Definition 
Piece onto the back of its matching 
Vocabulary Word on the Patterns as shown.

5.  Glue one completed Six-Petal Vocabulary Organizer onto the blank
 page on the left side of your notebook.  Glue the other Organizer
 directly across from it on the right side of your notebook.  Glue the
 remaining Six-Petal Vocabulary Organizer on the next blank page
  of your notebook.

3.  Cut out the Definition Pieces 
 along the outside bold lines.
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VOCABULARY
inhabited 
representatives
wigwam

BIG IDEAS
Describe at least
two difficulties faced 
by Jamestown’s
colonists in the
beginning.

Describe at least two
specific things that
changed after the
Jamestown colony
began to have more
success.

Explain why colonists
disliked Governor 
Berkeley and what 
they did about it.

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON ONE

Virginia, one of fi ve Southern colonies, was the fi rst of thirteen 
original colonies in America.  Virginia’s nickname is the Old Dominion 
State.  It is also known as the Mother of Presidents.  Four of the fi rst 
fi ve United States presidents were born in Virginia.

THE LOST COLONY
 Virginia was not England’s fi rst choice for establishing a colony 
in America.  Beginning 
in 1585, two groups of 
colonists were sent to 
Roanoke (ROW•an•oke) 
Island, near the coast of 
present-day North Carolina.  
Both colonies failed.  
 In fact, the second group 
of colonists at Roanoke 
Island disappeared.  What 
happened to them is still 
a mystery to this day.  
Roanoke became known as 
the famous “Lost Colony.”
 In 1600, England was 
ready to try again.  A group 
of wealthy merchants from 
London believed they could 
make a lot of money in 
America.  The businessmen 
formed the Virginia 
Company of London.  They 
offered to pay the way of 
anyone who wanted to go to America.
 To repay the merchants, colonists had to give the Virginia Company 
part of any gold or silver found in the New World.  Colonists were also 
told to cultivate, which means to prepare the soil, and grow mulberry 
trees so they could raise silkworms and trade silk with England.  The 
wealthy merchants hired 27 year old John Smith to run the new colony. 
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JAMESTOWN COLONY
 In 1607, John Smith and a group of more than 100 men and boys landed near the 
Chesapeake Bay in present-day Virginia.  In honor of England’s King James I, they named their 
colony Jamestown.

THE POWHATAN CONFEDERACY
John Smith discovered that Jamestown was already 

inhabited by Native Americans.  The Woodland people, led 
by Chief Powhatan, were part of the Powhatan Confederacy.  
A confederacy is a group of people with common goals.
 The Powhatan Confederacy included at least 30 
tribes that spoke the Algonquian (al•GONG•kee•in) 
language.  These tribes lived in wigwam villages 
near the coast.  John Smith wrote that there were 
about 100 families living in each village.  Each village 
was led by a chief.  

A DIFFICULT BEGINNING
In the beginning, the Jamestown colonists had a 

diffi cult time surviving and getting along with the Native 
Americans.
 Jamestown’s colonists were unable to fi nd gold.  
A disease destroyed the mulberry trees and all of the 
silkworms died.  The colonists did not know how to hunt, 
where to fi sh, or how to purify the water so they could 
drink it.  Disease-carrying mosquitoes made many of them 
sick.  To make matters worse, they were constantly at war 
with Native Americans.
 In 1608, a supply ship arrived from England.  Less 
than 50 settlers were still alive.  In 1609, John Smith was 
badly injured in a gunpowder explosion.  He left Virginia 
and returned to England for medical care.

THE FIRST GOVERNMENT IN AMERICA
In 1614, Jamestown colonist John Rolfe married the daughter of Chief Powhatan.  Her 

name was Pocahontas.  The marriage brought some peace between the Jamestown settlers and 
Native Americans, who taught the settlers how to grow tobacco.  By 1619, things had changed 
for the colonists.  Sir Thomas Dale and Sir George Yeardley were chosen to lead the colony.  
The Jamestown Colony began to have more success.
 The Virginia Company was pleased with the positive changes in the colony.  Women 
were sent to Jamestown to marry men and start families.  Each settler was given a piece of land 
on which to grow tobacco.  Colonists elected representatives and began making laws for the 
colony.  This group of lawmakers was known as the House of Burgesses (BUR•jis•iz).  It was 
the fi rst type of government formed in the New World.
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THE FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN WAR
In 1624, England took control of Jamestown.  Jamestown became a royal colony.  A 

governor was chosen by the king of England.  Chief Powhatan and his daughter Pocahontas 
had died.  The new chief of the Powhatan Confederacy hated English colonists.  He secretly 
planned to destroy their settlements in America.  The new chief led an attack on the Jamestown 
Colony.  More than 300 colonists were killed.  This was the fi rst major confl ict in the New 
World between English colonists and Native Americans.  It was during one of these attacks 
that historians believe John Rolfe was probably killed.

STRIKING BACK
Survivors of the battle planned to strike back at the 

Native Americans.  They waited until the fall of the year 
when all of the crops were ready to be picked.  Colonists 
attacked Native Americans and destroyed their crops 
of corn.  Native Americans who survived the attack 
were left to starve.  For the next 12 years, the Jamestown 
colonists and Native Americans fought for control of Virginia.
 In 1634, the Powhatan Confederacy and English 
colonists made peace.  Ten years later, Native Americans 
attacked again.  During this attack, 300 colonists were killed.  
Finally, after a two day battle, the Powhatan Confederacy was 
defeated.

GOVERNOR BERKELEY
In 1660, Charles II became the king of England.  He 

appointed Sir William Berkeley as governor of Virginia.  King 
Charles II demanded that colonists trade only with England.  
He felt this would keep the colonists loyal to England.  
 Governor Berkeley refused to allow colonists to elect 
new representatives to the House of Burgesses.  Berkeley 
also kept colonists from organizing troops to fi ght against 
Native Americans who were planning to attack again. 
 In 1676, colonists revolted against King Charles II and Governor 
Berkeley.  The Jamestown colonists chose Nathaniel Bacon as their leader. 

BACON’S REBELLION
Nathaniel Bacon led colonists into battle against Native Americans.  After a quick 

defeat, Bacon and his followers tried to make Governor Berkeley change the way he treated 
colonists.  The governor refused.  
 In what became known as Bacon’s Rebellion, Nathaniel Bacon and his army burned 
Jamestown to the ground.  Colonists began rebuilding Jamestown.  They chose Nathaniel 
Bacon as their governor.  Unfortunately, Bacon became very ill and died the following year.  
England selected a new governor for the colony.  Like Berkeley, this governor was not well 
liked by colonists.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
an Flap Book to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the next 
page to create your Big Idea Flap Book.  

BIG IDEA
FLAP BOOK

1.  Cut out the four Flap Book Patterns and one Cover Flap along bold lines.
 Neatly color each Flap Book Pattern and Cover Flap.  

4.  Arrange four Flap Book Patterns, one in front of the other.  
 Put the Cover Flap at the very back.  Open up the Cover
       Flap so it can cover all four Flaps.

2.  Fold along the dotted lines of each Pattern 
 so the words are on the outside.

3.  One of the Flap Patterns is blank.  Write your own 
 question about the lesson on this Flap.
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BIG IDEA
FLAP BOOK

6.  Glue the left side down over the staple,
       and fold over the Cover Flap.

7.  Lift the Flap of each Question.  Write the 
 answer to each Question under the Flap.

 For the question you wrote yourself, use the
 lesson, the Internet, an encyclopedia, or other
 books in the library to answer this question.

 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
 and grammar when answering the questions.
  

5.  Staple all of the Flaps together on the left side.  

Question

Answer

Question

8.  Glue the completed Flap Book
       onto the next blank page of your
 notebook.
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VOCABULARY
branded
manufactured
New England
plantations

BIG IDEAS
What was the
difference between
indentured servants
and enslaved Africans?

How might a free
black settler and
white settler have
different views about
life in the colonies?

How did dependence
on slavery affect the
economies of the 
colonies and places
described in the 
Middle Passage?

SLAVERY

In 1619, the fi rst black men and women from Africa arrived in 
Jamestown, the fi rst of England’s thirteen original colonies.  They 
had been captured in Africa by Spanish traders.  
 On the way to America, Dutch pirates attacked the Spanish 
ships and stole the Africans.  Dutch pirates sold their black 
captives to the Jamestown colonists as indentured 
servants – men and women who worked for a 
period of time before earning their freedom.

INDENTURED SERVANTS
   Indentured servants worked 
without pay.   After their debt was 
paid, indentured servants were 
set free.  Some of Jamestown’s black 
indentured servants earned money by doing 
extra jobs for their previous owners or neighbors.  
After they were set free, they bought property in Virginia.  
 White colonists treated the black settlers badly.  Free black 
settlers had no rights in Jamestown or any of the other colonies.  
They could not vote.  They were not welcome in the same churches 
and businesses as white colonists.  Virginia’s House of Burgesses 
wrote a law that allowed colonists to own enslaved Africans.  
There were very few free black people in Virginia after that law 
was written.

FREE LABOR
 As the colonies grew, the demand for free enslaved labor 
increased.  Trading posts were set up along 3,000 miles of the 
West African coast.  Africans were kidnapped from their farms, 
churches, schools, and homes.  Some were even captured by other 
Africans who sold them to slave traders for money, guns, cloth, 
beads, food, and whiskey.
 African captives were marched in chains from their villages 
to trading posts along the coast.  They were carefully checked for 
diseases and then branded on the chest with hot irons before being 
chained again and loaded onto French, English, or Dutch ships.

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON TWO
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THE SPREAD OF SLAVERY 
Laws were passed in the colonies that took away the rights of all black settlers.  By 

1750, slavery was legal in all 13 colonies.  Buying enslaved blacks was very different from 
purchasing indentured servants.  Instead of serving a master, or enslaver, for a few years, 
enslaved people were the property of their enslavers for life. 
 Enslaved black labor allowed Southern colonists to build huge plantations.  They 
became wealthy farmers who grew tobacco, wheat, rice, and indigo – a plant that produces a 
blue dye. 
  
THE MIDDLE PASSAGE  

The journey to the New World was known as the Middle Passage.  There were several 
different routes used by slave traders.  Ships in the Middle Passage made three different stops 
during their voyages in 
order to complete what was 
known as the Triangular 
Trade route.  
 Over one route, 
traders from Europe 
traveled to the west coast 
of Africa.  They exchanged 
manufactured goods for 
enslaved Africans who were 
taken across the Atlantic 
Ocean to the colonies and 
sold at slave markets or 
auctions.  Traders used their 
profi ts to buy sugar, coffee, 
and tobacco in the West 
Indies.  These items were 
taken back to Europe and 
sold.
 Over another route, ships from the New England colonies traveled to Africa with rum 
and weapons.  They exchanged these items for enslaved Africans who were taken by ship to 
the West Indies where they were sold.  Slave traders took the money they earned and bought 
sugar and molasses.  They sailed back to the New England colonies and sold the sugar and 
molasses to people who made rum.

ATLANTIC
  OCEANNORTH

AMERICA

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES

SOUTH
AMERICA

AFRICA

WEST  INDIES

★ White indentured servants were common in the thirteen   
 original colonies.  Most of these people came from 
 England and Germany.  Their trip to America was paid for by  
 colonists.  In return, indentured servants worked for a period  
 of four to seven years without pay. 
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
an Accordion Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next two pages to create your Big Idea Accordion Organizer.  

BIG IDEA ACCORDION
ORGANIZER

1. Cut out each of the Question Strips along the bold lines. 
    

Question
STRIPS

2. Neatly color each Question Strip
 and the picture on the first
 Accordion Organizer Page. 
    

A

3. Cut out each of the Accordion Organizer 
Pages along the bold lines. 
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BIG IDEA ACCORDION
ORGANIZER

5.  Glue each Question Strip into its proper 
 space on each of the Accordion 
       Organizer Pages.

4.  Fold the Accordion Organizer Pages 
       along the dotted lines as shown so 
 that the lines for writing are on the 
 outside.

6.  Using the lesson, answer each of the Questions in 
       the space provided under each Question Strip.
       Use complete sentences and proper capitalization, spelling,
 punctuation, and grammar.
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BIG IDEA ACCORDION
ORGANIZER

7.   The first Accordion Organizer Page has a tab A at the bottom.  
Glue tab A of that Page to the back of the second Page (with the 
blank tab at the bottom) to make an Accordion. 

BLANK 
    TAB

8. Glue the blank tab on the bottom of the second page 
 onto the next blank page of your notebook.
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Follow the directions below and on the next two pages to create and glue the Primary Source 
Tab Booklet into your History notebook.

  
        

          

  

1. Cut out each of the four
 Tab Booklet Patterns along
 the bold lines.

2. Stack the Tab Booklet Patterns with the
 Who Tab first, What Tab second, Why Tab
 third, and When Tab last.

3. Staple the Tab Booklet Patterns
 together at the top above the
 dotted line, as shown.
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5. Use the lines on each Tab Booklet Pattern
 to answer the Who, What, Why, and When
 questions. 

 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation,
 and grammar when answering each question.

6. Neatly color and cut out the Tab Booklet 
 Cover along the bold lines.

4. Fold each of the Tab Booklet Pages
 back along the dotted line, as shown.
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7. Put a strip of glue above the dotted line
 on the top page of the Primary Source
 Tab Booklet.

8. Attach the Tab Booklet Cover to the
 strip of glue.

9. The last page of your Primary Source Tab 
 Booklet should be blank.  Glue it onto the
 right side of your notebook, across from 
 the Primary Source.
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VOCABULARY
Pilgrims
Puritan

BIG IDEAS
Why did the Pilgrims
choose to come to
America, and what
types of risks were
involved in sailing
across the ocean?

When, where, why, 
and by whom was the   
Mayflower Compact 
signed?

Why did King Philip’s
War begin and how
did it end?

ATLANTIC 
OCEAN

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON THREE

Massachusetts, one of four New England colonies, is known as the Bay 
State.  It received this nickname because of an early settlement on Cape 
Cod Bay.  Massachusetts was the home of two colonies, Plymouth and 
the Massachusetts Bay colony. 

THE FIRST PEOPLE IN MASSACHUSETTS
 Long before colonists arrived in Massachusetts, Native Americans 
lived there.  The largest group of Native Americans in Massachusetts 
was a confederacy that included the Nauset (NAW•set), Massachuset, 
Nipmuc (NIP•muc), and Wampanoag (wam•pu•NO•ag) tribes.  
 They spoke the Algonquian (al•GONG•kee•in) language and settled 
in permanent villages along 
the rivers in Massachusetts. 
  The confederacy also 
settled in the present-day 
city of Boston.  These Native 
Americans hunted, fi shed, 
and grew crops of corn, 
beans, and squash.

THE PILGRIMS
 The fi rst European 
settlers in Massachusetts 
were Pilgrims.  We call them 
Pilgrims today, but they 
didn’t actually receive that 
name until they had been 
in America for almost 200 
years.  
 Before coming to 
America, Pilgrims were 
Puritan farmers in England.  The Church of 
England was England’s offi cial church.  Puritans did 
not agree with the strict rules of the Church of England.  
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PURITAN BELIEFS 
Puritans based their lives on the Bible.  They believed human beings needed God’s 

forgiveness to get them to heaven.  They also believed they were 
chosen by God to become leaders in government.  
 The Church of England did not agree with these 
beliefs.  Puritans wanted to fi nd a place where they could 
worship freely and make important decisions.

COMING TO AMERICA
On September 6, 1620, the Pilgrims left England 

and sailed for America on The Mayfl ower.  They were 
led by William Brewster.  Brewster was a Puritan 
preacher who received money from the Virginia 
Company of London to start a colony in America.  
 The Virginia Company of London had already 
started a successful colony in Jamestown, Virginia.  In 
return for money, Brewster’s group promised to give 
the London Company part of any gold or silver found 
in America.
 The Virginia Company of London wanted 
Brewster to sail toward Virginia.  Stormy weather 
knocked The Mayfl ower off course.  The Pilgrims 
landed in Massachusetts Bay instead of Virginia.  They 
didn’t have permission from the Virginia Company of 
London to settle in Massachusetts. 

THE MAYFLOWER COMPACT 
On November 11, 1620, before leaving their 

ship, forty-one adult men signed the Mayfl ower 
Compact.  This important document established rules 
for colonists to obey.
 Among other things, the Mayfl ower Compact 
required colonists to be faithful to King James in 
England and make laws for the good of the colony.

THE PLYMOUTH COLONY 
The Pilgrims named their new colony Plymouth.  This name was in honor of the city in 

England from which they had come.  They elected John Carver as governor of their colony.  
 The Pilgrims were completely unprepared for survival in Massachusetts.  During 
their fi rst winter, almost half of the Pilgrims died.  The next spring, with the help of a Native 
American named Squanto, the Pilgrims learned to fi sh, hunt, and grow corn.  The Pilgrims 
signed a peace treaty with Native Americans.  In the fall of 1621, the Pilgrims and Native 
Americans celebrated the First Thanksgiving.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS BAY COMPANY
Other settlers traveled from England to establish colonies in Massachusetts.  In 1629, 

King Charles I of England allowed a group of wealthy businessmen to start a colony between 
the Charles River and the Merrimack River in Massachusetts.  They called themselves the 
Massachusetts Bay Company.
 The Massachusetts Bay Company planned to make money by setting up the fi rst 

trading business in North America.  The businessmen also wanted 
to grant religious freedom to its settlers.  During the next 

thirteen years, more than 20,000 Puritans traveled to New 
England in search of religious freedom. 

KING PHILIP’S WAR
As the colonies grew, there were more white 

settlers than Native Americans.  The 
Native Americans feared they would 
be forced from their land.  

 In 1675, members of the 
Wampanoag tribe angered English 

colonists.  Colonists allowed their cattle 
to roam freely.  The cows destroyed 

Native American corn crops.  Native 
Americans killed the cattle.  Colonists 

who owned the cattle became very angry.  
They got even by killing a Native American.  

These events led to King Philip’s War.   
   King Philip, a powerful Wampanoag 

chief, led his people in battle against the colonists. 
Native Americans kidnapped colonists and burned 

many towns in Connecticut and Massachusetts.   
  Colonists were stronger than King Philip 

and his troops.  They captured King Philip’s wife and 
son and sold them into slavery.  In 1676, King Philip 

was hunted down and killed.  Native Americans who 
survived were sold into slavery, and their land in the New England colonies was taken over by 
colonists.  

THE ECONOMY OF THE NEW ENGLAND COLONIES
Colonists who settled in the New England colonies found rocky soil and thick forests.  

New England colonists faced long, cold winters, and short, hot summers.  The growing season 
was only four or fi ve months long.  Most colonists had small farms, but the soil was poor for 
growing crops.  
 The New England colonies did offer many harbors.  Most colonists fi shed, built ships, 
and used their location on the Atlantic Ocean to ship products to and from other colonies and 
England.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
an Cube Foldable to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the 
next page to create your Big Idea Cube Foldable.  

BIG IDEA
CUBE FOLDABLE

1.  Cut out the Cube Pattern along the 
       bold line.  Neatly color the
 picture on the Title Square. 

2.  Fold the Cube Pattern along the dotted lines 
      so that the questions are on the outside. 

3.  Cut out the five History Cube Squares.  Use the lines to neatly write the 
 answer to one question on each Square.  On one of the two Blank Squares, 
 write one interesting fact that you learned from the Internet.  On the other 
 Blank Square, write one interesting fact that you learned from an encyclopedia 
 or another book in the library.  

 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar when writing on 
 each Square.  
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BIG IDEA
CUBE FOLDABLE

4.  Glue each correct answer on the underside of its 
      matching question on the Cube Pattern.  Glue 
      one of the remaining two squares to the middle. 
      Glue the other remaining square on the underside 
      of the Title Square.

5.  Glue the completed Cube Foldable onto 
       the next blank page of your notebook.

6.  Test out your Cube Foldable by folding the pages in to make a square.  
 (The Title Square should be on top.)  Read the first question and flip the 
 Square back to reveal the answer glued underneath.
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Grid Math is a fun way to learn an important skill.  Grids are used to fi nd places on 
maps, to track weather patterns, and in space exploration. 

 EXAMPLE: If you want to locate a place where D meets C (D,C), you would go 
  over to D and up to C.  On a map or an atlas, (D,C)  might be the place 
  where you would fi nd the name of your city. 

A B C D

A

B

C

D
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In this activity, you will use a grid system to put together a puzzle that should remind you 
of an event in Massachusetts’s history.  Your teacher will give you 48 puzzle pieces and the 
blank grid.

DIRECTIONS:

 1 Cut out the puzzle pieces one at a time (cut around the thick black line of  
  the square).  Glue that piece in its proper place on the empty grid before  
  cutting out the next piece.  

  Make sure that you do not turn the puzzle piece upside down or 
  on its side before gluing it; the way it looks before you cut it out is 
  the way it should be glued onto the grid.  You might want to 
  lightly mark the back of each piece before cutting it out so you 
  know which end is the top and which end is the bottom.  
 
 2 Follow the example.  If the puzzle piece is labeled (D,A), glue that piece in 
  the space where D meets A on the grid by going over to D and up to A. 
  
 3 When you are fi nished, color in your picture with your coloring pencils.

 4 The fi rst puzzle piece, (D,A) has been done for you as an example.
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VOCABULARY

council
granite
scalps

BIG IDEAS
What was explorer
Martin Pring looking
for when he visited
New Hampshire, and
what did he find?

Why was there 
conflict between
New Hampshire and
Massachusetts and
how was the problem
solved? 

How was the
relationship between
New Hampshire’s
first settlers and 
Native Americans
beneficial to both
sides?

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON FOUR

New Hampshire, the Granite State, was one of four New England 
colonies.  New Hampshire’s nickname comes from the state’s 
many granite formations and deposits.

NEW HAMPSHIRE’S FIRST PEOPLE
 More than 12,000 Native Americans who spoke 
the Algonquian (al•GONG•kee•in) language 
inhabited New Hampshire 
before the arrival of 
European explorers.  
About half of these people 
belonged to the Pennacook 
tribe.  
 The Pennacook lived in 
the Merrimack River Valley 
of New Hampshire.  They 
were farmers who built 
permanent villages.  
 The Pennacook also 
hunted during the year.  
During the summer, some 
members of the tribe 
traveled to the coast to fi sh 
and gather shellfi sh.

MARTIN PRING
 In 1603, the fi rst 
recorded visit to New 
Hampshire was made.  
English sea captain Martin Pring 
explored the coast and a small area of land in New Hampshire. 
 Pring was hired by some wealthy merchants in England to fi nd 
a shortcut to Asia.  The wealthy businessmen also wanted Pring 
to bring back American plants and roots that could cure colds and 
other illnesses.  Pring did not fi nd the plants or the easy route to 
Asia.  He did fi nd an area full of forests and fur-bearing animals.  
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SAMUEL DE CHAMPLAIN (SHAM•PLANE) 
In 1605, French explorer Samuel de Champlain visited New Hampshire.  Like Pring, 

Champlain was also searching for a water route to 
Asia.  Champlain made maps of the New England 
coastline for France.  

JOHN SMITH
 English explorer John Smith had already helped 
establish England’s fi rst American colony in Jamestown, 
Virginia.  In 1609, Smith was badly injured in a gunpowder 
explosion.  He left Virginia and returned to England for 
medical care.  
 In 1614, John Smith returned to America on a 
whale-hunting, fi shing, and fur-trading expedition to 
what is now the northeastern United States.  
 On this trip to America, Smith explored the coast of New 
Hampshire.  He made notes about the land, people, plants, and 
animals.  John Smith named the area he visited New England.  He 
drew the fi rst good maps of the New England area.  
 John Smith returned to England and wrote books about his 
adventures in America.  He wanted other English colonists to travel 
to America.  He warned them that it would take a lot of hard 
work to settle in America.

SETTLEMENTS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE 
In 1623, New Hampshire’s fi rst permanent settlements were built.  A few settlers 

arrived from Scotland – one of four countries that make up Great Britain and Northern Ireland.  
 The Scottish established farms, fi shing villages, and a trading post in the present-day 
town of Rye located on the Atlantic Coast.  Settlers from London arrived a few years later and 
built a settlement north of Rye in Dover.  By 1638, other settlements had been established in the 
present-day cities of Portsmouth, Exeter, and Hampton.

NATIVE AMERICAN RELATIONSHIPS
Native Americans were friendly with the Europeans and even taught them many 

survival skills.  With the help of Native Americans, European settlers learned how to grow 
corn, tap maple trees for syrup, and make canoes.  Native Americans also taught the settlers 
where to fi nd the best hunting places.  In return, Europeans gave Native Americans metal 
tools, blankets, and weapons.  The weapons were valuable for hunting and protection from 
enemy tribes.
 From the early 1640s until 1679, the New Hampshire towns were under the 
leadership of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.  This group had already established a colony 
in Massachusetts.  The Massachusetts Bay Colony developed a system of government and 
protection for its settlers.  No new settlements were established in New Hampshire during this 
time.  Only one exploration was made, which led to the discovery of the White Mountains.
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A ROYAL COLONY
In 1680, New Hampshire became a royal colony.  The king of England selected a 

president and council for the colony.  Confl icts arose between colonists in New Hampshire 
and Massachusetts over land boundaries – dividing lines between two places.  Leaders in 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony gave land in New Hampshire to its settlers.  Settlers in New 
Hampshire claimed that this land belonged to them.  New Hampshire’s settlers felt that the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony had no right to give the land away.
 In 1686, King James II took away colonists’ right to make their own laws and rules.  He 
angered the New England colonists when he joined New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, and New York into a single province.  He named the province 
the Dominion of New England.  King James II appointed Sir Edmund Andros governor of the 
province.
 Sir Edmund Andros was an unfair governor.  He taxed colonists of the province and 
used the money to become wealthy.  Anyone who refused to pay taxes was sent to jail.  In the 
spring of 1689, colonists captured Governor Andros and threw him in jail.  Andros was sent 
back to England.  The New England colonists took charge of the province and once again 
started making their own laws and rules.     

NATIVE AMERICAN CONFLICTS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Other New England colonies were constantly at war with Native Americans.  The 

settlers in New Hampshire maintained peaceful relationships with the Native peoples.  This 
changed as the population of New Hampshire grew.  
New Hampshire’s settlers took control of Native 
American hunting and fi shing territories.  The new 
settlers brought farm animals with them and allowed 
them to graze on crops in Native American fi elds.  This 
angered Native Americans.
 English colonists wanted control of the land 
in New Hampshire.  French settlers wanted control 
of New Hampshire’s hunting territories.  Native 
Americans in New Hampshire were already angry 
with English colonists.  Many of the tribes sided with 
the French.  Together they fought to force the English 
colonists out of New Hampshire.

THE KING WILLIAM’S WAR
One of the worst battles of this period was the 

King William’s War.  Beginning in 1689, Native Americans attacked white settlements, burned 
houses, killed hundreds of settlers, and took many settlers captive.  Women and children were 
marched into Canada where they were enslaved by the French.  
 The constant threat of Native American attacks kept New Hampshire’s settlers from 
expanding into new areas.  Farms were destroyed, leaving colonists with nothing to eat.  
Nearly every family in New Hampshire suffered a loss.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE FIGHTS BACK
England could not afford to send large numbers of soldiers required to fi ght the French 

and their Native American allies.  As a result, New Hampshire 
and the other colonies had to provide their own soldiers to 
fi ght for the land.  Several forts were built in New Hampshire 
to provide protection for the colony.  
 New Hampshire’s settlers killed thousands of Native 
Americans and burned their villages and crops.  Even 
Native Americans who weren’t involved in the fi ghting lost 
their lives and homes.  A reward was offered for scalps of 
Native American men, women, and children.  

HANNAH DUSTIN
Hannah Dustin lived with her husband and eight 

children in the New Hampshire town of Haverhill.  In the 
spring of 1697, Native Americans entered Haverhill.  They 
killed about 30 people and took several prisoners.  
 Hannah, her newborn baby, and the baby’s nurse 
were taken as prisoners during the raid.  Shortly after 
leaving Haverhill, Native Americans killed Hannah’s baby.  
 Native Americans and their captives traveled more 
than 100 miles through New Hampshire.  They planned 
to take their prisoners to Canada and sell them into a life 
of slavery.  The group stopped to rest along the Merrimack 
River.  
 Hannah and two other captives grabbed the hatchets 
of sleeping Native Americans.  They killed and scalped ten 
Native Americans.  Hannah and the other surviving prisoners 
took a canoe and paddled down the Merrimack River to safety.

HANNAH DUSTIN

 FAST 
FACTS

★ The fastest way to travel anywhere during colonial times 
 was by water.  Most early settlements were built along the 
 Atlantic Ocean or near rivers.  Rafts and canoes were used 
 to travel along rivers and streams.
★ On land, most people traveled by foot.  Some colonists 
 could walk as many as 30 miles in one day.  Roads were 
 usually trails or dirt tracks used by wagons.  Some 
 colonists rode horses, and most families owned a wagon.   
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Flip Book to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the next 
two pages to create your Big Idea Flip Book.  

BIG IDEA
FLIP BOOK

1.  Cut out the Flip Book Outline along the bold lines. 

1

2

3

2.  Use the lesson to answer each of the Big Idea 
 Questions.
 
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
 and grammar when answering the questions.

1

2

3
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BIG IDEA
FLIP BOOK

3.  Cut along all of the bold lines of the Flip Book Pattern 
and Title.  Neatly color the pictures on the Flip Book Pattern. 

4.  Fold the Flip Book Pattern 
       along the dotted line.
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BIG IDEA
FLIP BOOK

5.  Glue the Flip Book Outline under
       the folded flaps of the Flip Book
        Pattern. 

6.  Glue the completed Flip Book and Title onto the right side of 
       your History notebook, across from your Circle Chart.
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VOCABULARY

gristmills
sawmills

BIG IDEAS
Which present-day 
states were included
in the Hudson River
Valley, and why were 
the Dutch able to 
claim the entire Valley
for themselves?

How did the fur trade
benefit both colonists
and Native Americans
at the same time?

Explain how the Duke
of York gained control
of New York and who
was granted the right
to vote.  Explain 
whether or not you
think either of these
things was fair.

If you grew up in
colonial times, how
would meal time be
different?

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON FIVE

New York, one of four Middle colonies, is known as the Empire 
State.  President George Washington had great dreams for New 
York.  He saw New York as the “seat of empire.”  Today, New 
York is home to the Empire State Building, once the world’s tallest 
building.

ALGONQUIAN (AL•GONG•KEE•IN) TRIBES  
 The Algonquian-speaking people in New York included the 
Mahican (muh•HEE•kun), Delaware, and Pequot (PEE•kwat) 
tribes.  They were farmers and hunters who lived in wigwams 
throughout the Hudson River 
Valley, Manhattan, and Long 
Island.

IROQUOIS TRIBES
 Tribes that spoke the 
Iroquois language controlled 
the rest of the New York area.  
They were known as the 
League of Five Nations.  The 
League included the Mohawk, 
Seneca, Oneida (oh•NIE•duh), 
Cayuga (kay•YOU•guh), and 
Onondaga (on•un•DAW•guh) 
tribes.
 The Iroquois were hunters 
and farmers.  They grew corn, 
squash, beans, pumpkins, 
and tobacco.  They also raised 
apples and peaches.  
 The Iroquois called 
themselves “people of the longhouse.”  They built longhouses 
made of bark and logs.  Each longhouse was up to 200 feet in 
length and home to several Iroquois families at the same time.  
Pottery and tools made by the Iroquois and Algonquian-speaking 
tribes are preserved in New York’s museums today.
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HENRY HUDSON
You have already studied about New World explorer Hudson.  He made four different 

voyages searching for the Northwest Passage, a water route that explorers hoped connected 
North America to Asia.
 Henry Hudson sailed as far north as Greenland – the world’s largest island – and as 
far south as present-day North Carolina.  Hudson sailed farther north than any other explorer 
before him.  Unfortunately, Henry Hudson never found the Northwest Passage.  In 1610, 
during his last voyage, Hudson discovered bodies of water that were later named Hudson 
Strait and Hudson Bay.
 When ice formed on the water, Hudson’s crew was forced to spend the winter in the 
southern end of the Hudson Bay.  They were so angry with Hudson that they threw him and 
his son off the ship.  Henry Hudson was never heard from again.

DUTCH CONTROL OF NEW YORK
Henry Hudson’s voyages to North America allowed the Dutch from the Netherlands 

to claim the entire Hudson River Valley.  This land stretched through the present-day states 
of New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, and Delaware.  The Dutch named this territory New 
Netherland.  In 1614, the Dutch built Fort Nassau (NAH•saw).  The Dutch used Fort Nassau 
as a place to trade with Native Americans.  In 1617, Fort Nassau was destroyed by a fl ood.

THE FUR TRADE
Colonists from England weren’t the only settlers in the New World.  While English 

colonists established permanent settlements along the 
Atlantic Ocean, French colonists settled in the Great 
Lakes area.  Both groups were interested in gaining 
more land for their countries.  They also wanted to 
take control of the hunting and trading territories.

Fur-bearing animals, including beaver, 
deer, and skunk, were worth a lot of money to 
colonists.  The smooth, waterproof furs were shipped 
back to France and England where they were sold for 
a very high profi t.  Everyone in these countries wanted a 
beautiful hat or coat made of animal fur.  French and English 
colonists would do anything to protect this business.
 Native Americans in the Great Lakes area trapped fur-bearing animals and traded with 
French colonists.  Native Americans who lived along the Atlantic Ocean trapped and traded 
with English and Dutch colonists.
 The trade relationship between Dutch settlers and Native Americans caused great 
confl icts in New Netherland.  Native Americans hunted the fur-bearing animals and traded the 
skins and furs with Dutch settlers.  The settlers gave Native Americans European goods, metal 
tools, and weapons.  Of course, all Native Americans in New Netherland wanted to trade with 
Dutch settlers.  There simply weren’t enough fur-bearing animals in the area for everyone to 
hunt and trade.  Wars often resulted.  The Iroquois tribes usually won because they were the 
strongest and most organized groups of Native Americans in New Netherland.
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THE DUKE OF YORK

NEW AMSTERDAM 
In 1624, another group of Dutch colonists built the fi rst permanent settlement in 

present-day New York.  The Dutch named this settlement New Amsterdam.  Peter Minuit 
was chosen as New Amsterdam’s governor.  In 1626, Governor Minuit purchased present-day 
Manhattan from Native Americans for just twenty four 
dollars.  Other Dutch settlements were soon started 
in the area.  Problems with leadership and 
confl icts with Native Americans did not stop 
new settlers from coming to the area to farm.  
Soon churches and schools were built in the 
Dutch colonies.

ENGLISH CONTROL OF NEW YORK
In 1664, England took control of New 

Netherland.  England’s King Charles II gave the 
colony to his brother, the Duke of York.  Afraid of 
going to war with England, the Dutch signed a treaty 
and gave up New Amsterdam as well.  
 In honor of the Duke, the entire area was 
renamed New York.  New York offered freedom 
of religion to all Christians.  The right to vote 
was granted to all white men who owned land.  
New York City soon became a busy seaport that 
attracted people from many different countries. 

ECONOMY OF THE MIDDLE COLONIES
The Middle colonies offered plenty of natural 

resources, including rich farmland and thick forests.  The 
climate of the Middle colonies was not as harsh as the 
climate found in the New England colonies.  Farmers enjoyed plenty of rain in the summer 
and a long growing season.
 The Hudson and Delaware rivers provided plenty of fresh fi sh.  Colonists learned how 
to turn water from these rushing rivers into energy they could use.  Water power was used to 
cut lumber in their sawmills.  They also put water power to use in their gristmills for making 
fl our.  

★ At meal time, colonial children did not sit at the main table with 
 their parents.  Sometimes they stood behind an adult who handed 
 them food.  In other homes, children sat at a separate table with 
 servants or at the end of the table.  Colonial children were 
 expected to eat silently and quickly without asking any questions.  
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Four-Fold Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next page to create your Big Idea Four-Fold Organizer.  

BIG IDEA FOUR-FOLD
ORGANIZER

1.  Cut out the Four-Fold Pattern, Title, and Cards with 
 the questions on them along the bold lines.

3.  Fold the Four-Fold Pattern along the dotted 
 lines so that the lines for writing are on the inside.

2.  Neatly color the Title and each Question.PREVIEW
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BIG IDEA FOUR-FOLD
ORGANIZER

4.  Glue the four Questions on the front side of
       each folded flap on the Four-Fold Pattern.

6.  Glue the completed Four-Fold Organizer onto the next blank page of your 
       notebook.  Glue the Title above the Organizer.

5.  Fold back each flap.  Use the information from
 the lesson to answer to each Question.
      
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
 and grammar.
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VOCABULARY
admired
Catholics
charter
Protestants

BIG IDEAS
Why did George 
Calvert want to 
establish a colony in
Maryland, and who
was against this idea?

How might a wealthy
person and a person
who couldn’t afford
the trip to Maryland
view the opportunity
differently?

How did England end
the conflict between
Maryland’s Catholics
and Protestants?

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON SIX

Maryland, one of fi ve Southern colonies, is known as the Free 
State.  This nickname fi ts Maryland because colonists who settled 
in Maryland were looking for, and found, religious freedom.  
 Another nickname, suggested by General George Washington, 
was the Old Line State.  
Washington suggested this 
name because he admired 
the way Maryland’s 
troops fought during the 
Revolutionary War – the 
battle for independence 
between the English colonists 
in America and Great Britain.

FIRST PEOPLE
 Native Americans who 
spoke the Algonquian 
(al•GONG•kee•in) language 
inhabited Maryland long 
before Europeans arrived. 

SANTA MARIA 
 In 1526, Spanish explorers 
fi rst visited the area now 
known as Maryland.  They 
sailed into the Chesapeake 
Bay and named the area 
Santa Maria.  
 In 1608, John Smith of Virginia was the fi rst English visitor to 
the territory.  More than 20 years later, in 1631, William Claiborne 
and other Protestants from Virginia set up a fur-trading post 
on Kent Island, just off the eastern shore of the Chesapeake Bay.  
These settlers established a trading relationship with several 
Native American groups who lived in the area.
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GEORGE CALVERT
In 1632, King Charles I of England granted a large area of land near the Chesapeake Bay 

to George Calvert.  The colony was to be named Maryland 
in honor of the king’s wife, Henrietta Maria.  George 

Calvert wanted to fi nd a place where Roman 
Catholics could worship freely.  Catholics 
were not permitted to practice their religion in 
England.  They were often arrested for doing so. 

William Claiborne and other Protestant 
settlers living beside the Chesapeake Bay were not very 

happy that George Calvert was going to start a colony of 
Catholics in Maryland.  

   In 1632, George Calvert died.  He was not able 
to make his dream of religious freedom for Catholics a 
reality.  His son, Cecil Calvert, was granted the charter 
instead. 

ST. MARY’S  
     On March 24, 1634, Cecil Calvert’s brother 

Leonard and 200 colonists arrived on Saint Clement 
Island at the mouth of the Potomac River.  Cecil wanted 

to join them on the voyage, but he had to stay in England.  
Instead, he sent Leonard and made him governor of the 
colony.  Governor Calvert and his colonists purchased the 
Native American village of Yaocomico (ya•co•ME•co).  
They changed the name of the village to St. Mary’s. 

About 25 colonists who traveled with Calvert paid 
their own way for the trip.  These wealthy families were given land.  They also paid the way 
for others to join them in Maryland.  These people became indentured servants who worked 
on the wealthy land owners’ plantations for seven years before earning their freedom. 

CONFLICTS IN MARYLAND
Disease and hunger caused many deaths in the colony’s fi rst few years.  Almost every 

child lost at least one parent during this diffi cult time.  Leonard Calvert returned to England in 
1644.  During the two years he was gone, the colony had more problems.  There was constant 
fi ghting between the Protestants and Catholics.    

St. Mary’s was used for 60 years as the capital and center of Calvert’s colony.  Governor 
Calvert welcomed Roman Catholics and all non-Catholic Christians to his colony.  In 1649, 
Maryland’s government passed the Act Concerning Religion.  This was the fi rst law in the 
colonies to allow Christians the freedom to practice their religion and own land.
 William Claiborne and his group of Protestants built a settlement at Providence.  
Fighting between Protestants and Catholics continued.  Finally, in 1692, England took complete 
control of Maryland.  England established the Church of England as the offi cial religion.  
Colonists were taxed to pay for the church.  
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BIG IDEA THREE-FLAP
ORGANIZER

In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Three-Flap Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next two pages to create your Big Idea Three-Flap Organizer.  

1.  Cut out the Three-Flap Organizer Pattern, Labels, and Title
 along the dark solid lines.

2.  Neatly color the Labels and Title. PREVIEWE
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BIG IDEA THREE-FLAP
ORGANIZER

6.  Unfold each of the flaps and read the Question.  
       Use the lines provided to answer each of the 
 Questions.
 
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, 
 and grammar when answering the questions.

7.  Glue the completed Three-Flap Organizer onto the next
 blank page of your notebook.
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about George Calvert to make a Famous 
Person Wheel to glue into your History notebook.

PART I
DIRECTIONS: 

 1 Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook. 

2 Use the information about George Calvert from the Maryland Colony 
  lesson to complete the George Calvert Journal Page.  Be careful to use correct 
  capitalization, spelling, and punctuation.   

 3 Cut out the Journal Page along the bold lines and glue it onto the left side
  of your History notebook. 
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PART II
Using the George Calvert Journal Page on the left side of your notebook, follow the directions 
below and on the next page to create your Famous Person Wheel.

1.  Neatly color and cut out the Wheel Cover
 along the bold outside line.
      

Why was the fur
trade important?

Why were 
Native Americans 
important allies?

Why was the French and Indian
War fought?

What happened when the 
Treaty of Paris was signed? 

2.  Cut out the Wheel Outline
along the bold outside line.

3.  Use the lines on the Wheel Outline
 to answer each of the four questions.
 Use proper capitalization, punctuation,
 spelling, and grammar.

Why was the fur
trade important?

Why were 
Native Americans 
important allies?

Why was the French and Indian
War fought?

What happened when the 
Treaty of Paris was signed? 
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Why was the fur
trade important?

Why were 
Native Americans 
important allies?

Why was the French and Indian
War fought?

What happened when the 
Treaty of Paris was signed? 

Why was the fur

trade important?

4.  Place the Wheel Cover on top of the Wheel Outline and
 push a metal brad through the + on the Wheel Cover.

5.  Glue the completed Wheel on the right side of your
 notebook, across from your Journal Page.
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There are several new vocabulary words to learn before fi nishing your study of the Thirteen 
Original Colonies.  Your History notebook is a great place to record and store the words and 
defi nitions that you will need to be familiar with during these lessons.

PART I
DIRECTIONS: Using the Glossary and Vocabulary Puzzle Pieces, follow the directions below 
 and on the next page to create Puzzle Pieces for 12 Vocabulary Words.      

1.  Neatly color and cut out each of the Vocabulary Word 
Puzzle Pieces along the bold lines.
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2.  Neatly color and cut out each of the Vocabulary Definition 
 Puzzle Pieces along the bold lines.

3.  Match each Vocabulary Word Puzzle Piece with its matching 
 Vocabulary Definition Piece.

rry Dy Drr efinition efinition 
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Part II
Choose the next blank page in your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the 
next page to create Vocabulary Puzzle Envelopes for storing your Puzzle Pieces in your notebook.

1.  Neatly color and cut out each Vocabulary 
 Envelope Pattern along the bold lines.

2.  Fold each Vocabulary Envelope Pattern along 
 the dotted lines as shown.

3.  Fold the side tabs of each Envelope
 along the dotted lines as shown.
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4.  Glue the folded tabs to the back
 of each Envelope.

FRONT BACK

5.  Sort the Puzzle Pieces into Vocabulary Words and Vocabulary Definitions.  

 Place the Vocabulary Word Puzzle Pieces in the Vocabulary Envelope.  Place the 
 Vocabulary Definition Puzzle Pieces in the Definitions Envelope. 

6.  Glue the Vocabulary and Definitions 
 Envelopes onto the next blank page 
 of your notebook.
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VOCABULARY
adopted
constitution
elections
wampum

BIG IDEAS
Why did Thomas
Hooker and leaders
in Massachusetts
disagree with one
another?

Which two events
led to the Pequot
War?

Compare the way King 
Charles II and King 
James II treated the 
colony of Connecticut.

Describe at least two
facts about the
Fundamental Orders.

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON SEVEN

Connecticut, the southernmost of four New England colonies, is 
known as the Constitution State.  In 1639, colonists in Connecticut 
adopted the nation’s fi rst written constitution.  This is why 
Connecticut is nicknamed the Constitution State.

CONNECTICUT’S FIRST PEOPLE
 Algonquian (al•GONG•kee•in) speaking Native Americans 
inhabited Connecticut long before any other people visited the area.  
Algonquian tribes included the 
Pequot (PEE•kwat), 
Mohegan (mo•HEE•gun), 
Niantic (nye•AN•tick), 
Mahican (muh•HEE•kun), 
and Siwanog (SEE•wah•nog). 

THE PEQUOT 
 The Pequot was the 
most powerful and feared 
Algonquian tribe.  In the early 
1600s, there were about 20,000 
Native Americans living in 
Connecticut.  They survived by 
hunting, fi shing, and farming.  
 Native Americans in 
Connecticut lived in wigwams.  
These were dome-shaped 
houses made of poles, tree bark, 
and grass.

ADRIAEN BLOCK
          Historians believe the fi rst white explorer in Connecticut was 
Adriaen Block, a Dutchman from the Netherlands.  In 1614, Block 
explored the Connecticut River.  
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THOMAS HOOKER

DUTCH FUR TRADERS 
Dutch traders gave European tools and metal weapons to Native Americans.  In return, 

Native Americans gave the Dutch animal furs.  The furs were taken 
back to Europe where they were sold for a very high price.  
 Hats and other pieces of clothing were made out of fur-
bearing animal skins and furs.  To protect their profi table fur 
trade from other European groups, the Dutch built a fort in the 
present-day city of Hartford.

THOMAS HOOKER  
Thomas Hooker was a Puritan preacher from England.  

In 1633, Hooker traveled to America in search of religious 
freedom.  In America, Thomas Hooker settled in Massachusetts.  
He did not always agree with the colony’s leaders.  
 Hooker believed that each church should be 
independent and free to make its own decisions.  He 
also felt that the people of each church had the right 
to choose the colony’s leaders and decide what 
powers those leaders should have.  
 Leaders in Massachusetts disagreed with 
Hooker.  They felt that only leaders of the Puritan 
church should choose leaders for the colony. 

LEAVING MASSACHUSETTS 
In 1636, Thomas Hooker and a group of 100 colonists 

left Massachusetts.  They moved to Connecticut and started a 
new colony.  Hooker made positive changes in his colony.  All 
church members, not just church leaders, chose the colony’s leaders.  
 Together with other English colonists who moved from Massachusetts, Hooker’s group 
built the towns of Hartford, Wethersfi eld, and Windsor.  These towns were called the “Three 
River Towns” because they were located on the Connecticut River.
 Most Native Americans were friendly to English colonists living in Connecticut.  
Instead of just taking land from Native Americans, Hooker and his followers purchased land 
in Connecticut.

THE PEQUOT WAR 
During the 1630s, two things happened that destroyed the peace between Connecticut’s 

Native Americans and colonists.  Control of the fur trade was the fi rst struggle.  The Pequot 
controlled the fur trade throughout New England.  They decided which tribes could trade with 
white settlers and the price that would be paid for the furs.  The Pequot refused to let colonists 
control the wampum and fur trade in New England.  This made colonists very angry. 
 In 1634 and 1636, colonists killed two members of the Pequot tribe.  The Pequot 
captured the murderers and refused to let them go.  Fighting broke out after a colonist accused 
a Pequot of murder.  Colonists declared war on the Pequot.     
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SOLD INTO SLAVERY 
In the spring of 1637, colonists attacked the main Pequot village.  With the help of the 

Narragansett (nar•ra•GAN•set) and Mohegan tribes, they burned the Pequot village. 
 Hundreds of Native American men, women, and children were killed as they tried 
to escape.  The surviving Pequot were captured, taken to Bermuda – a British colony in the 
Atlantic Ocean – and sold into slavery.  

THE FIRST CONSTITUTION 
In 1639, people of the Three River Towns joined as one colony.  They wrote 

their own set of laws, known as the Fundamental Orders of Connecticut.  
Some believe that this was the fi rst written constitution in the New 
World.  The Fundamental Orders established an independent 
government.  Laws were made for elections, courts, powers 
of offi cials, and taxes.  It gave all white men who owned 
land the power to vote.

CONTROL OF CONNECTICUT
In 1662, Charles II was the king of England.  

King Charles II established Connecticut as an 
independent colony.  He also gave the Connecticut 
Colony a charter.  The charter gave colonists more 
control over their government.  King Charles II permitted 
the Connecticut colony to control all of the land in present-day Connecticut.
 In 1685, King Charles II died.  His brother, James II, became the king of England.  King 
James II wanted more control over the colonies in America.  He took away Connecticut’s 
power to rule itself.  In 1686, King James II united Connecticut with other nearby colonies.  The 
new colony was called the Dominion of New England.

THE CHARTER OAK  
King James II appointed a royal governor for the Dominion of New England.  His name 

was Sir Edmund Andros.  In 1687, Andros demanded that Connecticut give up its charter.  The 
leaders of Connecticut refused.  They hid Connecticut’s charter in a hollow oak tree.  This tree 
became known as the Charter Oak.  It stood for Connecticut’s love of freedom.  
 By 1689, King James II had been removed from power.  The colonists sent Sir Edmund 
Andros back to England.  Connecticut once again became a separate colony. 

 FAST 
FACTS

★ Unlike other constitutions in the 13 original colonies, the  
 Fundamental Orders did not require men to be church  
 members in order to vote. 
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BIG IDEA
PINWHEEL

In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Pinwheel to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the next 
page to create your Big Idea Pinwheel.  

1.  Cut out the Pinwheel Pattern 
 along the bold outside lines. 

2.  Neatly color each of the Question Squares.
 Fold back each Question Square on the 
 Pattern and glue as shown. PREVIEW
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BIG IDEA
PINWHEEL

3.  Use the lesson to anwer each of 
 the questions on the lines provided.

 Use proper capitalization, spelling,
 punctuation, and grammar in your 
 answers.

4.  Finish folding the Big Idea Pinwheel along the dotted lines 
 before gluing it onto the next blank page of your notebook.
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about the Connecticut Colony to make 
Interactive Time Lines that tuck securely into your History notebook.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  Using 
 the Connecticut Colony lesson and the Time Line patterns, follow the directions 
 below and on the next two pages to create two Interactive Time Lines.     

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

1.  Cut out the eight Time 
 Line Event Patterns along 
 the outside bold lines.

 Neatly color each picture.
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2.  Use the lesson to write one fact on the lines of each Time Line 
       Event.  Use correct capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and
 grammar.
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Glue and
attach to

timeline

4.  Again, fold each Time Line Event Pattern 
      in half using the dotted line.  
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Glue and
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timeline

3.  Fold each Time Line Event Pattern in 
 half using the center dotted line.  
 Glue together.  
     

Glue and

attach to

timeline

5.  Cut out the two Time Line Templates, eight 
 Time Line Dates, and two Time Line Titles.
     

6.  Glue the four earliest Time Line Date 
pieces on the first Time Line Template 
from the earliest date to the most recent 
date.
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8.  Glue each Time Line Event 
 under its correct date on 
 the Time Line Templates. 
  

9.   Glue one Title and completed Time Line onto the left side of your notebook.  
 Glue the other Title and completed Time Line onto the right side of your notebook.
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7.  Glue the other four Time Line Date pieces
       on the second Time Line Template from  
       the earliest date to the most recent date.
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VOCABULARY
Quaker
synagogue

BIG IDEAS
Why did Roger
Williams disagree
with leaders of the
Massachusetts Bay
Colony?

What happened that
made Roger Williams 
finally agree to leave 
Massachusetts?

How did Anne
Hutchinson and
Puritan leaders in
Massachusetts view
a woman’s role in the 
church differently? 

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON EIGHT

Rhode Island, one of four New England colonies, is known as 
Little Rhody or the Ocean State.  Rhode Island was the smallest 
of the thirteen original 
colonies.  In fact, with a 
land area of only 1,212 
square miles, Rhode Island 
is the smallest state in the 
Union.
 The nickname Little 
Rhody was chosen because 
of Rhode Island’s small 
size.  However, the Ocean 
State is Rhode Island’s 
offi cial nickname.  
 Rhode Island’s 
location on the Atlantic 
Ocean makes it easy to 
understand why it is 
known as the Ocean State.

FIRST PEOPLE
 Five Native American 
tribes that spoke the 
Algonquian (al•GONG•kee•in) language inhabited Rhode Island 
before Europeans visited the area.  The largest and most powerful 
group was the Narragansett (nar•ra•GAN•set) tribe.  About 5,000 
members of this tribe lived in eight different villages throughout 
Rhode Island.  
 Other Native Americans in Rhode Island included the Niantic 
(nye•AN•tick), Wampanoag (wam•puh•NO•ag), 
Pequot (PEE•kwat), and Nipmuc (NIP•muc).  These Native 
Americans farmed, hunted deer, fi shed, and gathered shellfi sh 
from the Atlantic Ocean.
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ROGER WILLIAMS  
Roger Williams was an important part of Rhode Island’s history.  He was not the fi rst 

European to visit Rhode Island, but he did establish the fi rst permanent settlement in the area.  
Roger Williams was a Puritan preacher who lived in the Massachusetts Bay Colony.  

Like others, he traveled to America in search of 
religious freedom.  

 Roger Williams did not agree with the 
leadership of the Massachusetts Bay Colony and he 
refused to be quiet about it.  Williams did not think the 
government should tell people how to practice their 
religion.  He fi rmly believed that Puritans should not 
be able to start a colony in North America until they 
purchased the land from Native Americans.

LEAVING MASSACHUSETTS 
  In 1635, Roger Williams was ordered to leave 
Massachusetts.  At fi rst he refused.  Then he found out 
that a group of men were coming to force his family to 
return to England.  He left his wife and two daughters 
in Massachusetts and went to Rhode Island.  

Roger Williams was welcomed by the leader of 
the Wampanoag tribe.  The Native Americans gave him 
food and shelter.  After learning their ways and their 
language, he bought land from them.

PROVIDENCE  
In 1636, Williams and a few followers 

began building a town on land purchased from the 
Wampanoag tribe.  He quickly learned that the land 
was already claimed by the Plymouth Colony in 
Massachusetts.  Williams did not want to cause trouble 
between the Plymouth Colony and the Massachusetts 
Bay Colony.  Instead, he purchased nearby land from 

the Narragansett tribe.  It was here that he started Rhode Island’s fi rst permanent settlement.  
Roger Williams named the settlement Providence, which means God’s guidance.  He 

chose this name because he felt God had provided a place for him and others to worship freely.  
Providence was the fi rst colony to welcome people of all religions and nationalities – groups 
of people from different countries.  As a result, Rhode Island was the site of the fi rst Jewish 
synagogue (SIN•uh•gog), fi rst Baptist church, and one of the fi rst Quaker meeting houses.
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ANNE HUTCHINSON
 Roger Williams was not the only colonist who had diffi culties in Massachusetts.  
While Williams was busy building his colony in Rhode Island, Anne 
Hutchinson was being arrested for speaking out in Massachusetts.  
 Anne Hutchinson was born in England.  She arrived in 
Boston, Massachusetts at the age of 43.  Like Roger Williams, 
Anne Hutchinson and her family traveled to America in 
search of religious freedom.  She quickly found that the 
church run by the Massachusetts Bay Colony offered less 
religious freedom than the churches in England.  
   In Massachusetts, Anne quickly became a town leader.  
She nursed the sick and helped deliver babies.  Hutchinson 
had 15 children of her own.  Anne Hutchinson also led church 
meetings in her home.  It was during these meetings that she 
caused the most trouble for the Puritan church.
 It was believed that leading church meetings was a 
man’s job.  Women were supposed to keep quiet during 
church services and look after their children.  She taught 
other women that they could pray to God without the help 
of a preacher.  This went completely against the laws of the 
Puritan church.  
 In 1638, Anne Hutchinson was forced to leave 
the Massachusetts Bay Colony.  With her family and a 
small group of followers, she traveled to Rhode Island.  
Roger Williams helped the group purchase land from 
the Native Americans in Rhode Island’s present-day 
city of Portsmouth.
 Anne continued her message in Portsmouth.  She held 
church meetings in her home and taught colonists that God’s 
love was for everyone.  After her husband died, Anne moved to New York.  In 1643, she was 
murdered by Native Americans.

 FAST 
FACTS

★ Anne Hutchinson learned to speak out at a very young  
 age.  Her father was a church leader in England.  He   
 was thrown in jail for speaking out against the leadership  
 of that church.
★ The Puritan church established by the leaders of the   
 Massachusetts Bay Colony believed that men were   
 smarter than women.  Reading, writing, and studying  
 were things that men did.  Women cooked, cleaned, and  
 took care of the children.
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BIG IDEA
BOOKLET

In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Booklet to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the next page 
to create your Big Idea Booklet.  

1.  Use the lesson to answer each
 of the Questions on the Booklet
 Page.

 Use proper capitalization, spelling,
 punctuation, and grammar in each
 of your answers.

2.  Neatly color the picture on
 the Booklet Page.

3. Cut out the Booklet Page along 
the bold lines.  Cut out the 
rectangle with the Questions 
on it.
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BIG IDEA
BOOKLET

4.  Fold the Booklet Page along the dotted 
       line so the flap covers the bottom right 
 side of the Booklet Page.

5.  Glue the rectangle with the Questions on it 
 on top of the folded flap as shown.

6.  Glue the completed Booklet onto 
       the next blank page of your notebook.  
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A fact is a true statement about a topic.  A fi b is a false statement.  Can you tell the difference 
between a fact and a fi b?

In this activity, you will use the Rhode Island lesson and two other sources to make a Find the 
Fib Game about Roger Williams and Anne Hutchinson.  Follow the directions below and on the 
next several pages to make the cards for your Find the Fib Game.

1.  Cut out the twenty Find the Fib Cards, one Answer Key Card,
 and two Answer Sheet Cards along the outside bold lines.

2.  Neatly color the picture 
 on each Card.PREVIEW
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3.  Use the lesson to write facts on six of the 
 Find the Fib Cards.  Use proper capitalization,
 punctuation, spelling, and grammar. 

Card Number

4.  Use the Internet to write facts on five 
 more of the Find the Fib Cards.  Again, 
 use proper capitalization, punctuation, 
 spelling, and grammar.

Card Number

5.  Use one other source (encyclopedia
 or other book from the library) to write 
 facts on five more of the Find the Fib 
 Cards.  Again, use proper capitalization,
 punctuation, spelling, and grammar.
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6.  On the four remaining Find the Fib 
 Cards, write a fib or false fact.  

 Try to make the fib as believable
 as possible so it can’t be easily
 seen as a fib.

 Again, use proper capitalization,
 punctuation, spelling, and grammar.

Card Number

7.  Fold each Find the Fib Card in half 
 using the center dotted line.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

_

8.  Glue the blank sides together so
 the words are on the outside.
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9.  Shuffle the Find the Fib Cards
 together so that they are all
 mixed up.  In the space provided
 on each Card, number the Cards
 from 1-20.

Card Number

Card Number

Card Number

10.  Get out the Answer Key Card.  Make
 an Answer Key for yourself so you
 will know which Cards are true and
 which Cards are fibs.

  1.

  2.

  3.

  4.

  5.

  6.

 

  7.

  8.

  9.

10.

11.

12.

11.  Like you did with the Find the Fib Cards,
 fold the Answer Key Card and Answer Sheet 
 Cards along the dotted lines.  Glue the
 blank sides together so the words are on
 the outside.

12.  Give your Find the Fib Cards and Answer Sheet 
 Cards to two other students.  Each student 
 should write his or her name on one Answer 
 Sheet Card and use the Answer Sheet Card to list 
 which Cards contain facts and which contain fibs.
 
 Use your Answer Key to grade each student.

  1.

  2.

  3.

  4.

  5.

  6.
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PART II
Follow the directions below and on the next two pages to make a Two-Pocket Organizer so you 
can store your Find the Fib Game in your History notebook. 

1. Cut out the Two-Pocket Organizer 
 pattern along the outside bold lines.

 Neatly color the Organizer.
      

2. Fold the bottom section up along the dotted lines as shown to make a pocket.
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3. Flip the Organizer over.  Fold the tabs along the dotted lines and glue the tabs 
         to the back of the Organizer to hold the pocket in place.

4. After you have glued the tabs to the back,
         turn your Two-Pocket Organizer back around.

5. Cut out and neatly color the two Pocket Labels.
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6. Glue the two Pocket Labels onto the front
        of the Two-Pocket Organizer as shown.
   

7. Place the true Find the Fib Cards in the
        pocket labeled True Facts.  Place the
 false Find the Fib Cards in the pocket
 labeled Fibs.  Place your Answer Key
 Card and Answer Sheet Cards behind
 your Fibs. 
   

8. Glue the Two-Pocket Organizer onto 
 the next blank of your notebook.
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BIG IDEAS
After everything you
have learned so far,
why do you think 
Native Americans
were frightened by
Dutch explorers?

What was required
of Dutch settlers to
keep their land in
Delaware?

How did William
Penn view Native
Americans and their
land differently from 
most other colonists 
you have read about?

Why were colonists
in the southern part
of the Pennsylvania
Province not happy
with William Penn’s
leadership?

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON NINE

Delaware, one of the four Middle colonies, is known as the First 
State.  The nickname fi ts so well because Delaware was the fi rst of 
the thirteen original colonies to become a state.

DELAWARE’S FIRST PEOPLE
 Native Americans were the fi rst people to inhabit Delaware.  In 
1624, Dutch explorers from the Netherlands arrived in Delaware.  
They found a group of Native Americans living along the 
Delaware River.  
 Dutch explorers named these people Delaware Indians.  The 
Native Americans called themselves Lenni-Lenape (len•AH•pay).  
Lenni-Lenape means 
“original people,” or “real 
people.”     
 The Delaware lived in 
wigwams and hunted and 
fi shed.  They also grew 
crops of corn, beans, and 
squash.  The Delaware 
Indians were frightened by 
the Dutch explorers. 

DUTCH COLONISTS
 In 1631, the Dutch 
built the fi rst settlement in 
Delaware.  They planned 
to make money hunting 
whales and making whale 
oil. 
 Unfortunately, the Dutch 
colony only lasted one year.  
It was completely destroyed 
after a disagreement 
with the nearby Native 
Americans of the Lenni-Lenape tribe.
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NEW SWEDEN  
In 1638, a group of Swedish settlers purchased land in Delaware from the Dutch.  A 

Swedish colony was established at Fort Christina.  The area surrounding the colony was 
named New Sweden.  The Swedish pioneers in Delaware were 
the fi rst group of people in America to build log cabins.
 In 1655, the Dutch returned to Delaware and 
captured Fort Christina.  The Swedes were forced 
to give up New Sweden to the Dutch.  The Dutch 
did not remain in control for very long.  In 1664, 
England seized, or took, all of the Dutch territory in 
America.  
 Dutch settlers who already lived in Delaware 
were permitted to keep their land and property as 
long as they promised loyalty to the king of England.  
Delaware changed ownership a few more times 
before England took fi nal control of the land in 1674.

THE PENNSYLVANIA PROVINCE
In 1682, the Duke of York gave William Penn a piece of territory in present-day 

Delaware.  Penn already had a colony in nearby Pennsylvania, but Pennsylvania had no 
seaport.  William Penn asked the Duke of York for more land along the coast of the Atlantic 
Ocean.  The Duke of York gave Penn the land on the west bank of the Delaware River.  
 Penn named his entire piece of land the Pennsylvania Province.  William Penn wanted 
everyone in his colony to be free and happy.  He paid the Delaware people for their land.  In 
1682, William Penn signed a treaty of friendship with Native Americans.  
 Some of the colonists in the southern part of the Pennsylvania Province were not 
pleased with Penn’s leadership.  He was a Quaker.  Not everyone agreed with his religious 
beliefs.  The colonists were worried that the area was growing too quickly.  They were also 
angry that Penn was not able to stop pirate raids on their settlements along the shore.  In 1704, 
these settlers broke away and formed the separate colony of Delaware.

 FAST 
FACTS

★ Fort Christina was named in honor of the queen of Sweden.
★ New Sweden stretched into the present-day states of Delaware,  
 New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. 

 SWEDISH LOG CABIN
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BIG IDEA FACT
ORGANIZER

In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Fact Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the 
next two pages to create your Big Idea Fact Organizer.  

1. Cut out the Fact Organizer Template
 along the bold lines.  Neatly color the 
 picture in the center of the Template.

2. Fold the Fact Organizer Template
 along the dotted lines so that the
 lines for writing are on the inside.
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BIG IDEA FACT
ORGANIZER

3. Neatly color and cut out the Title 
 and Front Flap Questions along the 
 bold lines.

4. Unfold each Flap of the Fact Organizer.
 
 Use the lesson to answer the Question
 on the Flap.
 
 Use proper capitalization, punctuation, 
 spelling, and grammar when answering
 the Questions.

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3
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BIG IDEA FACT
ORGANIZER

 

5. Glue each of the four Front Flap 
 Questions onto the blank flaps 
 of the Fact Organizer as shown.

 Be careful to glue the Question on
 the same Flap as its answer.

6. Glue the Fact Organizer
  and Title onto the next 
 blank page of your notebook.
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1  Color the log cabin. 

In this activity you will make a miniature log cabin just like the kind built by 
Delaware’s Swedish colonists.

Scissors, glue, coloring pencils, and log cabin pattern.Materials:

2 Cut out the log cabin 
 along the bold black 
 lines.  It is very 
 important that you do 
 not cut off the bold 
 black lines. 
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3   Make folds along all of the dotted black lines.

5 Glue all of the tabs marked A to the inside of   
 the roof.

6 Tuck tab B into the opposite side.

7 Glue tab B to the side where it is tucked.

4 Pull interlocking tabs to connect each corner.
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VOCABULARY
commandment

BIG IDEAS
Before the arrival of
explorers and settlers,
how did Native
Americans use the
land in Pennsylvania
to survive?

According to the
Great Law of
Pennsylvania, what
three things were 
required to vote?

How do we know
whether or not
William Penn’s Holy 
Experiment worked?

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON TEN

Pennsylvania, the Quaker State or Keystone State, was one of four 
Middle colonies.  Pennsylvania 
was nicknamed the Quaker 
State because William Penn, a 
Quaker, founded a colony in 
Pennsylvania.  
 Pennsylvania is known as 
the Keystone state because it 
is located in the center of the 
thirteen original colonies.

FIRST PEOPLE
 Long before white settlers 
arrived in Pennsylvania, it was 
home to about 15,000 Native 
Americans.  
 Most of Pennsylvania’s 
Native Americans belonged 
to tribes that spoke the 
Iroquois (EAR•uh•kwoy) and 
Algonquian (al•GONG•kee•in) 
languages.  These tribes 
included the Erie, Delaware, and 
Shawnee, and Susquehannock (sus•kwuh•HAN•ock).  
 Pennsylvania’s forests provided material for building houses.  
Rivers and fertile soil provided plenty of food.  

DUTCH EXPLORERS
 In 1614, the Dutch explored the lands along the Delaware 
River.  In 1643, the territory was named New Sweden by a party 
of Swedish explorers.  Swedish colonies were established near 
the present-day city of Chester.  These colonies were the fi rst 
permanent settlements in Pennsylvania. 
  In 1655, Dutch soldiers captured the settlement.  The Dutch 
controlled Pennsylvania for the next nine years. 
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QUAKERS IN PENNSYLVANIA
In 1682, William Penn founded the fi rst English colony in Pennsylvania.  Penn belonged 

to a religious group known as the Quakers, or the Society of Friends.  Quakers believed that 
all people were equal.  They also took very seriously 

the Bible’s commandment that states, 
“Thou shalt not kill.”  Because of this 
Commandment, Quakers would not fi ght 

in war.  
Quakers also refused to pay taxes 

used to pay for war.  These beliefs did 
not make Quakers very popular with the 

government in England.  Many Quakers, 
including William Penn, were thrown in jail for 
their beliefs.

WILLIAM PENN’S HOLY EXPERIMENT   
 William Penn promised that if he ever got 

out of prison, he would start a colony where 
Quakers could live in peace.  In 1681, he was 

granted 28 million acres of land in North America 
by his friend, King Charles of England.  This was 

one of the largest land grants ever given to an 
individual.   

A year later, Penn arrived in Pennsylvania 
with 100 Quakers to start what he called a “Holy 

Experiment.”  They settled on a piece of land 
along the Delaware River.  Penn named the 

place Philadelphia, which means “brotherly 
love” in Greek.

 
THE GREAT LAW OF PENNSYLVANIA
  William Penn kept true to his promise that all men were equal.  He established the 
“Great Law of Pennsylvania.”  This law granted white men who believed in God and owned 
property the right to vote.  
 Penn treated Native Americans with kindness.  He even paid them for their land.  He 
signed a treaty of friendship with Native Americans.  William Penn made sure the laws of his 
colony were fair.  Penn’s motto was “Mercy, Justice, Truth, Peace, Love, Plenty.”
 William Penn’s “Holy Experiment” worked.  Pennsylvania became one of the leading 
colonies in America.  By 1700, there were more than 4,000 settlers in Pennsylvania.  They 
owned some of the most successful farms, businesses, and trading companies in the thirteen 
original colonies.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
four Pocket Foldable Cards.  Follow the directions below and on the next page to create your Big 
Idea Pocket Foldable Cards.  

BIG IDEA POCKET
FOLDABLE CARDS

1.  Cut out the four Pocket Foldable Cards 
 along the outside bold lines.

2.  Neatly color the picture on 
 each Pocket Foldable Card.

3.  One of the Pocket Foldable Cards
 is blank.  Write your own question
 about the lesson on this card.
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BIG IDEA POCKET
FOLDABLE CARDS

5.  Fold each Pocket Foldable Card
 in half using the center dotted line.

6.  Glue the blank sides together so
 the words are on the outside.

7.  Store your four Pocket Foldable Cards in a safe place.
 You will need to use them again later.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

4.  Using the lesson, answer the Big Idea Question on 
 each Pocket Foldable Card.

 For the question you wrote yourself, use the
 Internet, an encyclopedia, or other books in 
 the library to answer this question.

 Use proper capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and 
 grammar in your answers.  
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Geography is the study of Earth.  It includes Earth’s land, water, weather, animal life, and 
plant life.  Geographers are people who study geography.  You can think of yourself as a 
geographer because you will be learning about places on Earth. 

Location is important to the study of geography.  It is almost impossible to determine your 
location or fi nd your way around if you do not know the four main, or cardinal directions.  
North, south, east, and west are the cardinal directions.  On a map these directions are labeled 
N, S, E, and W.  

Between the four main directions are the intermediate directions.  Northeast, or NE, is the 
direction between north and east.  Southeast, or SE, is the direction between south and east.  
Southwest, or SW, is the direction between south and west.  Northwest, or NW, is the direction 
between north and west.  

A reference point is also important for fi nding your location.  A reference point is simply a 
starting point.  It’s diffi cult, for example, to travel southwest if you don’t have a starting point.

EXAMPLE: The Carnegie Museum of Natural History is one of four Carnegie museums in 
  this city.  Favorite exhibits include Native American pottery, insects, and a 
  hands-on dinosaur fossil dig.  The Carnegie Hall Museum of Natural History is 
  southwest of Clarion.
  
This example gives you some very important information.  It tells you that your reference 
point, or starting point, will be the city of Clarion.  Locate Clarion on your Pennsylvania Map.  
Put your fi nger on Clarion and slide it southwest.  You should see a picture of the Carnegie 
Museum of Natural History already placed there for you.
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Sometimes directions contain more than one reference point.  Look at the example below:

EXAMPLE: Hersheypark is a chocolate-coated candy kingdom and world class amusement 
 park.  Each year, more than two million visitors fi nd thrilling rides, a North 
 American wildlife park, and streets with names like cocoa and chocolate.  
 Hersheypark is southeast of Altoona and southwest of Reading.  

This example contains two reference points and two sets of directions.  They have been 
underlined for you.  Look at your Pennsylvania Map.  Put your fi nger on the city of Altoona and 
slide it southeast.  Since there are many points of interest located southeast, a second reference 
point has been added to help you fi nd your location.  

The second reference point is Reading.  Place your fi nger on Reading and slide it southwest.  By 
using both of these reference points, you should be able to easily locate Hersheypark.

DIRECTIONS: In this activity, you will use reference points, cardinal directions, and   
 intermediate directions to plot important points of interest on a Pennsylvania 
 Map.  Many of these points of interest preserve history.  This helps historians 
 learn more about the people who lived before us.   

 1 Use your coloring pencils to color the symbols on the bottom of the last page. 
  Carefully cut out the symbols.
 2 Label the cardinal and intermediate directions on the compass rose drawn for you 
  on the Pennsylvania Map.
 3 Use the written directions and your compass rose to correctly locate these points 
  of interest on your Pennsylvania Map.  
 4 To get you started, the reference points and directions have been underlined for you 
  in the fi rst fi ve descriptions.  You may want to underline the reference points and 
  directions in the rest of the activity.
 5 Glue the symbols in their proper places on your Map. (Glue the symbols right over 
  the dots.)
 6 When you have fi nished, use coloring pencils to add more color to your 
  Pennsylvania Map.
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VOCABULARY
reefs
sandbars

BIG IDEAS
What did Sir Walter
Raleigh risk by trying
to start a colony in
America?

How were the
Carolinas going to
be different from 
other colonies?

How did the 
colonists’ choice to 
grow tobacco lead
to Carolina being
one of the poorest
colonies?

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON ELEVEN

North Carolina, one of fi ve Southern colonies, is known as the 
Tarheel State.  This nickname was chosen for North Carolina 
during the Revolutionary War when British soldiers marched into 
the Tar River.  They reported their feet were blackened with tar 
that had been dumped into the river.
 
NORTH CAROLINA’S FIRST PEOPLE
 Prehistoric Native Americans once roamed through North 
Carolina in search of 
buffalo and other large 
game animals.  Some of 
these animals are now 
extinct – no longer living.  
 Mound builders 
arrived later and built large 
towns in the southern and 
western regions of North 
Carolina.  
 At the center of each 
town were ceremonial 
dirt-covered mounds used 
for burying their dead.  
Mounds were also used as 
platforms for important 
buildings within the town.

EXPLORERS   
 In the 1500s, the fi rst 
European explorers arrived 
in North Carolina.  There 
were about 30,000 Native 
Americans living in the region at that time.  
 Two of the most powerful tribes in North Carolina were the 
Cherokee and Tuscarora (tus•kuh•ROAR•uh).  The Cherokee 
lived in the Appalachian (ap•uh•LAY•shun) Mountains.  The 
Tuscarora people lived in villages along the rivers of North 
Carolina.  
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SIR WALTER RALEIGH    
Walter Raleigh was an English soldier, explorer, writer, and businessman.  As a child, 

Walter was well educated.  He entered college at 
the age of 16, but only stayed one year.  He made 
a name for himself as a soldier, fi ghting for 
England in places that included Ireland and 
Spain.  He suffered many wounds during 
his days as a soldier.  
 In 1581, at the age of 30, Raleigh 
met Queen Elizabeth, the ruler of England.  
In honor of his military service, Queen 
Elizabeth gave Raleigh 12,000 acres of land 
in Ireland.  Raleigh used his land in Ireland to 
plant the country’s fi rst crops of potatoes.

ROANOKE (ROW•AN•OKE) ISLAND  
Queen Elizabeth also gave Raleigh 

permission to establish a colony in America.  In 
1585, Queen Elizabeth made Walter Raleigh a 
knight.  From that day forward, he was known 
as Sir Walter Raleigh.
 Sir Walter Raleigh spent a fortune 
trying to establish a colony in America.  In 
1585, Raleigh sent a group of 108 men to Roanoke 
Island, near the coast of present-day North Carolina.  
Many of Roanoke’s fi rst colonists became very sick.  
After their supplies ran out, most of the men at 
Roanoke Island returned to England.

VIRGINIA DARE  
In 1587, Sir Walter Raleigh sent another group 

of colonists to Roanoke Island.  They were led by John White.  This time, the group included 
women and children.  Eleanor Dare, John White’s daughter, had a baby soon after the colonists 
arrived at Roanoke Island.  Her daughter, Virginia Dare, was the fi rst English child born in the 
New World.

THE LOST COLONY  
John White left Roanoke and sailed back to England to get more supplies for his colony.  

In 1591, White traveled back to Roanoke.  Everyone had disappeared.  What happened to 
colonists at Roanoke is still a mystery to this day.  Roanoke became known as the famous “Lost 
Colony.”
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THE LAND OF CHARLES
In 1653, King Charles I gave land in North Carolina to a group of colonists from 

Virginia.  They built North Carolina’s fi rst permanent settlement.  They named the land 
Carolina, which means “the land of Charles.”  
 Ten years later, King Charles II gave the entire region, known as the Carolinas, to eight 
of his friends.  The eight men called themselves the Lords Proprietors (pro•PRI•eh•torz).  
Proprietors are owners of a company.  They planned to make money by renting and selling 
land in the Carolinas.  The Lords Proprietors established a system of government for 
the Carolinas known as the Fundamental Constitution.  Unlike other colonies, the Lords 
Proprietors welcomed people of all religions in the Carolinas.

BATTLES OVER LAND
 Land sold by the Lords Proprietors was already owned by several Native American 
groups.  Native Americans attacked new settlements.  Settlers in the northern region of the 
Carolinas also complained of unfair laws.  As a result of these problems, the fi rst colony in the 
Carolinas did not do very well.

THE POOREST COLONY
In its early days, the northern region of the Carolinas was covered with trees.  Settlers 

in the Carolinas had plenty of wood for building log homes furnished with wooden tables, 
chairs, and beds.  Corn was the main crop planted by colonists.  
They ate corn bread, corn stew, and corn on the cob.  Mattresses 
were stuffed with corn husks.  Any part of the corn that couldn’t be 
eaten or used by colonists was fed to their animals.

The fi rst colonists in the Carolinas quickly found the soil was 
perfect for growing tobacco plants.  Tobacco could be shipped to 
England and colonists in the Carolinas could become rich.

Unfortunately, the only way to send tobacco to England was 
by ship.  Tobacco farmers in other colonies built their plantations 
right on the water.  Big ships sailed right up to their farms and 
barrels of tobacco leaves were loaded onto the ships.

The coast of the Carolinas, on the other hand, was blocked by 
sandbars and reefs.  Large ships could not get close enough to the 
shore.  Some tobacco farmers in the Carolinas loaded their tobacco 
crops into wagons and took them over dirt roads to Virginia.  Others 

used little boats that could dock along the shore.  The boats carried small amounts of tobacco 
to countries like Scotland, the Netherlands, and France.  

The colonists in the Carolinas proved they could grow the tobacco.  They just couldn’t 
make any money selling it in large amounts to other countries.  In Virginia, wealthy plantation 
owners bought hundreds of enslaved blacks from Africa to plant and pick tobacco.  Colonists 
in the Carolinas didn’t have the money to purchase enslaved workers.  Their tobacco farms 
remained small.
 By the late 1690s, the Carolinas had become the poorest of England’s thirteen original 
colonies.  Black freedom seekers, poor families, and religious groups that were forced to leave 
other colonies all fl ocked to the Carolinas.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
four Pocket Foldable Cards.  Follow the directions below and on the next page to create your Big 
Idea Pocket Foldable Cards.  

BIG IDEA POCKET
FOLDABLE CARDS

1.  Cut out the four Pocket Foldable Cards 
 along the outside bold lines.

2.  Neatly color the picture on 
 each Pocket Foldable Card.

3.  One of the Pocket Foldable Cards
 is blank.  Write your own question
 about the lesson on this card.
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BIG IDEA POCKET
FOLDABLE CARDS

5.  Fold each Pocket Foldable Card
 in half using the center dotted line.

6.  Glue the blank sides together so
 the words are on the outside.

7.  Store your four Pocket Foldable Cards in a safe place.
 You will need to use them again later.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

4.  Using the lesson, answer the Big Idea Question on 
 each Pocket Foldable Card.

 For the question you wrote yourself, use the
 Internet, an encyclopedia, or other books in 
 the library to answer this question.

 Use proper capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and 
 grammar in your answers.  
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Cause and effect is a relationship between two events.  In a cause and effect relationship, the 
actions from one event have an effect on the next event. 

For example, if you forget to study your spelling words, you will earn a poor grade on the test.  
Not studying your spelling words caused you to receive a poor grade.  

In this activity, you will analyze cause statements of major events in the North Carolina Colony’s 
history and pair them with their effect statements.

DIRECTIONS: Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook.  
 Follow the directions below and on the next two pages to assemble and glue 
 two Cause and Effect Organizers securely into your History notebook.

1.  Cut out two Cause and Effect Patterns, six Event Labels, two Titles, and 
      twelve Effect Statements along the dark solid lines.

2.  Neatly color the Event Labels and Titles.
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3.  Fold each Cause and Effect Pattern along 
       all the dotted lines so that the words are on 
       the inside.

4.  Glue one Title on the bottom flap
       of each Cause and Effect Pattern.

5.  Glue the Event Labels in their proper places 
 on the outside of the Cause and Effect Patterns. PREVIEWuse and Effect Puse and Effect Patternattern along  alon
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6.  Unfold each of the flaps and read the Cause 
 Statement.  Find and glue the Effect Statement 
 that resulted from that cause.  Glue the Effect
 Statement into its proper place on the Pattern.  

       Do this with each of the remaining flaps until 
 all of the Cause Statements have been properly 
 paired with their Effect Statements. 

7.  Glue one completed Cause and Effect Organizer 
 onto the left side and one onto the right side of 
 your notebook.
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VOCABULARY
influenza
measles

BIG IDEAS
How did most Native
Americans die during
the 150 years of
colonization?

Describe the difference
between East and
West Jersey.

How did East Jersey
and West Jersey 
become the single
colony of New Jersey?

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON TWELVE

New Jersey, the Garden State, was one of four Middle colonies.  
The state’s nickname 
comes from New Jersey’s 
large areas of farmland.

FIRST PEOPLE
 The fi rst humans 
in New Jersey were 
prehistoric people who 
hunted mammoths and 
other extinct animals.  
 Historians believe these 
people inhabited New 
Jersey thousands of years 
ago.  
 When Europeans 
arrived in New Jersey, they 
found Native Americans 
living in the area.  
 These Native 
Americans called 
themselves Lenni-Lenape (len•AH•pay), meaning “original 
people.”  Europeans called them Delaware Indians because they 
lived along the Delaware River.  
 The Delaware people built permanent settlements in New 
Jersey.  They survived by hunting, fi shing, and farming.  Ashes 
from burned trees were used as fertilizer for their crops of corn, 
squash, and beans.

★ Native Americans suffered greatly from their contact with 
 European explorers and colonists.  Visitors brought diseases 
 that included smallpox, infl uenza, and measles with them.  
 During 150 years of colonization, more Native Americans 
 died of disease than from any other cause.  
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EUROPEAN EXPLORERS IN NEW JERSEY
In 1498, John Cabot was the fi rst European to see New Jersey.  He was an Italian who 

explored North America for England.  The fi rst European to actually visit and explore New 
Jersey was an explorer named Giovanni da Verrazano (vair•rot•SAH•no).  
 In 1524, Verrazano sailed around the tip of New Jersey and 
landed in New York Bay.  Although Verrazano was Italian, he 
was exploring land in North America for France.
  In 1609, Henry Hudson, exploring for the Dutch, 
arrived in the New Jersey area.  Nine years later, in 1618, the 
Dutch built the fi rst permanent settlement in New Jersey.  
It was a trading post in what is now known as 
Jersey City.  
 Other Dutch settlements were 
established over the next 50 years, 
including New Netherland.  Many of 
these settlements were destroyed during 
Native American attacks.

ENGLISH CONTROL OF NEW JERSEY
In 1664, King Charles II demanded that John 

Cabot had claimed New Jersey for England back in 
1498.  He used force and took the region for England.  
King Charles II gave the colony to his brother James, 
the Duke of York.  
 James gave a large part of the colony to two of 
his friends, Sir George Carteret (CART•uh•ret) and 
Lord John Berkeley.  These men hoped to make money 
in their colony by offering colonists religious freedom 
and good soil to plant crops.  Berkeley later sold his 
share of the colony to two Quakers.
 In 1676, the colony of New Jersey was split into 
East Jersey and West Jersey.  East Jersey was settled by 
the Scottish.  The Scottish built huge homes in East Jersey.  They brought indentured servants 
from Scotland and refused to sell land to anyone who wasn’t Scottish.  West Jersey was ruled 
by William Penn and his Quaker followers from England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales.  Within 
a short time, the populations of East and West Jersey had grown to 14,000. 

A ROYAL COLONY
 In 1702, Queen Anne became the ruler of England.  She joined East and West Jersey back 
together as the single royal colony of New Jersey.  Queen Anne chose a royal governor to be 
in charge of the colony.  The governor’s  job was to make sure colonists were loyal to England 
and obeyed the queen’s laws.  Over the next 70 years, immigrants from other countries poured 
into New Jersey.  The population of the royal colony swelled to 120,000.
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
four Pocket Foldable Cards.  Follow the directions below and on the next page to create your Big 
Idea Pocket Foldable Cards.  

BIG IDEA POCKET
FOLDABLE CARDS

1.  Cut out the four Pocket Foldable Cards 
 along the outside bold lines.

2.  Neatly color the picture on 
 each Pocket Foldable Card.

3.  One of the Pocket Foldable Cards
 is blank.  Write your own question
 about the lesson on this card.
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BIG IDEA POCKET
FOLDABLE CARDS

5.  Fold each Pocket Foldable Card
 in half using the center dotted line.

6.  Glue the blank sides together so
 the words are on the outside.

7.  Store your four Pocket Foldable Cards in a safe place.
 You will need to use them again later.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

4.  Using the lesson, answer the Big Idea Question on 
each Pocket Foldable Card.

For the question you wrote yourself, use the
Internet, an encyclopedia, or other books in 
the library to answer this question.

Use proper capitalization, punctuation, spelling, and 
grammar in your answers.  
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Choose the next blank page in your History notebook.  Gather the Pocket Foldable Cards with 
the answers for each lesson’s Big Idea Questions.  You should have 12 fi nished Cards. 

Follow the directions below and on the next two pages to create a Pocket Foldable for storing 
your Big Idea Pocket Foldable Cards in your History notebook. 

1. Cut out the Pocket Foldable Pattern 
 along the outside bold lines.

 Neatly color the Foldable Pattern.
      

2. Fold the bottom section up along the dotted lines as shown to make a pocket.

BIG IDEA POCKET
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BIG IDEA POCKET
FOLDABLE

3. Flip the Foldable over.  Fold the tabs along the dotted lines and glue the tabs 
         to the back of the Foldable to hold the pocket in place.

4. After you have glued the tabs to the back,
         turn your Pocket Foldable back around.

5. Cut out and neatly color the two Pocket Labels.
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BIG IDEA POCKET
FOLDABLE

6. Glue the two Pocket Labels onto the front
        of the Pocket Foldable as shown.
   

7. Place half of your Pocket Foldable Cards 
 in one pocket and half in the other pocket 
 for safe keeping. 
   

8. Glue the Pocket Foldable onto the next blank page 
 of your notebook.
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about the New Jersey Colony to make a 
Pocket Time Line that tucks securely into your History notebook.   Follow the directions below 
to create your Pocket Time Line.  

1.  Cut out the five Pocket Time Line 
 Patterns along the outside bold lines.  

QUESTION

2.  Read the information and question on each Pocket Time Line Pattern.
 Use the lines provided to answer each question.
 
 Use proper capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar in your answers. 

3.  Fold each Time Line Event Pattern so the words are on
 the outside and the blank sides are on the inside.

 Glue the blank sides together.
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PART II
Choose the next blank page in your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on the
next two pages to create an Envelope for storing your Pocket Time Line.

1.  Cut out the Envelope Template and Title along
 the outside bold lines.  Neatly color the picture 
 on the front of the Envelope.

2.  Fold the Envelope Template along  
       all dotted lines so that the tabs 
       are in the back.
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4.   Gather your completed Pocket Time Line Cards.  Organize 
 the Pocket Time Line Cards in order with the earliest date 
 in the front and the most recent date at the back.

3. Glue the tabs to the back of the Envelope
       Template so that the top is open.
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6.  Glue the completed Pocket Time Line Envelope onto the next 
 blank page of your notebook.

7.  Glue the Title above the Envelope. 

5.  Squeeze the sides of the Envelope.  One at a 
 time, slide in each of the five Pocket Time Line 
 Cards, starting with the earliest date and ending 
 with the most recent date. 
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BIG IDEAS
What caused Native
Americans to board
Francisco Gordillo’s 
ship and what was 
the result of their
mistake?

What happened to 
South Carolina’s first
Spanish and French
colonies?

What effect did slavery 
have on the economy 
of Charles Town and 
the other thirteen 
colonies?

Describe the power
struggle between the
13 colonies and Great
Britain.

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON THIRTEEN

South Carolina, the Palmetto State, was one of fi ve Southern 
colonies.  Since the late 
1700s, the Palmetto has 
been the offi cial symbol on 
the state fl ag and seal.  
 Palmetto trees are palm 
trees with leaves shaped 
like fans.  Palmetto logs 
were used to build a fort 
that could not be destroyed 
by British troops during the 
Revolutionary War.

FIRST PEOPLE
 During South Carolina’s 
prehistoric period, mound 
builders built great temple 
mounds.  These mounds 
have been preserved and 
can still be seen in South 
Carolina today.  
 Almost 30 Native 
American tribes lived in the area during colonial days.  The 
Cherokee, Catawba (kuh•TAW•buh), and Yamasee (YAM•uh•see) 
were the three largest groups of Native Americans.  
 Today, only the Catawba remain in South Carolina on a small 
reservation along the Catawba River.  By 1800, the rest of the Native 
Americans had been driven out of South Carolina by white settlers.
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FRANCISCO GORDILLO (GOR•DEE•YO)
In 1521, Spanish explorer Francisco Gordillo traveled to South Carolina from the 

Spanish-controlled islands south of Florida.  These islands were discovered by Christopher 
Columbus.  They are known today as the West Indies.  
 Gordillo wasn’t interested in exploring South 
Carolina.  He sailed to the coast of South Carolina to 
capture Native Americans and sell them as enslaved 
workers in the West Indies.  
 To capture Native Americans, Gordillo and 
his men played a cruel trick.  Two Native Americans 
were invited aboard the Spanish ship.  The Native 
Americans were treated very well and given expensive 
gifts.  More Native Americans were invited to the 
ship.  They were also promised gifts.  About 150 Native 
Americans boarded the ship.  Instead of gifts, they were 
captured and forced to sail back to the West Indies where 
they were sold into a life of slavery.

SPANISH COLONIES
  In 1526, Spanish ruler Lucas Vàsquez (VAZ•kez) 
de Ayllòn (el•YAWN) sailed from the West Indies to South 
Carolina.  One of Gordillo’s Native American 
captives had told Ayllòn stories about treasures in 
South Carolina.  Ayllòn planned to start a Spanish 
colony in South Carolina.  He arrived in South Carolina 
with more than 500 people and hundreds of farm animals.   
 Within a few months, de Ayllòn and most of his 
colonists had starved to death or died from disease.  In 
October 1526, the few surviving settlers returned to the 
West Indies.

FRENCH COLONIES
In 1562, French explorer Jean Ribaut (ree•BOH) led 150 men from France to South 

Carolina.  Ribaut planned to build a colony where French Protestants could worship freely.  
They built a military fort along the southeastern coast of South Carolina.  
 In the spring, Ribaut and many of the men returned to France for more colonists and 
supplies.  Colonists who stayed at the colony failed to plant crops and nearly starved to 
death.  After a year of waiting for Ribaut to return, colonists built a boat and tried to sail back 
to France.  Along the way, the men ran out of food.  Several died from hunger.  In order to 
survive, the group killed and ate one of its own men.
 Over the next 100 years, Spanish and French colonists tried to start other colonies 
in South Carolina.  All of these attempts failed.  Native American confl icts, starvation, and 
disease kept Spanish and French colonists from building South Carolina’s fi rst permanent 
settlement.
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THE CHARLES TOWN COLONY
 In 1663, King Charles II of England granted land known as the Carolinas to eight of 
his friends.  The eight men called themselves the Lords Proprietors (pro•PRI•eh•torz).  You 
have already read that these men planned to make money by renting and selling land in the 
Carolinas.   
 In 1670, the fi rst 100 colonists sailed from England to the southern region of the 
Carolinas.  They founded the fi rst permanent settlement in present-day South Carolina.  In 
honor of King Charles II, the colony was named Charles Town.  The name was later changed to 
Charleston.

SLAVERY IN CHARLES TOWN
Charles Town’s colonist were not very good farmers.  At fi rst, they traded with Native 

Americans for corn and other supplies.  Later, colonists learned to plant and grow rice.  
During the 1700s, rice and indigo became the leading crops in Charles Town and other new 
settlements.  These crops brought a lot of wealth to the southern part of the Carolinas.  
 Plantation owners bought Africans and enslaved them to help grow rice and indigo.  By 
1708, there were more enslaved blacks than white settlers living in the southern region of the 
Carolinas.  Colonists bought more enslaved workers than they needed and made money by 
trading and selling them to other colonies. 

SEPARATING THE CAROLINAS
Maintaining peace in the Carolinas was diffi cult during the early days.  Native 

Americans, especially the Yamasee tribe, made life diffi cult for settlers.  Constant threats by the 
Spanish in Florida also destroyed peace in the Carolinas.  Settlers were also unhappy with the 
government in the Carolinas.  In 1729, settlers asked King George II to separate the southern 
region from the rest of the Carolinas.  He agreed and divided the Carolinas into North Carolina 
and South Carolina.  Both regions became royal colonies.  This meant they were controlled by 
Great Britain.
 Buying and selling enslaved Africans made South Carolina very wealthy.  Like the other 
twelve colonies, it was anxious to break away from Great Britain and become independent.  
Great Britain received a lot of money from its colonies in America.  It was not interested in 
allowing colonists to be independent.  This power struggle between Great Britain and the 
English colonists in America led to the Revolutionary War.

★ Until 1790, Charleston was South Carolina’s state   
 capital.
★ In 1886, the city of Charleston was struck by one of the  
 worst earthquakes ever to hit the eastern United   
 States.   
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
the fi rst part of Booklets that you will glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions 
below and on the next page to create the fi rst part of your Big Idea Booklets.  

BIG IDEA
BOOKLETS

1.  Cut the Booklet Template along the outside bold line. 

2.  Cut out each Booklet Question 
 along the outside bold line. 
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 dotted line so the Questions are 
 on the outside. 
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BIG IDEA
BOOKLETS

4.  Open each Question Booklet.  Using the
information from the lesson, write the
answer to each Question on the blank 
space inside of each Booklet.

Use proper capitalization, punctuation,
spelling, and grammar in your answers.  

5.  Glue each folded Question Booklet on top 
 of a square on the Booklet Template.

 You will have four blank squares. These will 
 be used in the next lesson.
      

6.  Glue the Booklet Template onto 
 the next blank page of your 
 notebook.
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BIG IDEAS
How might a wealthy
person from England
and a poor person in
America have different
views about the types
of opportunities in
Georgia?

What was the risk of
creating an entire
economy based on
growing grapes and 
silkworms?

What was the effect
on Georgia’s economy
after it became a royal
colony?

THIRTEEN ORIGINAL COLONIES LESSON FOURTEEN

Georgia, one of fi ve Southern colonies, is known as the Peach 
State.  Georgia’s peach growers are known for producing high 
quality peaches.  In 1995, 
the peach became Georgia’s 
offi cial state fruit.

FIRST PEOPLE
 Before European settlers 
arrived, Georgia was home 
to Native Americans of the 
Cherokee and Creek tribes. 

EXPLORERS 
 In 1539, Spanish explorer 
Hernando de Soto passed 
through Georgia looking for 
gold.  As a result of de Soto’s 
travels, Georgia was claimed 
by Spain.
 England didn’t care about 
Spain’s claim to Georgia.  In 
1732, King George II granted 
a charter to a group of 
wealthy Englishmen.  The group was led by James E. Oglethorpe.  
 

ATLANTIC 
OCEAN

 FAST 
FACTS

★ In Southern colonies like Georgia, there were few 
 opportunities for poor children to go to school.  Sons of 
 wealthy plantation owners could go to colleges for 
 white men only.  Girls in the thirteen original colonies 
 did not go to college.
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A DEBTOR’S COLONY
The plan for Georgia was to start a colony for settlers in the other twelve colonies who 

were poor, in debt, or unable to fi nd a job.  King George II hoped that colonists in Georgia 
would be able to keep Spaniards in Florida and French settlers in Louisiana from entering 
Georgia.  Oglethorpe also wanted to offer religious freedom 
to Protestants from Germany and Austria.

RAISING SILKWORMS IN GEORGIA    
Georgia would be a place for colonists to earn 

money by raising silkworms and planting crops of 
wine grapes.  Profi ts from selling these items would be 
used to pay the settlers’ debts.
 In 1733, James Oglethorpe arrived in Georgia 
with about 120 followers.  He settled in Savannah 
and named his colony Georgia, in honor of King 
George II.  This was the last of the thirteen 
original colonies established by England.  
 Each settler was given 50 acres of 
land for raising their wine grapes and 
silkworms.  Colonists were not permitted 
to buy enslaved blacks to help work their 
small farms.  
 Unfortunately, many of the colonists became 
sick with malaria.  They found it impossible to keep 
up with large farms worked by enslaved blacks in 
nearby South Carolina.  Colonists also discovered 
that silkworms and wine grapes did not grow well 
in Georgia’s soil.  Many of the colonists left.

DEFENDING GEORGIA
  James Oglethorpe was told that Spain was planning to take control of Georgia.  
In 1734, Oglethorpe went back to England.  He brought back more colonists and soldiers.  In 
1736, he built Fort Frederica to protect his colony.  In 1742, Spaniards from Florida attacked 
Georgia.  Oglethorpe’s soldiers defeated the Spaniards and kept Georgia for England.

GEORGIA BECOMES A ROYAL COLONY  
In 1752, King George II took control of Georgia.  Georgia became a royal colony.  The 

king appointed a governor, royal council, and allowed colonists to elect leaders.  He gave 
settlers more land and permitted them to buy enslaved blacks.  King George II let colonists 
plant whatever they wanted.  
 Colonists in Georgia developed friendly relationships with Native Americans and 
established a profi table fur trade with them.  Rice, indigo, and wheat were planted with the 
help of enslaved workers.  Cattle and hogs were raised.  By the 1760s, about 3,000 people lived 
in Georgia.  Most of them were either colonists from England or enslaved blacks from Africa. 
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
the second part of Booklets that you will glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions 
below and on the next page to create the second part of your Big Idea Booklets.  

1.  Cut out each Booklet Question along the outside bold line. 
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3.  Fold each Booklet along the dotted line 
 so the Questions are on the outside. 

Booklet
QUESTIONS

2.  One of the Booklets is blank.  Write your
 own Question about the lesson on the
 outside of this Booklet.

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3
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BIG IDEA
BOOKLETS

6.  Glue each folded Question Booklet on the 
 remaining squares on the Booklet 
 Template already glued in your notebook.

4.  Open each Question Booklet.  Using the
 information from the lesson, write the
 answer to each Question on the blank 
 space inside of each Booklet. 

5.  For the Question you wrote yourself, 
 use the lesson, the internet, or books 
 in the library to answer the Question.

 Use proper capitalization, punctuation,
 spelling, and grammar in your answers.  
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In this activity, you will use what you have learned about James Oglethorpe to make a James 
Oglethorpe Booklet to add to your History notebook.

PART I
DIRECTIONS: 

 1. Choose the next two blank face-to-face pages in your History notebook. 

2. Color the picture of James Oglethorpe and use the information about 
  James Oglethorpe to complete the James Oglethorpe Journal Page.  Use proper 
  capitalization, spelling, and punctuation.  

 3. Cut out the Journal Page along the bold lines and glue it onto the left side 
  of your History notebook. 

  

PART II
Using the Journal Page on the left side of your notebook, complete the James Oglethorpe Booklet 
Outline by answering each of the six questions about him on the lines provided.  Use proper 
capitalization, spelling, punctuation, and grammar. 
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PART III
Follow the directions below and on the next page to assemble and glue your James Oglethorpe 
Booklet onto the blank page on the right side of your History notebook. 

1.  Cut out the Booklet Outline along  
      the dark solid lines.  Then cut out  
      the rectangle with the questions.

 Color the picture on the Outline.

2.  Fold along the dotted line 
       so the flap covers the 
       answers to the questions.
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3.  Glue the rectangle with the questions
       on top of the folded flap as shown above.

4.  Glue the completed Booklet onto 
       the right side of your notebook
 across from your Journal Page.  
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FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR

VOCABULARY
surrendered

BIG IDEAS
Why was the Ohio
River Valley important
to French and English 
colonists?

What was one positive
and one negative effect
of the dependency on
the fur trade?

Who won the French
and Indian War and
how was the land
divided?

What caused King
George III to establish
the Proclamation Line
and what was its
effect on colonists?

By 1733, the last of the thirteen original colonies was established.  
Colonists had built towns, organized governments, and used the 
resources America offered.  
 
THE OHIO RIVER VALLEY
 While English colonists established permanent settlements 
along the Atlantic Ocean, French colonists settled in the Great 
Lakes area.  Both groups wanted control of the hunting and trading 
territories.
 The Ohio River Valley was rich in natural resources that 
included fertile farm land and plenty of water.  Most importantly, 
the Ohio River Valley was full of fur-bearing animals, including 
beaver.  Fur-bearing animals provided wealth to both colonists and 
Native Americans.  
 Native Americans 
hunted the animals and 
then traded the skins and 
furs to the colonists in 
exchange for weapons, 
tools, whiskey, and other 
European items.  
 Colonists made money 
selling the skins and furs 
to others who made them 
into beautiful hats and 
coats.  Unfortunately, 
there wasn’t an endless 
supply of fur-bearing 
animals and fi ghting broke out.    
 The Iroquois (EAR•uh•kwoy) controlled the hunting territories 
in the Ohio River Valley.  They permitted some English colonists to 
settle there.  This made the French very angry.  
 The French believed that they controlled the fur trade with the 
Iroquois.  To strengthen their claims on the area, both countries 
began building forts in the Ohio River Valley.  Soldiers were 
trained.  Both sides were ready to protect their land. 
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THE FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR
During the next 70 years, French and English colonists battled for complete control of 

the Ohio River Valley.  The last battle between France and England, known as the French and 
Indian War, started in 1754.  French and English colonists began building forts in the Ohio 
River Valley.  
 In 1754, the fi rst battle of the French and Indian War was fought in present-day 
Pennsylvania.  The French and their Native American allies were too strong for young George 
Washington and his small army of untrained colonists.
 Great Britain sent 1,000 soldiers to help its colonists win the French and Indian War.  
Spain sent soldiers to help France.  It took six long years, but in 1760, France surrendered the 
war to Great Britain and its colonists in America.

THE TREATY OF PARIS
In 1763, the French and Indian War offi cially ended with the Treaty of Paris.  The 

treaty was signed by Great Britain, France, and Spain.  France gave all of its land east of the 
Mississippi River, except for New Orleans, to Great Britain.  Great Britain also received most 
of France’s land in Canada.  Control of the fi ve Great Lakes and all of the valuable hunting 
territories now belonged to Great Britain.  The treaty also required Spain to give its territory in 
Florida to Great Britain.  In return for helping them during the war, France gave New Orleans 
and its territory west of the Mississippi River to Spain.  The French and Indian War was fi nally 
over.
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RESERVED FOR COLONISTS

RESERVED FOR NATIVE AMERICANS

PROCLAMATION LINE
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THE ROYAL PROCLAMATION OF 1763
Colonists were eager to explore and settle Great Britain’s new land.  Leaders in Great 

Britain were more interested in continuing the profi table fur trade with Native Americans.  
Native Americans were angry that Great Britain and its colonists had won the war.  They 
raided settlements, burned British forts, and kidnapped children.  To keep peace between 
Native Americans and colonists, King George III decided to separate them from each other.  
 On October 7, 1763, King George III issued the Royal Proclamation – an offi cial 
announcement.  He set aside land west of the Appalachian (ap•uh•LAY•shun) Mountains 
for Native Americans.  Great Britain called this the “Proclamation Line.”  Colonists were not 
permitted to settle in this area.  All colonists living west of the Appalachian Mountains were 
ordered to move immediately.

DEFENDING THE PROCLAMATION LINE
Great Britain sent 10,000 troops to keep colonists away from the Proclamation Line.   

Leaders in Great 
Britain hoped that 
the Proclamation 
Line would end 
confl icts between the 
colonists and Native 
Americans.
 The Royal 
Proclamation of 
1763 gave Native 
Americans hope.  
Native Americans 
believed Great Britain 
fi nally realized who 
really owned land in 
America.
 Colonists were 
outraged by the Royal 
Proclamation of 1763.  
They had fought in the 
French and Indian War 
to win the land that King 
George III was simply giving to 
Native Americans.  
 The Proclamation Line was ignored by 
colonists.  Hunters and fur trappers from Virginia and North 
Carolina crossed the Proclamation Line.  They planned to build permanent homes west of the 
Appalachian Mountains.  The French and Indian War was over, but a new battle was brewing.  
Soon, the colonists in America would declare war against their own country. 
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In this activity, you will answer the Big Idea Questions from the beginning of the lesson to make 
a Four-Door Organizer to glue into your History notebook.  Follow the directions below and on 
the next page to create your Big Idea Four-Door Organizer.  

BIG IDEA FOUR-DOOR
ORGANIZER

1.  Cut out the Four-Door Template along all bold lines 
       and fold along the dotted line.  

Four-Door
TEMPLATE

2.   Neatly color and cut out each of the four Questions along 
 the bold lines.

Four-Door
QUESTIONSPREVIEW
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BIG IDEA FOUR-DOOR
ORGANIZER

4.    Using the lesson, open each of the
 doors on the Four-Door Organizer
 and write the answer to the Question 
 on the lines provided.

 Use proper capitalization, punctuation, 
 spelling, and grammar in your answers.  

5.  Glue the completed Four-Door Organizer 
 onto the next blank page of your notebook.

3. Glue each of the four Questions on top of a 
 folded strip on the Four-Door Template.
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Geography is the study of Earth.  It includes Earth’s land, water, weather, animal life, and 
plant life.  Geographers are people who study geography.  You can think of yourself as a 
geographer because you will be learning about places on Earth. 

Location is important to the study of geography.  It is almost impossible to fi gure out your 
location or fi nd your way around if you do not know the four main, or cardinal directions.  
North, south, east, and west are the cardinal directions.  On a map these directions are labeled 
N, S, E, and W.  

Between the four main directions are the intermediate directions.  Northeast, or NE, is the 
direction between north and east.  Southeast, or SE, is the direction between south and east.  
Southwest, or SW, is the direction between south and west.  Northwest, or NW, is the direction 
between north and west.  

A reference point is also important for fi nding your location.  A reference point is simply a 
starting point.  It’s diffi cult, for example, to travel southwest if you don’t have a starting point.

EXAMPLE: The Battle of Fort Niagara was one of the fi nal battles of the French and Indian 
  War.  In July 1759, the British attacked Fort Niagara with a force of 2,500 men.  
  After 20 days, the French were forced to surrender Fort Niagara to the British.  
  Fort Niagara is located southwest of Lake Ontario.

This example gives you some very important information.  It tells you that your reference point, 
or starting point, will be Lake Ontario.  Locate Lake Ontario on your French and Indian War 
Map.  Put your fi nger on Lake Ontario and slide it southwest.  You should see a picture of Fort 
Niagara already placed there for you.
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Sometimes directions contain more than one reference point.  Look at the example below:

EXAMPLE: On June 7, 1755, General Edward Braddock marched 1,000 of his British soldiers 
 toward Fort Duquesne (do•CANE).  When Braddock and his men stopped 
 to rest, 300 French soldiers and their Native American allies jumped from behind 
 trees and attacked Braddock’s large army.  General Braddock was killed in 
 what became known as the Battle of the Wilderness.  The Battle of the Wilderness 
 was fought west of Harrisburg and southeast of Fort Niagara.

This example contains two reference points and two sets of directions.  They have been 
underlined for you.  Look at your French and Indian War Map.  Put your fi nger on Harrisburg 
and slide it west.  Since there are two battle sites located west, a second reference point has been 
added to help you fi nd your location.  

The second reference point is Fort Niagara.  Place your fi nger on Fort Niagara and slide it 
southeast.  By using both of these reference points, you should be able to easily locate the Battle 
of the Wilderness.

DIRECTIONS:  In this activity, you will use reference points, cardinal directions, and   
   intermediate directions to plot important battle sites on a French and Indian 
   War Map.  Many of these points of interest preserve history.  This helps 
   historians learn more about the people who lived before us.   

 1 Use your scissors to carefully cut out the symbols on the bottom of the last page.
 2 Label the cardinal and intermediate directions on the compass rose drawn for   
  you on the blank French and Indian War Map.
 3 Use the written directions and your compass rose to correctly locate these battles 
  on your French and Indian War Map.  
 4 To get you started, the reference points and directions have been underlined for   
  you in the fi rst fi ve descriptions.  You may want to underline the reference points   
  and directions in the rest of the activity.
 5 Glue the symbols in their proper places on your Map. (Glue the symbols    
  right over the dots.)

 6 When you have fi nished, ask your teacher to pull down the classroom map of the  
  world.  Neatly label each state and Canadian province with its correct name.  Use 
  your coloring pencils to add color to your French and Indian War Map.
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ad•mired  thought highly of.

a•do•be  a heavy clay used for making 
bricks. 

a•dop•ted  accepted and put into action.

al•lies  groups of people who help one 
another in times of trouble.

an•chor  secure a boat so it won’t fl oat 
away.

ap•point•ed  chosen or selected. 

as•tron•o•my  the study of the stars and 
planets. 

a•vi•ar•y  a building where birds are 
kept.

bi•og•ra•phies  stories of a person’s life 
written by someone else. 

black•smith•ing  heating and hammering 
iron into different shapes.

bluffs  steep riverbanks or cliffs.

brand•ed  burned a mark into the skin of 
a person or animal to show ownership.

bru•tal•i•ty  extreme cruelty.

buttes  mounds of earth, much like 
mountains. 

can•ni•bals  human beings who eat the fl esh 
of other human beings. 

Cath•o•lics  members of a Christian church 
who trace their history back to the twelve 
apostles. 

chan•nel  a long, narrow, deep part of a body 
of water.

char•ter  a contract which gives one group 
power over another.

Chris•ti•ans  people who belong to a religion 
based on the life and teachings of Jesus Christ.

cli•mate  the average weather conditions of 
an area over a period of years.

com•mand•ment  one of the ten rules or laws 
found in the Bible. 

con•quer  defeat by force.

con•sti•tu•tion  a plan which outlines the 
duties of the government and guarantees the 
rights of the people. 

coun•cil  a group of people chosen to make 
laws or give advice. 
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cross•bows  high powered weapons that 
shoot arrows by pulling a trigger.

cul•ture  a group of people with a shared 
set of beliefs, religious customs, attitudes, 
and social practices.

de•feat•ed  won victory over.

do•min•ions  large territories with one 
ruler. 

drought  long period of time with no 
rain.

e•lec•tions  the process of selecting 
leaders by voting for them. 

el•e•va•tions  heights to which things 
are raised. 

em•per•or  the male ruler of an empire.

em•pire  a group of territories or people 
under one ruler.

en•gi•neers  scientists who are skilled 
designers and builders.

es•ti•mat•ed  guessed.

ex•pe•di•tions  journeys for the 
purpose of exploring.

ex•port•ed  sent items out of the country 
for sale or trade.

fer•til•ized  added a material to the soil 
to make crops grow better. 

gla•ciers  large bodies of ice moving 
slowly down a valley or spreading across 
the surface of the land.

gran•ite  a hard rock formed millions of years 
ago that contains crystals.

grist•mills  mills for grinding grain into fl our.

im•mi•grants  people who permanently 
settle in another country. 

im•port  to bring items into a country for the 
purpose of selling them.

in•de•pen•dence  not being under the 
control or rule of someone else.

in•dus•try  a business that provides a certain 
product or service.

in•fl u•en•za  an illness that affects the lungs 
and causes fever, chills, muscular pain, and 
headaches. 

in•hab•it•ed  lived or settled in a place.

leg•end  a story told over and over again 
throughout history that can’t be proven to be 
true.

long•hous•es  long dwellings where many 
families live at the same time. 

main•land  a large piece of land set apart 
from an island.

ma•lar•i•a  a disease caused by mosquitoes 
that spreads to other humans and results in 
chills and fever.

mam•moths  large, hairy, extinct elephants 
with tusks that curved upward. 

man•u•fac•tured  made something from raw 
materials by hand or machinery. 

mea•sles  an illness that causes fever and red 
spots all over the skin. 
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mil•i•tar•y  people who are part of the 
armed forces who may be asked to go to 
war.

mis•sion•ar•y  a person sent to spread a 
religious faith.

mon•u•ment  building, stone, or statue 
created to remember a person or event.

Mus•lims  people who follow the laws of 
Islam and worship God whom they call 
Allah.

nav•i•ga•tion  controlling the direction 
of a ship. 

New En•gland  an area in the northeast 
United States that includes Connecticut, 
Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
Rhode Island, and Vermont.

pan•han•dle  a narrow piece of land that 
sticks out. 

pen•in•su•la  a large piece of land 
surrounded by water on three sides.

Pil•grims  English colonists who 
founded the fi rst permanent settlement in 
the colony of Plymouth in 1620.

plan•ta•tions  large farms in the South 
where crops of cotton and tobacco were 
grown using enslaved labor.

pre•his•tor•ic  the period of time before 
recorded history.

pri•va•teer  an owner of a private ship 
with weapons that are licensed to attack 
enemy ships.

pro•fi ts  money earned after all expenses 
have been paid. 

Prot•es•tants  members of a Christian church 
other than the Roman Catholic Church.

pueb•lo  a type of Native American village.

Pu•ri•tan  a person from England who 
traveled to America in the 1600s and 1700s in 
search of religious freedom.

Qua•ker  member of a religious group that 
believed all men were created equal, refused 
to serve in the Army or Navy, and would not 
pay taxes used to support war. 

ran•som  money paid for the safe return 
of a person who has been taken without 
permission.

re•bel•lion  the act of disobeying authority.

reefs  strips of rocks, sand, or coral that rise 
near the surface of the water. 

rep•re•sen•ta•tives  people chosen to speak 
or act for an entire group.

re•venge  to get even with someone for unfair 
treatment.

re•volt•ed  fought against people in charge.

ri•val  enemy.

sand•bars  sand that forms in a river or along 
the shore of the ocean because of the action of 
waves or currents.

saw•mills  mills with big machines that saw 
wood into planks and boards. 
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scalps  parts of human heads that are 
usually covered with hair.

schol•ar  an educated person who is a 
specialist on a subject.

sculp•tures  fi gures or designs shaped 
out of clay, marble, or metal.

scur•vy  a disease caused from lack of 
vitamin C that results in swollen and 
bleeding gums, bleeding under the skin, 
and extreme weakness.  

sea•port  a sheltered area where ships can 
load and unload supplies.

small•pox  a disease causing fever, 
weakness, and puss fi lled bumps that 
usually leave scars. 

sound  a narrow passage of water 
between an island and the mainland.

spe•cies  groups of plants or animals that 
are alike in many ways.

strait  a narrow strip of sea between two 
pieces of land.

stroke  a brain injury caused when a 
blood vessel bursts or is blocked. 

sur•ren•dered  gave up completely.

syn•a•gogue  a place of worship for 
members of the Jewish religion. 

trea•son  a crime against your country’s 
government.

trea•ties  formal agreements.

Vi•king  a sea pirate from Scandinavia.

vows  promises.

wam•pum  beads made of shells that were 
once used for money or decoration by Native 
Americans.

wig•wam  a Native American home made of 
poles and covered with bark, mats, or animal 
skins. 

wor•shipped  honored someone; usually 
during a religious ceremony.




